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Mayfield's ex-police chief, assistant indicted
By The Associated Press
MAYFIELD, Ky.(AP) — A former Mayfield police chief and his
former assistant have been indicted
on charges of misusing public funds.
Former Chief Richard Blackman
and former Assistant Chief Ronnie
Lear resigned earlier this year.
Blackman
was
indicted
Wednesday on four felonies: two
counts of theft by deception over
$300, theft by failure to make
required disposition of property and
personally deriving benefits from
the police department's special fund.
He was also indicted for first-degree
complicity to official misconduct, a
misdemeanor.
Lear was indicted on three
felonies: two counts obcomplicity to

theft by deception over $300 and
personally deriving benefits from
special police funds that included
drug funds. He was also indicted for
two misdemeanor counts of firstdegree official misconduct.
Also indicted Wednesday on one
misdemeanor count was Patrolman
Tracy Jetton House. He was charged
with first-degree complicity to official misconduct for allegedly helping Lear or failing to prevent him
from selling a VCR that was evidence in an ongoing criminal case.
"Essentially the cases boil down
to the allegations of the misuse of
public funds," said special prosecutor Tim Langford of Fulton County.
Two of the felony charges against
Blackman and Lear were related to

training seminars in San Antonio,
Texas. and Orlando, Fla. The indictment alleges some of the same
expenses were paid by the city of
Mayfield and the special police
fund.
Blackman's indictment alleges
money for the trips was used to pay
for a person who was not a city
employee, specifically Blackman's
wife and/or Lear's wife.
Lear's lawyer, Dennis Null, said
Wednesday that Lear's records will
show he spent more on the San
Antonio trip than he received for the
trip.
"To be very honest, we are not
concerned about this," Null said.
"It's a shame he's going to have to
go through it."

Lear said Wednesday fie was "let
down" by the indictment. But he
vowed it will not be a setback for
him. "I just don't see there was any
intent in the way things were done to
commit any crime here," he said.
One of Lear's official misconduct
charges relates to the alleged sale of
a VCR. The second misconduct
charge accuses Lear of issuing a
$250 check from the police department to his wife, Jackie Lear, a
physical education teacher at St.
BRANDI WILLIAMS Ledger & Times Photo
Joseph Catholic School. The check NEW
VAN ... Pictured is the new Calloway County Disabled
was not for law enforcement purposes and did not have proper authori- Veterans Van, donated by the national association. The van will
zation, according to the indictment. transport disabled veterans for health care needs.
Null said Jackie Lear has receipts
that shows she bought $300 worth of

•See Page 2

Adopted
children to
get tuition,
fee break
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
Kentucky General Assembly passed
a bill that will give college bound
foster or adopted children a break.
Eligible foster and adopted children will not be charged tuition or
mandatory
student
fees
at
Kentucky's public colleges and universities, including schools in the
Kentucky Community and Technical
College System.
The bill went into effect today
(Thursday).
To qualify, a student must meet
the school's entrance requirements,
attend full time and maintain the
school's required academic standing
while enrolled.
Fees for books, room and board
are not included.
Possible eligible students must
complete the Free Application for
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). The
amount of the waiver is determined
by any other free financial assistance
the student receives. Assistance will

II See Page 2
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IT'S AN HONOR ... State Sen. Bob Jackson (D-Murray)talks to the assembled Commonwealth
Honors Academy students in the Freed Curd Auditorium Wednesday evening about the
importance of service and giving back to the community.

New van to
help transport
local veterans

By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Disabled veterans have a new ride to visit the veterans clinics in
Nashville.
The Disabled American Veterans Association has donated a van to the
Calloway County chapter to transport people back and
forth from Nashville for health care.
"There are over hundreds of veterans from Calloway
County alone," said driver Jim Potter.
The service is free.
The van will service veterans from Calloway, Graves,
Marshall, Christian and Trigg counties. Travelers must
make reservations at least one week in advance with
driver coordinator Robert Rogers and will be picked up
from Sirloin Stockade on the day of appointment.
Rogers said they plan on making runs five days a
Potter
week as long as the need is there. If the program is successful, the-ebaprer plans on applying for grants to buy
another van.
-There are some people in this area that can't afford
to drive to Nashville or aren't able to," Potter said.
Rogers said this service was provided before, and the
van had to be retired.
"There are just so many people in the county who
didn't know about the service," said Rogers.
Rogers said he has already been flocked with calls
from people wanting to use the service.
Rogers
Potter said the chapter has already planned on driving
the van in the Freedom Fest Fourth of July parade to help
advertise the service.
-We will only be using the van for trips to Nashville and parades." Potter
said.
Rogers said interested veterans should call 753-0237 for reservations.

Conditional use permit
OK'd for Wesley facility
city would have to be sought, according to
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Butch Seargent, director of planning and
Staff Writer
The first hurdle in bringing a new engineering.
The zoning board also amended an earfacility for low-income seniors to Murray
lier ruling concerning the signage at the
has been cleared.
The Murray Board of Zoning new Long John Silver's/A&W restaurant
Adjustments approved a conditional use that is being constructed in front of
permit for the facility, which would be Lowe's on the Highway 121 Bypass.
The board had approved the displaying
constructed on Utterback Road,to operate
of four illuminated signs, which included
in an R-4 (residential) zone.
Murray's First United Methodist the Long John Silver's and A&W logos, a
Church and Wesley Housing Inc., are sign indicating the presence of a drivesponsoring the $350,000 construction thru and a sign that would read "Good
project, which will contain 28, one-bed- Food." An additional sign made up of the
room units that will be made available to words "All American Food" was denied.
A letter submitted to the department of
low-income seniors who meet certain
planning and engineering by Van J.
economic requirements.
Wesley Housing Inc. has created simi- Ingram, senior director of franchising for
lar facilities in Mississippi, Arkansas, Yorkshire Global Restaurants, stated,
Missouri and Tennessee. The nearest such however, that the words "All American
project in this area is Lakeland Wesley in Food" are a part of the registered A&W
logo used on the restaurants.
Marshall County.
"They said it would be like taking.the
The conditional use permit was
approved contingent on the project meet- 'Silver' off of 'Long John Silver's,—
ing all other city regulations. Should any Seargent said. "I don't have a problem
issues with the construction, such as ade- with it because it's part of the logo."
quate parking, arise, variances from the •See Page 2
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SETTING UP FOR THE SCORE(BOARD)... Don Rutland with Murray State University Facility Maintenance,as well as
other workers, were building a new housing for the Racers' soccer scoreboard at Cutchin Field next to the Curds
Center.
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Texas mother charged in
deaths of her five children

MEM MI
1111111111111111111111111111112
Ledger & Times Photo
ANOTHER HOT ONE ... Noontime yesterday was a scorcher, as the Firstar
Bank time/temperature sign reads 96
degrees. Things will cool off as high
temperatures will dip into the 70s
today (Thursday) and Friday.

HOUSTON (AP) — When Andrea Pia Yates
called police, she offered no specifics about why
she wanted officers to come to her suburban
home.
When an officer arrived, police say, a wet and
panicked Yates succinctly described what had just
transpired in four words: "I killed my children."
Yates, 36, was charged with murder
Wednesday night in connection with the deaths of
her five children, all apparently drowned in a
bathtub.
"It is just rather unimaginable," Houston
police spokesman John Cannon said. "It's difficult to deal with when you are talking about five
little kids who were killed, probably systematically."
Cannon said Yates was breathing heavily when
she called police to her home, but she didn't provide details. She was wet when she answered the
door."At that time she said to the officer, '1 killed
my children," Cannon said.
He said the woman then led the officer to a bed
in a back bedroom. Found under a sheet were the
wet bodies of Mary. 6 months; Luke, 2; Paul. 3:
and John, 5.
The fifth child, Noah, 7. was found in a bathtub.
Yates was led away in handcuffs from the onestory brick home in far southeast Houston. near

NASA's Johnson Space Center. The children's
father works at NASA as a computer specialist.
Cannon said Yates called her husband home
Wednesday morning shortly after phoning police.
Authorities gave no motive for the slayings,
but the woman's husband told police she had been
on medication to treat postpartum depression for
the past two years, since the birth of their fourth
child.
Judy Hay, a spokeswoman for Children's
Protective Services, said records indicate the
woman attempted suicide on June 18, 1999. Five
days later, Children's Protective Services was
called because.mental health officials worried the
woman's children didn't have proper care.
"We found them at their grandparents with
their father," Hay said. It was never assigned
because there was no abuse or neglect."
Postpartum depression — suffered by mothers
who have just given birth — affects 10 percent to
20 percent of new moms, researchers say.
Dr. Lauren Marangell, a psychiatrist who leads
the Baylor College of Medicine's mood disorders
research program, said postpartum depression is
treatable and rarely results in violence to others.
"With depression, you're typically more worried about (the patients) themselves," Marangell
said. -With postpartum depression, you do worry
because you have a vulnerable infant at home."

53-9
SEAFOOD

Dal y Specials
"DINE IN ONLY"
Monday and Tuesday
All You Can Eat Batter Fish Dinner
All You Can Eat Country Style Fish
All You Can Eat Catfish Dinner
(Available from 10:45am-9pm)

$6.99
$6.99
$7.49

SENIOR DAY $1.00 off any complete Dinner or Platter
(Seniors Only! Age 55 and above. Available All Day)
**Note: 2pc & 3pc Fish & Fries, Broiled Luncheon items,
sandwiches and sandwich combos do not qualify
for the $1.00 off on the Senior Specials**

KIDS DAY! Kids Meals are only 991
(Available All Day - to age 10- NO ADULT participation)

Friday
Luncheon Specials Only

Saturday
$1.00 off Any Broiled Platter! Available All Day!!
Sunday
$6.99
$6.99
$7.49

**DRINKS ARE NOT included with the Daily Specials!**

of YOUR CHOICE!

You may freely substitute any of the following items for fries or coleslaw
greenbeans, salad, rice, fried okra, corn on the cob, breadsticks,
macaroni & cheese, hushpuppies, or more coleslaw, or more
fries. Extra charge of 30( to substitue baked potato.

7
4 CAN DINE FOR $9

Fish & Fries $2.25 Fish & Fries $2.25
Please present coupon before ordering.
Limit two dinners per coupon. Not good
with any other specials, coupons or discount offers. At participating Captain D's.

this time period

Meetings
June 21
•
Murray-Calloway County
Transit Authority Board of
Directors meeting, 7 p m.,
Professional Building, 415 S. 4th
St.

PoliceLogs
Murray Police Department
• Ray Brownfield, 85, Murray, was admitted to the. Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Wednesday with minor injuries following a one-vehicle
accident. Brownfield was traveling east of Tabard Drive when his vehicle
left the roadway and struck a tree.
— Information gathered from reports, logs and citations
from respective agencies.

Arrests
• Permit ...
From Page 1
made in
church
burglaries

As a compromise, the board
voted to remove the "Drive Thin"
sign and let the words "All
American Food" appear on the
restaurant.
In other business, the board:
Staff Report
• Approved a variance to allow two
Murray Ledger & Times
additional wall signs on the Applebee's
Two Tennessee residents have restaurant that is currently under conbeen arrested in connection with the struction at 816 N. 12th St.
• Issued an 11-foot rear setback
burglaries of two local churches this
variance that will allow for the conpast May.
John Jackson, 36, 522 Harrison struction of an additional warehouse at
St., Paris, Tenn., and Elaine Fletcher, Holland Medical on Max Hurt Drive.
•Approved a four-foot rear setback
31, same address, were arrested
variance
for an accessory structure at
Tuesday and each was charged with
two counts of third-degree burglary. 1621 Keenland Drive, which is owned
by William Frett. Since the variance
As of Wednesday, they were being
would put the building in the middle of
held in the Henry County Jail on
a five-foot utility easement, however,
$5,000 cash each.
Frett will have to check with,local utility
The two allegedly stole a VCR, companies to make sure it will not distelevision and stereos from South rupt utility service in the area.
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
• Approved the construction of a
Church on or around May 13, 2001. garage at 1112 Elm St. by Frances
The two also allegedly broke into Stubblefield as long as the garage is an
Palestine Methodist Church on or open structure with posts and a root
around May 28 and stole some and will not be closed in; as long as the
stereo equipment.
structure does not extend more than 22
According to a report from the feet from the existing house; and as
Calloway
County
Sheriff's long as at least 10 feet remains
Department, all of the stolen proper- between the garage and the adjoining
ty, with the exception of a few items. property owner, which could be waived
with written consent from the adjoining
has been recovered.
property owner.
• Approved a two-foot height variance for a fence to be constructed at
the residence of Linda Powell, 1100
County Court Drive. The fence must
From Page 1
also be located 10 feet from the right of
way.
• Voted to table a request for front
not exceed the total cost of attending
and rear setback variances for a house
the school.
Eligible students include chil- scheduled to be torn down and rebuilt
dren: who are currently placed in using community development block
foster care by the Cabinet for grant funds at 203 Cross St.
Families and Children or the
Department of Juvenile Justice, in an
independent living environment.
formerly in the custody of CFC or
13.1.1 before being adopted by a fami- From Page
1
ly who lives in Kentucky, in the custody of CFC or DJJ on his or her
playground equipment with the $250
18th birthday, or over the age 18
check. The $250 came from the
whose families receive state-funded
$5,000 that former Graves County
adoption assistance under KRS
Sheriff Burl Youngblood gave to the
199.555.
police fund, Null said. One stipulation on that donation was that $250
be given to St. Joseph each year for
playground equipment, Null said.
NI URRA Y
Blackman's fourth felony charge,
failure to make the required disposition of property, accuses the former
chief of issuing a $2,500 check from
1001 Whitnell Ave.
the police department's special
Murray, KY 42071-1040
account to St. Joseph Catholic
DEPARTMENT HEADS
School's physical education proPublisher Emeritus Wafter L Apperson
gram.
Alice Rouse
Publisher
Blackman's attorney, Gorman
Eric Walker
Managing Editor
"Butch" Bradley, declined comment
Slone Hutchison
Advertising Mgr.
on Wednesday.
Kathy Wyatt
Classifieds Mgr.
Blackman and Lear were both
free on $10,000 bond. No bond for
Tammy Thompson
Office Mgr.
House had been set Wednesday.
Rita Boggess
Business Mgr
READER INFORMATION
Business Hours
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. Closed
Phone (270) 753-1916
Fax (270) 753-1927
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(Broiled Luncheon items Do Not qualify for the $1.00 off)

Two Batter-dipped fish filets, fries and hushpuppies.

ing

• Mayfield's ...

Thursday

SIDE ITEM

The following are upcoming
meetings and notices:
Water District Notice
• Murray water District 3 will be
flushing hydrants this Friday,
June 22, between 9 a.m. and
noon. Water customers are
advised not to wash clothes dur-

• Adopted

Wednesday

All You Can Eat Battered Fish Dinner
All You. Can Eat Country Style Fish Dinner
All You Can Eat Catfish Dinner
(Sunday 'AUCE" is available from 3pm-9pm)

TownCrier

No Batter-dipped fish filets,fries and hushpuppies.
Please present coupon before ordering.
Limit two dinners per coupon. Not good
with any other specials, coupons or discount offers. At participating Captain D's.

Fish & Fries $2.25 Fish & Fries $2.25
Two Batter-dipped fish filets, fries and hushpuppies.

Trso Batter-dipped fish filets, fries and hushpuppies.

Please present coupon before ordering.
limit two dinners per coupon. Not good
with any other specials, coupons or discount offers. At participating Captain D's.

Please present coupon before ordering.
Limit two dinners per coupon. Not good
with any other specials, coupons or discount offers. At participating Captain D's.

Subscription Rates
All subscriptions payable in
advance. Home delivery 6 days a
week.
3 months
$20.25
Mailed
Hardin

6 months
S40.50

1 year
$711.00

Calloway Co , Benton,
and
Mayfield, Sedalia
Farmington Ky - $86.00
in

By mad to rest of KYTTN - $11000
other mail subscriptions - $130.00.

Published Monday through Saturday
every afternoon, except Sundays, July
4, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day
and New Years Day Periodicals
paid
postage
POSTMASTER

at

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

MIDDAY
Pick 3:
9-5-3
Pick 4:
0-5-8-2

EVENING
Pick 3:
5-0-0
Pick 4:
5-6-5-5
Lotto:
5-1 9-21 -22-29-41

Sponsored By:

Murray, KY

Send
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changes to THE MURRAY LEDGER
AND TIMES, P.O Box 1040. Murray.
KY 42071-1040
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Crusade a way Data reviewed on Ford replacement tires
to build ties in
community
Subscribe

By BRUCE SCHREINER

Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Having joined hands to promote Billy
Graham's crusade, religious leaders — both black and white — are hoping to build a legacy of racial harmony long after the sermons.
Graham, 82, plans to preach four consecutive
nights in Louisville, his first crusade since last fall.
The crusade begins Thursday night and is expected to
attract about 150,000 people to Papa John's Cardinal
Stadium.
The Rev. R. Albert
Mohler Jr., president
of Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary,
said no other event
By The Associated Press
Graham could
pull together so Facts about the Greater
many people from different ethnic, geo- Louisville Billy Graham
graphical or economic backgrounds.
Crusade:
Dates: June 21-24, Thursday
"It's a very important event for the
through Sunday.
Christian community and also for the
larger community," Mohler said Tuesday. Location: Papa John's
Cardinal Stadium.
"We believe it will have an impact in
7 to 9 p.m. EDT.,
Time:
these
beyond
far
Louisville for good,
Thursday, Friday and Sunday.
four nights."
6:30 to 9 p.m. Saturday. Billy
The Rev. Lincoln N. Bingham said
Graham to speak at all
Wednesday he expects the crowds will
evening programs. Kidz Gig,
reflect the city's ethnic and denominaa program catered toward
tional diversity,
children, will be 10:30 a.m. to
Bingham, pastor of St. Paul
noon. Graham will not speak
Missionary Baptist Church, sent letters to at the event.
160 churches, with predominantly black Seating: All seats are free.
congregations, to urge participation in the Tickets are not required.
crusade. His letters brought an outpour- Seating on first-come basis.
ing of responses from people wanting to
volunteer or offer financial support.
"We're just as excited about this as anyone," Bingham said of the
city's black community. "We'll see the faces, and we'll sense the energy
of all that is brought by every ethnic group."
Blacks make upone-third of Louisville's population and nearly onefifth of Jefferson County's population, according to the 2000 census.
In recent years, racial tensions surged in Louisville after a series of
fatal police shootings of black residents.
Some of the city's most prominent clergy touched upon the city's
problems in a discussion with Graham on Monday. Graham has said he
hopes the crusade promotes a long-lasting spirit of unity and revival.
"1 was moved by what they had to say and the burden that they have
on their hearts," Graham said Tuesday while meeting with reporters.
"And I pray that God will use these meetings to touch the various
issues that are facing this city."
Bingham, among the clergy who met with Graham, said the evangelist has tremendous moral authority to preach racial reconciliation. But
ultimately, local leaders must take the lead to promote unity, he said.
"I think we will see that done with intensity," Bingham said.
Meanwhile, workers put the finishing touches Wednesday on preparations at the stadium. Graham will preach from a stage that is 160 feet
wide,60 feet deep and 59 feet tall.
"Everything is on schedule, in fact ahead of schedule, in terms of stadium arrangements," said A. Larry Ross, a Graham spokesman.
People looking skyward Thursday evening might see rain clouds.
A chance of showers from a lingering weather front could persist into
Thursday evening, the National Weather Service said. Dry conditions are
forecast Friday through Sunday, with slightly cooler weather.
A crusade organizing committee of local religious leaders set a nearly
$2.2 million budget for the four-day event and spent months organizing
the event. Stadium expenses, including rent and preparation work, will
cost $727,000, crusade director Jeff Anderson said Wednesday. Another
$420,000 will go for advertising.
Nearly half the budgeted amount has been raised in contributions
from nearly 14,000 individuals as well as churches in the'region,
Anderson said. Organizers expect to receive $600.000 in offerings from
people attending the services, he said.

Graham
Crusade

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
head of a congressional committee
investigating tire safety said he is
giving Ford Motor Co. information
about the safety of its replacement
tires so the automaker can decide
whether to change its recall.
House Commerce Committee
Chairman Billy Tauzin wants Ford
to test the tires using the same methods it used to test the Firestone
Wilderness AT tires that the
automaker recalled last month.
Tauzin made the announcement
after officials from the National
Safety
Traffic
Highway
Administration met privately with
committee staff and said it is too
soon to classify Ford's replacement
tires as dangerous. NHTSA told the
staff it would examine the committee's analysis of the tires and
respond within a month.
"Unfortunately, NHTSA officials
— despite their claims yesterday at
our hearing — could not and would
not say that any of the replacement
tires on our list were safe or should,
in fact, be included in Ford's
replacement program," Tauzin said
in a statement.
After the meeting, the ranking
Democrat on the committee criticized Tauzin for announcing during
a hearing Tuesday that claims data
collected by the staff shows that
Ford is replacing Firestone tires with
some other brands that fail more
often.
The information "was released

Ken Zino
Ford spokesman
prematurely and with minimal
regard for the very real fears of consumers," said Rep. John Dingell,
whose district includes Ford's suburban Detroit headquarters.
Tauzin said Tuesday the data
show that one of the replacement
tires has a property damage claims
rate of 124 per million tires, well
above the five claims per million
that Ford was using as a standard.
He refused to reveal which tires had
higher failure rates until NHTSA has
examined the data.
"We have never said these tires
are unsafe," said Tauzin spokesman
Ken Johnson. "All we are saying is
they have higher tread separation
claim rates than the Wilderness AT

tires that are being replaced. We did
not set the benchmark of five per
million claims. Congress didn't and
NHTSA didn't. The Ford Motor Co.
did."
Tauzin's staff said Tuesday that
Ford was using seven replacement
tires with claims rates higher than
five per million, but on Wednesday
announced they had uncovered four
additional tires for a total of 11.
Ford's replacement tires are made
by Michelin, Goodyear, BF
Uniroyal
and
Goodrich,
Continental, which also manufactures the General brand.
"Nobody is more concerned
about the safety of our customers
than the Ford Motor Co.," said Ford
spokesman Ken Zino. "As soon as
we understand the data, we will
react."
Ford announced last month that it
would replace the tires out of concern that they may fail as they age,
although
Bridgestone/Firestone
insists the tires are safe. The tires

to the
Ledger &
Times for
all the
news you
need!

40USE
Present this coupon for

10% off buffet
*Super Lunch & Dinner Buffet
*Super Dessert & Fruit Bar
*Hand-Dip Ice Cream Bar

SUMMERS'PEC/ALS
MONDAY: Monday Madness All Day Express Cut
TUESDAY: Men's Day Express Cut/Shampoo
WEDNESDAY: Senior Citizens
THURSDAY: Kids Kuts (12 yrs. & under)

of
out
left
were
Bridgestone/Firestone s voluntary
recall of 6.5 million ATX, ATX II
and Wilderness AT tires announced
last summer.

$10
$12
Save 15%

Sunday Buffet Served All Day

$800

-sCutting Edge
616 N. 12th St.• Murray • 270-759-3343
(EDGE)

One Coupon Per Person Per Visit
Expires July 15th
I 406 N. 12th St.(Next to Pizza Hut)• 759-2348

If you're having a baby,
why just settle
for on-the-job training?
Join one ofour Prenatal
Education Classes.

Hoptown chief honored
for standoff surrender

•

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP)— A
police officer who convinced a murder suspect wielding a gun in a
church to drop his weapon and surrender has been honored by the city.
City officials gave Police Chief
Kenny Over the city's highest honor
for bravery. It's the first time the
award has gone to a police officer.
The arrest of the gunman came
shortly after two women were shot
to death at the Greater Oak
Missionary Baptist Church on May
18..
Over received the Medal of Valor
from Mayor Rich Liebe during a
council meeting on Tuesday.
In addition to Over, the city also
has honored one of the women slain

at the church — 47-year-old Mary
Anne Turner — for her heroic
actions that night at the church.
A plaque was presented to her
family shortly after the incident,
Liebe told councilmen.
According to police. Fredrick
Radford, 35, of Hopkinsville, shot
his estranged wife, Adrianne
Radford. 25, during revival services
at the church.
Fredrick Radford is accused of
fatally shooting Turner as she tried
to help Adrianne Radford and protect the Radford's 2-Year-old son.
He is charged with two counts of
murder as well as other felony
offenses and remains lodged without
bond in the Christian County jail

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER. KY.•(270) 674-5530
CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

Owner, DWAIN WARREN
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Bud? All OuaIrty MaterratS

A. 4" concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12' footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F. i1 studds. 16'
O.C.
G 7 1/16" Blandex
undersiding
Masonite, wood or vinyl siding

I Self-supporting 2.6
trusted rafters 2 ft
O.C.
J. 1/2" plywood
decking
K. Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
O. 2.4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2.10 headers
0 4.4 raised curb

We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models
Hardboard Siding
54.225
1' CAR (12.20)
55.025
2 CAR (18.20)
S5.325
LARGE 2 CAR (22.22)
55.525
2 CAR 12404)
56.125
LARGE 2 CAR (24.30)
57.475
LARGE 3 CAR (30%30)
PLUS...OFF-LEVEL

LOT

Vinyl Siding
I CAR (12.20)
2 CAR (18.20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22122)
2 CAR (24.24)
LARGE 2' CAR (74.30)
LARGE 3 CAR (30X30)

S4.725
55.425
55.725
55.875
56.625
57.875

OUR FIRST
Offers information and
reassurance that's especially helpful for your first
pregnancy. To register call
(270)575-2918.
OUR NEW ADDITION
Helps families prepare for
their next child and the
major change in family
dynamics that comes with a
"new addition." To register
call(270)575-2918.
PREPARED CHILDBIRTH
REFRESHER CLASS
For families who are expecting a second child or more
and need to brush up on
their infant care skills. There
is an $8 class fee. To register call (270)575-BABY.
FIT PREGNANCY
PROGRAM
During pregnancy and for
six weeks after release from
your doctor, we offer a free
membership to our network
of Baptist Family Fitness
centers. To register call
(270)443-PLAY

PRENATAL
MASSAGE THERAPY
Can help you cope with
physical ailments, reduce
stress and promote well-being
in you and your baby. To
schedule an appointment
call(270)443-7529.
PREPARED
CHILDBIRTH CLASSES
Parents will learn about
anatomy and physiology of
late pregnancy; relaxation
and breathing techniques;
signs and symptoms oflabor;
stages oflabor and delivery;
complications; Cesarean
births; and preparing for
the parent role and bonding
There is a $25 class fee. To
register call(270)575-BABY
BREASTFEEDING CLASS
Is it right for you? Learn the
benefits of breastfeeding.
There is a $10 class fee. To
register or for more information call(270)575-BABY.

SIBLING CLASSES
Helps prepare children ages
three to nine for the arrival
ofa new brother or sister
Designed to promote family
bonding and decrease anxiety
in children who may feel
threatened by a new baby.
This class is a special experience for the entire family.
There is no class fee. To
register call (270)575-BABY.
PRE-ADMISSION CLASS
Designed to give parents
a better understanding of
what to expect during the
hospital stay. There is no
class fee. To register call
(270)575-BABY:
PEDIATRIC CPR
A one-hour class which
teaches cardiopulmonary
resuscitation techniques
for infants and children up
to eight years ofage. There
is a $10 fee per person. For
schedule information call
(270)575-2723.

WESTERN
BAFitiST
HOSPITAL

www.westernbaptist.coni

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL.
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Cal's Thoughts
By CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Columnist

The case of the schcol
superintendent who
knew too much
School
superintendent
kJ. Phillips
believed certain
ideas were so
important that
he compiled a
little book -for
his students to memorize
between the first and eighth
grades. He dedicated "Selections
for Memoriziar to the "Boys
and girls of the Lancaster (Ohio)
public schools to the end that
none may go astray, but that all
may be led to live high and holy
lives."
The book was intended as a
supplement to the studies in that
Ohio school system. It contained
verses from the Bible. including
The Lord's Prayer. the 23rd
Psalm, the Beatitudes and
instructions about honesty and
integrity. It reflected a consensus
at the time of how one should
live so that personal and societal
welfare might be. promoted.
There were also poems about
light and fun things. as well as
thoughts about respecting your
parents and honoring your country.
In 1923. when that little book
was printed, it was not considered harmful to the spiritual or
intellectual well-being of students.
Quite the opposite. Today. that
book would have a hard time
finding its way into a public
school library. much less be
assigned reading.
A6-3 ruling by. the LS.
Supreme Court that a Milford.
N.Y. public school must allow a
Christian club to meet on school
property. after hours when it pro-

L

vides facilities for other clubs is
something of a bow to the past
when thoughts like Phillip's were
considered during the school day.
Today, religious watchdog
groups like the ACLU and
Americans United for the
Separation of Church and State
behave as if religion is a harmful
germ and that schools and public
policy function best when they
are decontaminated of such ideas':• While religion does not need
the support of government, neither should it receive government's antipathy.
The teaching of a child cannot. or should not, be done piecemeal. Good nutrition requires a
balanced diet. No one would
think of giving a child a healthy
breakfast, then feeding that child
food containing harmful bacteria
for lunch. It's the same with
intellectual and moral development.
If children are being taught
one thing at home and at their
place of worship, only to have
those concepts undermined by
the state in taxpayer-supported
schools, the result is likely to be
a malnourished mind and spirit.
Under the First Amendment,
Congress is proscribed from
making any law restricting
speech. religion and the press
because the Founders saw this
trinity of expression as healthy
and helpful to the republic.
In its ruling on the Good
News Club vs. Milford Central
School. the Supreme Court properly concluded that to exclude
the Christian club solely on the
basis of the content of its message was to discriminate against
that club on free speech grounds.

I wish the court hi reached
the same conclusion bout "free
exercise" on religiou grounds.
but let's not look a it court in
the mouth.
When I scan the ridings in
Phillips' book, I readines about
nobility and integrit3reverence
and honor. I wondervho decided
these things could him the children who learn themWho held a
referendum that alloed people
to conclude secularist was a better "religion" than, athe old
hymn puts it, the "Gd of our
fathers, whose almigty hand ...
In this free land, by bee our lot
is cast"?
If our governments to be of.
by and for the peoph why can't
the people decide thte things
instead of narrow intrest groups
and unelected judges Fifty years
of imposed secularist has given
us a record on whichve can
judge the success or tilure of
religious cleansing.
In our age, there i no more
objective Truth. No iea is to be
preferred over anotht. It wasn't
so in 1923 in LancasT. Ohio.
Then, sixth graders y•••re asked to
memorize what todirwould be
the politically incorra:
"God, give us mei A time
like this demands
"Strong minds, gra hearts,
true faith and ready hnds:
"Men whom the ht of office
does not kill;
"Men whom the soils of
office cannot buy:
"Men who possesopinions
and a will;
"Men who have haw': men
who will not lie..."
—From "Wantei- by Josiah
Gilbert Hollan, 1819-1881

"MY DRIVING . . . 0/6TRAC7WO BY A CELL PHONE?
NO WAY!!! UH- - - TOM, LET ME CALL YOU BACK . .

AP News Analysis
By NANCY ZUCKERBOND
AP Writer

Justice stance on tobacco
suit surprises many
WASHINGTON
(AP)
Mark Smith, a spokesman for
Cigarette manufacturers, health Kentucky-based
Brown
advocates and lawmakers were Williamson Corp.
caught off guard by word that the
"Did we know they were going to
Justice Department is considering consider this? No," said Moskowitz,
settling its lawsuit against the tobac- the Reynolds spokesman.
co industry.
Health advocates said they were
The
White
House
said shocked and expressed hope that the
Wednesday that President Bush con- administration will fight for a strong
curs that opening possible settle- settlement agreement. Some feared
ment talks is the "most appropriate the government already may be on
and fitting way to reach an agree- the defensive.
ment."No good faith negotiator would
Some health advocates said they settle their litigation by announcing
were worried the administration will at the beginning that they might
not seek a strong settlement. And lose," said William Corr, executive
tobacco companies signaled they vice president of the Campaign For
were not about to charge to the set- Tobacco-Free Kids.
tlement table.
John Garrison, CEO of the
"We will not settle this lawsuit American Lung Association, said he
for any amount of money," said Seth was concerned a settlement would
Moskowitz, a spokesman for R.J. protect cigarette makers from future
Reynolds Tobacco Co., based in lawsuits.
North Carolina.
"Under no circumstances should
Philip Morris Inc., the nation's the Bush administration consider
largest cigarette manufacturer, reit- granting immunity or limits on ha-,
erated in a statement that the lawsuit bility to the tobacco industry,"
Was "without merit,"
Garrison said.
Two Bush administration sources
The Bush administration inheritsaid Tuesday there has been concern ed the lawsuit from the Clinton
about the strength of the govern- administration, which filed it in
ment's case against the industry. September 1999.
These officials. discussing the matThe government suffered a setter only on grounds of anonymity, back last year when U.S. District
said the department would prefer to Judge Gladys Kessler dismissed two
go for a settlement now rather than counts that would have allowed the
risk losing later.
government to recover some
White House spokesman An expenses related to sick smokers.
Fleischer told reporters it is hard to The Justice Department is appealing
speculate on any outcome if the law- part of that decision.
suit moves forward.
Kessler has ruled the government
"In general, the president does can pursue a racketeering case
believe that we are much too liti- against the industry to recoup profits
gious a society — that there are far allegedly earned through fraud. The
too many lawsuits and it's preferable government contends cigarette cornif you can reach agreements to reach panics conspired to mislead the
agreements." Fleischer said.
American public and 'concealed
"The Department of Justice is information.
going to proceed on a two-track
Officials said Attorney General
approach — one involving litiga- John Ashcroft has assembled a team
tion, the other involving possible of three lawyers, all career attorneys
settlement talks — and the president in the department's civil division, to
supports that approach," he said.
work on the settlement. The lawyers
He declined to say whether Bush met Tuesday for the first time with
agreed with a central element of the the department's tobacco litigation
Case against the tobacco companies team to begin talking about a poten— the allegation that they defrauded tial settlement, sources said.
the American people about the
These officials stressed that the
health risks of smoking.
department was not giving up the
"This is news to us. We have suit, saying instead that it would
been contacted by no one," said continue the litigation even as it
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a settlement. The recommendation was made to Ashcroft by
Stuart Schiffer, head of the department's Civil Division.
On Capitol Hill, most lawmakers
said they had no idea the administration wanted to settle.
Sen. Ernest Hollings, D-S.C.,
was among a few congressional
appropriators briefed by Ashcroft on
Tuesday.
"The attorney general and I
spoke this morning, and he promised me that he will keep the litigation alive while he pursues a mutually agreeable settlement," said
Hollings.
Unlike Hollings, most tobaccostate lawmakers oppose the suit.
"The
story
the
Justice
Department leaked today that it is
seeking to settle its lawsuit against'
the tobacco companies is quite curious," said Rep. Bob Etheridge, DN.C., and a tobacco farmer. "The
department says it wants to settle
because it is afraid it will lose. I
agree. The administration should
end this meritless lawsuit immediately."
Democrats who support the litigation have accused the administration of trying to kill it by not
requesting enough money pursue an
aggressive case. The Justice
Department earlier this year asked
for $1.8 million to pay salaries and
staff costs, the same amount requested by the Clinton administration.
But the Clinton White House had
sought help from other agencies to
cover additional costs.
Rep. Frank Wolf, R-Va., chairman of the appropriations subcommittee that funds the Justice
Department, pledged Tuesday that
there would be sufficient funds to
pursue the case in court.
The suit is against PhilipMorris,
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.,
American Tobacco Co., Brown k
Williamson
Tobacco
Corp.,
Lorillard, British American Tobaccti
Ltd., Liggett and Myers Inc., die
Council for Tobacco Research-USA
and the Tobacco Institute.
EDITOR'S NOTE—Associated
Press writer Karen Gullo contributed
to this report.
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Deaths

Couples need time apart,too

Elmore Serpell Rouse
Elmore Serpell (Stormy) Rouse, 80, Paducah, father of William R.
(sill) Rouse of Murray, died Wednesday, June 20, 2001, at 9:15 a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
. He had worked as a policeman, captain and jailer for the Paducah Police Department for 25 years. He also worked as a journeyman machinist
for the Illinois Central Gulf Railroad Shops. He was a 1940 graduate of
Augusta Tilghman High School where he played football.
Mr. Rouse was a member of St. Matthew Lutheran Church, a member
of the International Association of Machinists for 17 years, a member of
the Fraternal Order of Police, a member of Retired Union Fire Fighters
Association and a member of Lodge No. 127 of Free and Accepted Masons for over 50 years. He was a Kentucky Colonel and Duke of Paducah.
He was the son of the late Roger Serpell Rouse and Lena Stockett
Rouse of Paducah.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Frances Goodman Rouse, to whom he
had been married for 60 years; one daughter, Mrs. Sondra Rouse Shearouse and husband, Skip, Paducah; one son William R. Rouse and wife,
Alice, Murray; four grandchildren, Michelle Jenkins, Houston, Texas,
Heather Puckett, Wilmington, N.C., and Justin Rouse and Jason Rouse,
Murray; one cousin, Johnny Mercer, Paducah.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Milner & Orr
Funeral Home, 120 Memorial Dr., Paducah. The Rev. Stephen Wood, pastor of St. Matthew Lutheran Church, will officiate. Burial will follow in
Maplelawn Park Cemetery, Paducah.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. Friday. Masonic
rites will be at 7 p.m. Friday also at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to St. Matthew Lutheran Church, 2701 Broadway, Paducah, KY 42001.

Mrs. Sang Kim
Mrs. Sang Kim, 83, Taegu, Korea, died Wednesday, June 20, 2001, at
i'atima Hospital, Taegu.
i Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Jung J. Yoo and husband, Dae;heck, of Hazel, and Mrs. JungSim Han and husband, Youngin, Seattle,
Wash.
Also surviving are two other daughters and five sons, all of Korea; 19
randchildren; two great-grandchildren.
Funeral rites will be Friday at 5 p.m. at Taegu Park Cemetery, Taegu,
Korea.
a-
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Leon E. Pogue

Leon E. Pogue, 81, Enid, Okla., formerly of Calloway County, died
Wednesday, June 30, 2001, at 1:30 p.m. at a hospital in Enid.
He had been an agent for State Farm Insurance and was a graduate of
Lynn Grove High School and Murray State College.
Born Jan. 19, 1920, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
Rudy Pogue and Oma Wilson Pogue. Also preceding him in death were
two brothers, Wendell Pogue and Ray Pogue.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Florence Pogue; two daughters, Mrs.
Tina Starks and Mrs. Terri Son, both of Downers Grove, Ill.; one sister,
Mrs. Ruth Hicks, Enid, Okla.; two brothers, Fred Pogue and wife, Virginia, Murray, and Charles Pogue and wife, Patty, Maryland; five grandchildren.
Services are incomplete.

QUESTION: Do you think it is
healthy for a husband and wife to
work together and to be in each
other's company 24 hours a day?
DR. DOBSON: That sometimes
works out fine. It depends on the individual couple. I can tell you, how ever, what is typical. According to
behavioral researchers, the healthiest marriages and those with the
highest sexual voltage are those that
"breathe" - relationships that
move from a time of closeness and
tenderness to a more distant posture, and then come together for another reunion as the cycle concludes.
This is why it's not always advantageous for a husb4d and wife
to work together or to concentrate
exclusively on each other in the absence of friends and colleagues outside the family. There is something
about the diversity of interests and
activities by each partner that keeps
a couple from consuming each other
and burning out the relationship in
the short run.
Marriage is, after all, a marathon
and not a sprint. Husbands and
wives need to maintain a regenerating system that will keep love alive
for a lifetime. Cultivating a healthy
interest in many things is one big
step in that direction.
QUESTION: You often describe marriages where the wife's
emotional needs go unmet be-

nances for virtually every human
activity, it has taken us intolerably
long to deal with parents who won't
care for their kids. For now, impoverished moms are faced with extremely difficult questions when
spousal infidelity is disclosed.

DR. JAMES DOBSON
Syndicated Columnist
cause the husband is a workaholic." That description is scary
to me because I can see my own
marriage in what you said. I'm a
student who has to work full time
just to make ends meet, and I
rarely see my family. We have a
baby and a toddler, and my wife
is pretty unhappy with me. But
what can I do? If I'm going to get
my degree, we have to sacrifice
for a while.
DR. DOBSON: Your self-discipline is admirable, and I hope you
reach your goals. A word of caution
is in order, however. No amount of
success is worth the loss of your
family. You and your wife are in a
high-risk category for marital problems. The bonding that should occur in the first decade requires time
together- time that can't be given
if it is absorbed elsewhere. My advice is to hold on to your dreams,
but take a little longer to fulfill
them. Success will wait, but a
happy family will not.
*******
QUESTION: What do you say

to the woman who tolerates infidelity in her husband because she
has no financial resources? What
if she is afraid to confront him because he could leave her in poverty?
DR. DOBSON: I have no simple answers for that woman. Life
can place us between rocks and
hard places where problems seem
almost unsolvable. Such is the
plight of mothers raising children
with little or no financial help from
their ex-husbands.
According to the Department of
Health and Human Services, this is
the primary source of poverty in
America today. Almost half of all
people living below the poverty line
are divorced women with children.
The same survey revealed that half
of the divorced mothers do not receive the court-ordered amount of
child support from the ex-husbands.
I'm pleased that the federal government is taking steps, at last, to
deal with "deadbeat dads." It's
about time! In a society that is regulated to death with laws and ordi-

QUESTION: My husband and
I are divorced, so I hax e to handle
all the discipline of the children
myself. How does this change the
recommendations you'‘e made
about discipline in the home?
DR. DOBSON: Not at all. The
principles of good discipline remain
the same, regardless of the family
setting. The procedures do become
somewhat harder for one parent to
implement since they have no one
to support them when the children
become testy. Single mothers and
fathers have to play both roles,
which is not easily done. Nevertheless, children do not make allowances for difficult circumstances.
Parents must earn their respect or
they will not receive it.
*******
Dr. Dobson is president of the
nonprofit organization Focus on the
Family, P.O. Box 444, Colorado
Springs, CO. 80903; or www.family.org. Questions and answers are
excerpted from "The Complete
Marriage and Family Home Reference Guide," published by Tyndale
House.

Commission brings findings
on House Bill 144 to Paducah
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The
Commission on Services and Supports for Persons with Mental Retardation and Other Developmental
Disabilities will hold a public forum in Paducah at the Four Rivers
Behavioral Health June 29 from 10
a.m.-noon to discuss the recommended 10-year plan.
The commission was created as
a result of House Bill 144, which

focuses on supports and services
for individuals with mental retardation and other developmental disabilities.
The commission advises the
governor and legislature on needed
services for these Kentuckians. The
state budget provides an additional
$50 million to fund support programs during this fiscal year and
next.

Scientists: Southeast has cooled
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) Despite evidence of rising temperatures in most corners of the world,
the Southeast United States remained a tad cooler over the last
century.
This region is one of two on
Earth that haven't gotten hotter,
one researcher says. The other is
southeastern China, which has a
similar latitude and climate influences.
The change wasn't drastic. Average annual U.S. temperatures
rose 0.9 degree between 1901 and
2000, according to the National
Climatic Data Center in Asheville.
In the Southeast, the temperature
dropped 0.39 degree.
Not exactly cause for residents
here to stock up on winter clothing.
"On a regional basis, I don't
think it means a great deal," said
Jay Lawrimore, chief of climate
monitoring at the Asheville center,
which archives climate data. "The
point is to focus on a global basis."
Climate experts at UNC Chapel
Hill and the University of South
Carolina attribute the trend to natural variations in air movements.
Rather than prove or disprove
global climate change. experts say,

the Southeastern slump illustrates
how weather patterns can swing
naturally from decade to decade.
Annual average temperatures in
the Southeast, from 1895 to the
present, dropped at a rate of about
0.1 degree a decade, the data center's figures show.
But the temperatures jump
around a lot. They warmed in the
first half of the century, cooled in
the 1960s and 1970s and rose again
in the late 1980s and 1990s.
From 1960 to the present,
Southeastern temperatures increased 0.3 degree per decade.
UNC geographer David Greenland, in a paper published in May,
said the coastal states of the Southeast, including the Carolinas, are
the only region of the United States
to cool in the 20th century.
Greenland linked changing temperatures to something called the
North Atlantic oscillation. The oscillation, a measure of pressure differences, influences the strength
and direction of winds from the
Eastern Seaboard and across the
Atlantic.
Greg Carbone, a climate-change
researcher in USC's geography department, said colder winters drove

down average temperatures in the
period he studied, 1910-87. The increased frequency of upper-air
flows from the North and Northwest sent cooler air into the Southeast, he said.
Carbone thinks what happened
in the Southeast doesn't necessarily
have anything to do with global
changes.
But if the planet's temperatures
rise as many scientists expect, he
said, we can expect more such
swings of weather.
An international group, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change, predicts global tempera-

tures will rise 2.5 to 10.4 degrees
by 2100. Researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology recently laid odds, calculating a 95 percent probability that temperatures will rise 1.6 to 8.6 degrees.

Inuestments Since 1854

Stock Market
Report

Frankle McNutt
753-1580

Ginger Pickens Mary lane Roberson
753-9534

759-1922

753-7219

Prices as of 9 AM

Company

Price

Chg

Don Jones Ind. Avg.
1061633 -3030
Air Products
47.14 - 0.50
AOL Time Warner
52.50 - 030
AT&T
20.02 - 0.10
Bell South
38.57 - 0.83
Briggs & Stratton
41.70 - 0.29
Bristol Myers Squibb 54.60 - 0.56
Caterpillar
55.40 - 0.10
Daimler Chrysler
42.68 - 0.68
Dean Foods
39.91 - 0.09
Exxon-Mobil
87.70 - 0.03
Ford Motor
24.84 + 0.19
General Electric
51.75 + 0.98
General Motors
62.25 + 0.45
GlaxoSmithKline ADR 56.49 + 0.99
Goodrich
38.90 - 035
Goodyear
28.15 - 0.61
HopFed Bank*
12.34 B 12.49 A
IBM
111.51 - 1.58
Ingersoll Rand
44.72 - 0.17
Intel
27.10 - 0.39
Kroger
24.14 - 0.21
Lucent Tech
532 + 0.01
Mattel
17.63 - 0.17
McDonalds
28.10 - 0.12
Merck
74.72 + 0.06
Microsoft
69.76 + 0.35
J.C. Penney
26.13 + 0.73
Pfizer, Inc.
44.26 - 0.24
Quaker Oats
89.99. 1.00
Schering-Plough
39.96 - 0.19
Sears
40.88 + 0.95
Texaco
70.20 -0.55
Union Planters
42.20 + 0.01
US Bancorp
22.48 - 0.02
UST
28.15 + 0.02
Wal-Mart
49.49 - 0.31
Worldcom Inc.
14.59 + 0.16
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Eversmeyer speaker
for Kiwanis Club

NEW MEMBERS. .Murray Rotary Club welcomed five new members during a recent meeting. They are. from left. Randy
McCallon, principal at Calloway County High School. John
Finklea. Murray Public Advocacy Attorney. Sandra Jordan,
dean of college of humanities and fine arts at Murray State
University, Mark Lewis, State Farm agent, and Michael Bobo,
oral and facial surgeon with Mike Ridley.

Lump Sum
Distributions?
IRA Rollovers?
If you are retiring soon or changing jobs,
you'll want to know \ our distribution
options and tax consequences. 1..M
Financial Partners located at Area Bank of
Murray, K1 can help you protect and preerve the capital you've earned and otter
,
vou investment strategies designed to help
you achieve your financial goals.
Let LM Financial ['Antlers help you
preserve the wealth'of your future.
Mark Vinson
or
I matichr/ ,-1,/ur,
500 N1,1in Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 767-2204
,213
(SOO) 21(1-7

Eversmeyer
Harold
Dr.
explained to ..Murray Kiwanians
what it is like to be a "Winter
Texan" at the club's regular Thursday meeting.
"We've been going to the Rio
Grand Valley for seven years and
spending about three months in
the Harlingen-Brownsville area
each winter," Eversmeyer said.
The area is a winter mecca for
retirees. The 15 to 20 thousand
persons who go there in the winter pump about $250 million into
the economy."
The Rio Grand Valley was
described as a flat, relatively dry
delta with 12 to 15 inches of
annual rainfall. Population of the
area is about 10 million people
with nine million being in Mexico.
Eversmeyer mentioned that the
building of the proposed highway
1-69 would open up the United
States market for goods produced
in Mexico.
Water is a precious commodi-

ty in the Valley
and is especially important for
on
agriculture
both sides of the
river.
"Crops grown
in the valley
include cotton.
sugar cane, red
citrus and some
of the sweetest
cantaloupe that
EVERSM EVER
you can find,"
Eversmeyer said. The main marketing season is from December
into April.
RV parks in the valley may be
small or they may be miniature
cities with as many as 2,000 units.
Eversmeyer mentioned the
opportunities for socializing with
people from various parts of the
country. "You can even find out
about happenings in Murray from
other people who have ties to
Murray through their friends and
relatives."

Births
Olivia Faith Duncan
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Duncan of 57 Dew Ln., Alm°, are the parents of a daughter, Olivia Faith Duncan, born on Wednesday, May
30, 2001, at 2:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds nine ounces and measured 18 inches. The mother is the former Lisa Jennings.
Grandparents are Carl Duncan of Alm°. Linda Duncan of Puryear.
Tenn., and LaVerne Provine of Murray.

Jacob Timothy Weatherford
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Weatherford. 5003 Jackson Ln., Brentwood,
Tenn.. are the parents of a son. Jacob Timothy Weatherford, born on
Tuesday, June .19. 2001, at 11:15 a.m. at Baptist Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn.
The baby weighed seven pounds eight ounces and measured 19
inches. The mother is the former Cindy Byers. A brother is Will
Weatherford.
Cirandparents are Gary and Faye Byers of Benton and Larry and
Jan Weatherford of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Wilma Byers of Benton and B.K. and Lejenia Farris of Murray.

Thai's Corner
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Restaurant
The Only One Authentic Thai Food In Town.
Located Next To Gold Rush In Olympic Plaza
Thai Food Festival Every Sunday.
Open All Day Sunday
With Lunch $5.95 and Dinner $6.95
You Can Try Many Types Of Thai Food
For More Details Call (270)753-3328

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Buriceen
Today Editor
Playhouse in the Park still has spots available for students
8 to 16 for its Summer Musical Theatre Youth Camp to be
Monday through Friday, July 9 to July 20 , from 10 a.m. to 1
The camp will be held at the "Old Train Depot" in the Murray-Calloway County Park and will be directed this year by
Rush Trowell.
Enrollment is limited and registration will close at class capacity. The camp cost will be $150, but a few scholarships are
available. A mini-performance will be held at the camp's conclusion.
For information call 759-1752 or pick up your registration
forms on the door at Playhouse in the Park, according to Michael
Dunnagan, artistic director.

NARFE Chapter on Friday
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet Friday at 12:30 p.m. at Tom's Grille,
1501 North 12th St. Richard Huddleston, president, urges all NARFE
members and interested federal employees to attend.

Special event Friday
Murray Mud Dogs, a 11-year-old traveling baseball team, will
have a car wash at Hardee's Friday from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. to help
with traveling costs to Little League World Series in Overland Park,
Kan., last week of July. Team members are Casey Brockman, Adam
Heskett, Jacob Burks, Bradley Cobb, Ian Boone, Josh Reynolds,
Shawn McClure, Chess Volp, Cole Hurt, Brett Gibson, Chris Dobbins and Tyler Holzschuh.

Touchdown Club to meet
Touchdown Club will meet today (Thursday) at 5:30 p.m. at the
Calloway County High School football practice field. This meeting
will be just prior to the passing league event. All parents and supporters of the CCHS football program are invited.

Cabaret at Kenlake
Twilight Cabaret continues to present its "GOTTAGETAWAY"
production at the Kentucky State Resort Park Tennis Center (airconditioned) on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday at 8
p.m.

Ladies event at Oaks
Ladies Fun Night at the Oaks Country Club will be today (Thursday) at 5:30 p.m.. For more information call Carolyn Hargrove at
753-1335.

Glendale plans events
Activities planned for the residents of Glendale Place on Friday
include Exercise at 9 a.m., Devotion at 10 a.m., Joyride at 2 p.m.,
and Homemade Ice Cream on the Front Porch at 3:30 p.m.

WATCH needs aluminum cans
WATCH (work activities training center for the handicapped) at
702 Main St., requests that persons donate their aluminum cans to
them by placing them in the cotton wagon in the parking lot any
time 24 hours a day.

Transit Board will meet
Murray-Calloway County Transit Authority Board of Directors
will meet tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. in he professional building
at 415 South Fourth St., Murray.

MS group on Thursday
Multiple Sclerosis Support Group will meet tonight (Thursday)
at 7 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For information call Sherial Underwood at 759-8516.

Dream Factory plans promotion
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We're Celebrating 14 Years:

The Dream Factory of Murray is now having a Tupperware
fundraiser. The factory will receive a percentage of the sales and
the money will be used to help fund the dreams of the 11 children now on the waiting list. For more information call Kathy at
436-2541, Melanie at 474-8730 or Debbie at 436-6295. Donations
may be made directly to the Dream Factory, P.O. Box 88, Murray,
KY 42071.

AA meetings scheduled
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) will meet at 8 p.m. on Monday,
Tuesday, Friday and Saturday, at 11 a.m. on Wednesday and 4 p.m.
on Sunday at the American Legion Hall, Maple and South Sixth
Streets, Murray. The only requirement for attendance is a desire to
stop drinking. For information call 436-5073 or 436-5675.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

20%
"50% STOREWIDE
_Us9tij1tttai'

Including Brighton,
All Leather Goods & Accessories,
Home Decor & Gift Items

Narcotics Anonymous will meet Friday and Sunday at 7 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church. Main and Broach Streets, Murray. The
only requirement for attendance is a design to stop using drugs.
These are open meetings. For information call 762-0271 or 4365489.

Al-Anon meetings scheduled
Al-Anon meetings are scheduled at 8 p.m. on Monday and
Thursday at the Marshall County Senior Citizens Center, 1713 Golf
Course Rd., Benton. This is open to all interested persons.
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CCHS graduate accepts presidential scholarship
Amanda Carter, a 2001 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has accepted a Presidential Scholarship at Murray State
University.
Carter is the daughter of James
and Debora Carter of Murray and
will be majoring in business.
While in high school, Carter
served as a class officer, and vice
president and president of Beta
Club. she was a member of the
yearbook staff; Future Business
Leaders of America, where she

Coldwater
13th Reunion
held at local
restaurant
Forty-four friends and neighbors of the Coldwater community met on June 9 at the Green
Horse Restaurant for its 13th annual reunion.
Joe Pat James accepted a special invitation to act as master of
ceremonies for the event. His wife,
Lola, was also present.
The oldest woman present was
Myrtle Byrd and the oldest man
was Hess Darnell.
Traveling the most miles to the
event was Alton Hargrove of
Phoenix, Ant.
Ruby and Charlie Arnett had
the most grandchildren and Sue
Bazzell the most children.
Wilma Jean Sanders composed
a special poem for the event and
is as follows:

was the regional marketing winner: French Club, where she was
selected to compete in the National French Exam; Fellowship of
Christian Athletes; and Pep Club.
She was also the feature editor
for the Laker Review, school newspaper.
Carter participated in the Governor's Scholar Program, was nominated for Who's Who Among
American High School Students,
and was voted Most intellectual
by her senior class.

She has received the Kentucky'
Education Excellence Award and
the Outstanding Student Award in
geometry, pre-calculus, marketing,
business, travel and tourism, English, French, algebra and science.
She has also been honored as
Miss Murray-Calloway Fair Queen
and was a representative in the
Miss Kentucky County Fair. She
has been named a Murray Rotary
Club Student of the Month and
served as page for State Sen. Bob
Jackson.

In addition, Carter volunteered
for Make a Difference Day and
the Family Resource Fair, and
was a member of the Fashion
Advisory Board where she participated in Kentucky Oaks Mall
promotions and fashion shows.
She has also been on the Teen
Advisory Board where she volunteered at the Murray State University event facility, and is a
member of Westside Baptist
Church youth group.
The Presidential Scholarship is

known as Murray State's most
prestigious scholarship award. the
four-year renewable scholarship
covers cost of tuition, room, board
and fees.
Applicants must rank in the
upper seven percent of their class
and have a minimum composite
ACT' score of 29, or be a National Merit semi-finalist. Scholarship
recipients must maintain a 3.2
grade-point average at Murray
State.
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Amanda Carter
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Coldwater Ky., U.S.A.

I moved here when l• was nine
Will was born right here
We've moved away but moved
back
In just six short years
The best people anywhere
Are from Coldwater U.S.A.
Those that wander off a bit
Have hearts here to stay
That's why we have a reunion
For those folks to stay in touch
If they live in a different state
They miss "Home" so much
I know because we've been there
Each year at vacation time
We'd head south to visit "Home"
With our hearts feeling fine
Going north again was different
Will would look at me
"We're moving back," he'd sa%
"That's how it has to he"
So we moved home in sixty
Forty-one years ago
We've lived here contented
For it's Coldwater we love so.

Crawford's Bar-B-Que
Grill Hours
Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-8 p.m.

8( CLEARANCE
331C DAYS

331( DAYS

3.31( DAYS

38IGDAYS

Present this coupon
June 22-24, 2001 Only

Present this coupon
June 22-24, 2001 Only

Present this coupon
June 22-24, 2001 Only

Present this coupon
June 22-24, 2001 Only

Extra 15% Off

Extra 15,10 Off

Extra 15% Off

Extra 15% Off

Any single sale or clearance item
from women's apparel or accessories

Any single sale or clearance item
from our men's department

Any single sale or clearance item from
our children's departs seat

Coupon must be presented at time of purchase. Not
applicable to prior purchases Cannot be combined
with any other offer. Excludes Fine Jewelry and witches.
Cash value 1/20th of lent

Coupon must be presented at time of purchase. Not
applicable to prior purchases. Cannot be combined
with any other offer. Cash value 1/20th of 1 cent.

Coupon must be presented at time of purchase. Not
applicable to prior purchases. Cannot be combined
with any other offer. Cash value 1/20th of I cent.

MIXS_A5SOCIATE1 Apply Line Item
15% discount to qualifying item.

SALES. A_SSCKIATE Apply Line Item
15% discount to qualifying item.

WiLES_A$54:XIA_TEI Apply Line Item
15% discount to qualifying item.

lsatl inside

itSall inside

Vs all inside

SALES A.5QA_TE: Apply Line Item
15% discount to qualifying item.

Bar-B-0 Available Anytime
Now Offering Catering Services

*
Any single sale or clearance item
from our home department

Coupon must be presented at time of purchase. Not
applicable to prior purchases. Cash value 11201k of 1
cert.'Excludes closeout mattresses. Floor Care,
Furniture, Small Kitchen Electric, Personal
Care Appliances, Henckels and Electronics.

Dine In or Carry Out
753-1934
Intersection of Hwy. 464
& 1824 Almo

1
6Girl Scouts,

Where Girls Grow Strong.

Kick up
your heels
aedhave
a little fun
with the
0/11Scoatsi

3 DAYS ONLY •JUNE 22-24

3 DAYS ONLY •JUNE 22-24

EXTRA 15% Off

EXTRA 25% Off

Entire Stock already reduced
clearance shoes for the entire family

;

Fine and fashion jewelry and watches
clearance priced 50-70% off original prices

BUY 2& SAVE • BUY 2& SAVE • BUY 2& SAVE
2/$10 2/$20 2/$1.6 2/$16 2/$20 2/$24

VOLUNTEER TODAY

All Arizona Jean

Arizona Jean Co.'

Carolyn Taylor*

All St. John's Bay'

All Cabin Creek°

All St. John's

CALL 1 -888-77 I -5 I 7 I
WWW KYANAGS OR C,

Co." & Energie" tanks

shorts in assorted

cotton scoopneck

rib-knit tees for

shorts for

Bay' shorts

for juniors
Reg. 7.99-9.99 ea.

styles for juniors

sweaters for misses

misses and petites

misses and petites

for misses

Reg. 19.99 ea.

Reg. 14.99 ea.

Reg. S12 ea.

Reg. 14.99 ea.

Reg. S20-S24 ed

632-var

661-var

831-4770/4740

842-5196.5697.764-21602261141

843-4107.764-5045

843-6195,0 55

2/$1.0

2/$10

2/$20

2/$20

2/$30

31$18

Piqué polo for men
Separately, 12.99
Reg. 14.99 ea.

St. John's Bay*

Arizona Jean

cotton print piqué

tees for young

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

5.75%
(June, 2001)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and is subject to change on policy anniversary dates
However, regardless of rate changes over
the years Southern Farm Bureau Life
guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 300% Since early surrender
charges apply. please call for details

WIPP
‘Ik

IMIt I

753-4703
Ad 199ANN006

Rib-knit tees in S-XL

Arizona Jean Co.'

Screen-printed

for girls' sizes 7-18

cotton tee in S-XL

tees for young men

Separately, 6.99
Reg. 8.99 ea.

for boys' sizes 8-20

Separately, 12.99
Reg. 14.99.

Separately 5.99
Reg. 7.99 ea. 422-5157

373-2805 C010179

50% 014

polo for men

Separately, 17 99
Reg. S22. 518-5706

515-5745.48.50 A010382

525-CATEGORY 7

• All Slide and Thong Footwear
from Women's Accessories
• Summer Essentials Tote
includes Camera, Visor & More

Co.'
men
Separately, 7.99
Reg. 9.99 ea.
525-1550,1670 A01488

• Selected Cami Pajamas. Reg. $26-$28
• Entire Stock Worthington Crochet Handbags

Three Big Days prices effective June 22-24, 2001. Stock-up Slue prices effective through June 30.2001.

•
iqes oft mo.. i i•
prwp, as shown Regular and Onoirnal pncec
7,,P,
ma- not have resulted in actual sales Intermediate markdowns may have been taken on original prices reductions on original priced merchandise effective unto st0
,
1% is depleted Any event designated as a sale nr, ludes
merchandise Merchandise selection may vary from one JCPenney store to another Some merchandise lines only available al larger JCPenney stores

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER •(270) 759-1400
Store Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-9 p.m.• Sun. 1-6 p.m
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m., Sun. 1-5 p.m.
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Russelburg shines in pro debut
'Breds' players
competing in college
summer leagues
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Former Murray State right-hander Aaron
Russelhurg opened his professional career
with the St. Louis Cardinals' organization in fine fashion on Wednesday.
Russelburg, selected in the 26th round
of the major league draft earlier this
month, picked up his first pro victory
after tossing six innings for Class A New

Jersey in a New YorkPenn League contest at
Hudson Valley, a Tampa
Bay affiliate.
The 6-4 Hawesville
native gave up a leadoff double down the leftfield line in the first
inning and walked a batter later in the frame,
but settled in to allow RUSSELBURG
no runs on three hits,
striking out six and walking one. He
retired the side in each of his last four
innings.
Russelburg left the game after the sixth

inning with a 1-0 lead
scoring when
teammate Santos de los Santos lifted a
leadoff triple in the fourth inning and
scored on a sacrifice fly by Jesse Roman.
The Cardinals held on to give Russelburg
the win, picking up two more runs in
the ninth inning to preserve the 3-0 win
and improve to 2-0 on the season.
McCutchan Honored: Murray State
first baseman Brett McCutchan was named
the New England Collegiate Baseball
League's Batter of the Week for the week
ending June 16.
McCutchan, who completed his sophomore year at MSU last season, earned
the honor by scoring three runs, clubbing

seven hits and driving
in a run in four games
last week.
He also scored the
game-winning run in a
4-3 contest against Middletown.
After the first nine
games of the season,
McCutchan leads the
Danbury (Conn.) West- McCUTCHAN
erners with II hits and
a .393 batting average, ranking sixth in
the league. He has a slugging percentage
of .464 and an on-base percentage of
433.

He was joined this summer by MSU
teammate Billy Moore at Danbury.
Fans can follow the progress of
McCutchan and Moore on the Internet at
www.danburywesterners.com or through the
league website at www.necbl.org.
Teammate Ronnie Sects, who also completed his sophomore year at Murray last
season, is playing collegiate summer baseball in the Northwoods League for the
Brainerd (Minn.) Mighty Gulls. He is
fourth on the team with a .344 batting
average.
Fans can track Sects' progress on-line
at www.mightygulls.com.

Bogans makes

Swing Time...

return official

MIKE OHSTROMtedger & Times photo

Murray State golf campers (from left) Patricia White, J.J. Webb and Ryan Noland take some practice swings while
MSU women's golf coach Velvet Milkman looks on Wednesday afternoon. The MSU camp. which began on Sunday,
runs through Friday at Miller Memorial Golf Course.

Cubs break Busch Stadium curse
ST LOUIS (AP) — Sammy Sosa's defense
much attention as his two homers.
Sosa hit two home runs, including a grand
slam, as the Chicago Cubs snapped a 13-game
losing streak at St. Louis with a 9-4 victory
over the Cardinals on Wednesday night.
But everyone was talking about his diving
catch with a runner on in the sixth inning to
rob Stubby Clapp of an extra-basehit that
would have tied • the game for St. Louis.
thought Clapp had his first big league
hit, and he probably thought the same thing.
hut Sammy got a great jump on the ball,"
Cubs manager Don Baylor said. "If he misses that hall. it goes in for a triple and, all of
a sudden you're thinking about all the negati‘e things in this ballpark."
The win snapped a 13-game losing streak
at Busch Stadium for the Cubs.
"That catch saved the game." Sosa said.
Si isa put the game out of reach in the next

inning with the first of his two home runs, a
grand slam, and added a two-run drive in the
ninth.
Julian Tavarez (5-4) allowed two runs, eight
hits, walked three and struck out five in seven
innings for the Cubs, who had not won at
Busch Stadium since Oct. 2, 1999.
The loss snapped a five-game winning streak
for the Cardinals, who had won eight straight
at home and are 5-1 on their I2-game homestand. The Cubs have won six of their last
11.
After Ron Coomer and Julio Zuleta singled, Gary Matthews Jr. hornered off Cardinals starter Mike Matthews (2-3) to give thc
Cubs a 3-1 lead in the second.
Ray Lankford drove in a run in the sixth
with a single to make it 3-2 after Albert Pujols
hit a leadoff triple. Sosa made a diving catch
to rob pinch-hitter Clapp's bid for a hit to
end the inning.
Chicago scored four
runs in the seventh on
Sosa's blast.
Reliever Mike James
walked Tavarez and Eric
Young, and
Ricky
Gutierrez singled with
one out to load the bases
for Sosa.
Sosa hit a 2-1 pitch
LAST CHANCE TO OBTAIN
off Jason Christiansen
for his 22nd home run
SIGNIFICANT SETTLEMENT BY

2.ot as

FEN-PHEN USERS
(REDUX & PONDIMIN)

Mary Butkus AP Photo

BIG BLAST...Sammy Sosa hits a grand
slam against the St. Louis Cardinals
during the seventh inning Wednesday,
keying the Cubs 9-4 win.
and sixth career grand slam to make it 7-2.
Sosa had been 0-for-8 in his career against
Christiansen.
Christiansen said Sosa hit a slider.
"It was a nice 7-iron he hit there," Christiansen said. "I didn't know Sammy played
golf."

WITHDRAWING FROM THE
CLASS ACTION
If you HAVE NOT withdrawn from the
Class Action, you MAY STILL BE ELIGIBLE TO WITHDRAW. Heart and
valve problems are included. A diagnosis of Pulmonary Hypertension
(P.H. or P.P.H.) could mean an excellent lawsuit individually.
NO FEE IF NO RECOVERY.

JAMES W. OWENS,
CHARTERED, LAW FIRM
PADUCAH, KY / 800-521-0501
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

a ilaw
EARN $35-42,000 FIR T YEAR

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
*Full benefits
*Regional and
Dedicated
Postings
Available

LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)— Kentucky's Keith Bogans and Tayshaun
Prince took different paths to reach
the same decision to put their
NBA dreams on hold and stay in
school.
The 6-foot-5 Bogans, the Wildcats' leading scorer last year, participated in an NBA pre-draft camp
this month, but announced Wednesday he was coming back for his
junior season. The 6-9 Prince, the
Southeastern Conference player of
the year, decided before the camp
began two weeks ago to return
for his senior season.
"Another year won't hurt,"
Prince said Wednesday.
Kentucky coach Tubby Smith
said NBA scouts told him Bogans
and Prince would've been firstround picks at the June 27 draft.
Smith said Bogans hurt his
chances with his performance at
the camp in Chicago.
"He may have been better off
not going," Smith said. "Keith is
very capable — he was just a little nervous. That's a lot of pressure when you've got all those NBA
scouts and the entire administration of most NBA teams sitting
there evaluating kids."
Bogans averaged 17 points a
game and shot 36 percent from
the 3-point line last season. Smith
said he needs to get better in several other areas.
"He has to improve his ballhandling, his defense, his lateral
quickness. And for him to help
us, he needs to be a better passer and cut down on his turnovers,"
Smith said.
Bogans was out of town and
unavailable for comment on
Wednesday.
"My dream is to play in the
NBA. But after testing the system. it's in my best interest to

HE'S BACK...Keith Bogans
made his decision official
Wednesday, announcing that
he will return to UK for his
junior season after passing
on early entry to the NBA.
return to Kentucky," Bogans said
in a statement released by the
school.
"I'll now have the chance to
continue playing college basketball for one of the best coaches
in the country."
Smith said Bogans will go into
next season with renewed purpose
now that this decision is behind
him.
"He'll be very relaxed. He
understands what he needs to do,"
Smith said. "He'll come back to
prove that he's good enough to
play at the next level. It's a great
motivator to answer some of those
critics."
Kentucky fans may have Duke's
Shane Battier to indirectly thank
for convincing Prince to return. Battier, the national player of the year
last season, was a four-year letterman and capped his college
career with a national championship.

Tiger looks to
Buick Classic
HARRISON, N.Y. (AP) — major titles. Victories in regular tour
Unable to win the real thing last events are easier to come by than
week at Southern Hills, Tiger in majors because of their sheer
Woods looks forward to playing number, Woods said, but they are
the U.S. Open-like course at the precious just the same.
Westchester Country Club.
"There's such a high when you
Woods has avoided the Buick are playing in a major championship
Classic all but one year since turn- and you got to put that aside and
ing pro because it often was played say, You know what?" Woods said.
the week before the Open. Woods "There's just a bigger high this week
usually takes that week to polish because it's a whole new week. I
take great pride in what I do and
his game.
"To me, this golf course with I am going to go out there and
its difficulty, how they like to set give it everything I have got to
it up right before the Open — try and get myself in contention
high rough, fast, hard greens — and hopefully to win."
it's great preparation," Woods said.
Woods has played twice before
But playing it the week before at Westchester. In 1994, as an
the Open "would wear me out," amateur, he missed the cut. In
Woods said.
1997, he finished tied for 43rd.
No major championship is at
Though short by modern-day
stake starting Thursday at the Buick PGA Tour standards at 6,722 yards,
Classic, but Woods said he has the Westchester Country Club is
learned to get over disappoint- narrow and thickly wooded, with
ments like last week when he ankle-deep rough and undulating
ended his streak of winning four greens.

ANNOUNCING
MURRAY YMCA ADULT CO-ED SOFTBALL LEAGUE
Season will run July 16-November 3
The first 12 teams to complete registration forms and pay $400 entry
fee will secure spot in league. Deadline for completing registration
packet, roster, and waiver forms is July 6, 2001.

411

mor:377E3270E77770 ra.

Registration packets are available at Murray YMCA.
For more information call Lydia Cathey 9034994,
Cindy Cripps 759-9436 or Murray Family YMCA 759-9622
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Bonds' 38th
lifts Giants

Mark. J. Terrill/AP Photo
Los Angeles first baseman Eric Karros gets hit by a pitch
with the bases loaded in the bottom of the ninth inning to
walk in the game-winning run as the Dodgers defeated the
Arizona Diamondbacks 4-3 Wednesday in Los Angeles.

Lady Fury claims
Owensboro tourney
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
OWENSBORO, Ky. -- The
Lady Fury, a I2-and-under girls'
fast-pitch softball team from the
Murray-Calloway County area, won
its third tournament of the season
last weekend.
The Fury, which qualified for
the national championships the previous weekend with a tournament
victory in St. Louis, opened pool
play Saturday with a 6-3 win over
the Evansville (Ind.) Earthquake.
Lindsay Miller pitched six strong
innings for the win, striking out
nine and walking just three. Miller,
Brandi Cavanah. Marcy Boggess
and Megan Snow all had two hits.
Later that evening, the Fury
defeated the Newburgh (Ind.)
Blasters 11-6 behind the twirling
of Boggess. who scattered six hits
and four walks while striking out
four.
The Fury fell behind 5-0 but
rallied with two runs in the second inning and six in the third.
Boggess. Christina Dunn and Tracy
Rose each had two hits while Miller,

Snow, Kaysin Hutching. Meagan
Starks and Leigh Leonard added
singles.
The Fury began Sunday's morning's slate with an 11-3 rout of
the Central Kentucky Slammers as
Cavanah went the distance on the
mound, fanning six against four
walks. Starks and Boggess both
had two hits while Miller, Snow,
Leonard, Rose, Hutching and Meagan Pember all reached safely.
In Sunday's championship game.
the Fury jumped out to an early
3-0 lead before holding on for a
4-3. triumph against the Evansville
Earthquake.
Miller ended the contest by
striking out the final batter with
the bases loaded. Cavanah and
Snow both slapped two hits and
Dunn contributed a single as the
Fury made the most of three hits
and three walks to seize a 3-0
first-inning advantage.
The Fury will host St. Mary
and Christian County this weekend before traveling to Hopkinsville
the following weekend for its next
tournament.

By The Associated Press
Barry Bonds is trying to keep
his record-breaking home run binge
in perspective.
"I'm not chasing anybody,"
Bonds said after hitting his 38th
homer to break two major league
records in San Francisco's 8-6 victory at San Diego Wednesday night.
"The season doesn't end in June."
Bonds hit a two-run shot in
the eighth inning off reliever Rodney Myers to break a tie with
Reggie Jackson (1969) and Mark
McGwire (1998) for the most
homers before the All-Star break.
Bonds also became the quickest to 38, doing it in his team's
71st game. Babe Ruth hit 38 in
88 games in 1928.
"It's all right. We're winning
now," Bonds said. "We're playing
better baseball. It's a lOt more enjoyable when you're winning games.Calvin Murray had a careerhigh four hits, including a tworun homer and a triple, and scored
three runs.
In other NL games, Cincinnati
beat Milwaukee I 1 -3; Atlanta
defeated Florida 7-2; Philadelphia
topped Pittsburgh 9-5; New York
edged Montreal 4-3; Houston beat
Colorado 7-2; Chicago defeated
St. Louis 9-4; and Los Angeles
edged Arizona 4-3:
San Diego catcher Ben Davis

SPORTS BRIEFS
Hazel's Hargrove takes 12th in Pepsi event
VINE GROVE. Ky. — PJ. Hargrove of Hazel finished in 12th place in his
age division at the Lincoln Trail Junior Classic. a Pepsi Junior Golf Tour event
held Tuesday at Lincoln Trail County Club Hargrove carded an 18-hole score
of 89.

Lady Racer hoops camp still taking entrants
The Murray State Lady Racer Basketball Camp, scheduled to be held
Monday-Thursday at the Regional Special Events Center, is still accepting
registrations from girls ages 9-18.
MSU head coach and former Harlem Globetrotter Eddie Fields and his
coachig staff will teach the fundamentals of basketball in a competitive, funfilled atmosphere. Camp participants will receive individual instruction and
compete in practice games.
The $115 entry fee for the camp includes all instruction, lunches, insurance and a camp T-shirt. For a camp brochure or to register, call 762-3662
or 1-800-669-7654.

females from 12-and-under to 60and-up. The male and female overall winners will also be honored.
Registration will be held 30
minutes before the race, but preregistration applications are available at Wal-Mart, Briggs and Stratton, the Murray Tourism CommisSion, Kroger, Hibbett Sporting
Goods and Sports Sensation.
The $10 entry fee for the nonprofit event is used to cover the
cost of T-shirts, fruit and water
for the runners.
For mere information, call
Heather Burkeen at 759-1680 or
the Murray Tourism Commission
at 759-2199.

SCOREBOARD
cpori

Van Haverstock

June 29 - July 1, 2001
Regional Special Events Center
Murra, Kentucky
AMMEMEMZEM
Friday, June 29th 5:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
Saturday June 30th 9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Sunday. July 1st 12:00-5:00 p.m.

blirgarICC

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EastDivisir
vi
East Division
Pct. GB
•
L Pct GB
Philadelphia
40
29 580
Bostoc
42
27 609
Atlanta
37
33 529 3 12
New York
557 3 12
39
31
Florida
514 4 12
34
36
Baltimore
37
471 91/2
33
New York
33
39 458 8 112
Toronto
465 10
33
38
Montreal
27
45 375 14 112
Tampa Bay
21
49
300 21 1/2
Central Division
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
•
L Pct. GB
42
Chicago
27 609
42
Minnesota
27
609
—
St. Louis
38
33 535
5
41
Cleveland
1.2
27
603
Houston
36
33 522
6
Chicago
485 8 12
33
35
Milwaukee
35
7
34
507
Detroit
441 11 12
38
30
Cincinnati
44
371 16 12
26
Kansas City
27
44
380 16
Pittsburgh
24
44
353 17 1/2
West Division
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
W
L Pct. GB
Arizona
43
28 606
Seattle
—
53
17
757
Los Angeles
38
33 535
5
Anaheim
34
35 493 18 1/2
San Francisco 38
33 535
5
Oakland
34
36
486 19
Colorado
507
36
7
35
Texas
25
44
362 27 1/2
San
vied
39 451
11
Wednesday's Games
Wednesday's Games
Cincinnati 11, Milwaukee 3
Chicago White Sox 2. Kansas City 1
Atlanta 7, Florida 2
Toronto 6, Baltimore 5
Chicago Cubs 9. St. Louis 4
Detroit 5, N Y Yankees 2
Philadelphia 9. Pittsburgh 5
Cleveland 4. Minnesota 2
N.Y. Mets 4, Montreal 3
Boston 8. Tampa Bay 2
Houston 7, Colorado 2
Anaheim 4. Texas 3
San Francisco 8, San Diego 6
Oakland 6. Seattle 4
Los Angeles 4, Anzona 3
Today's Games
Today's Games
Florida at Atlanta, 12:05 p.m.
Seattle at Oakland, 235 p.m
Chicago Cubs at St. Louis, 12:40 p.m
N Y Yankees at Detroit. 6.05 p m
San Francisco at San Diego, 405 p.m
Minnesota at Cleveland. 605 pm
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh, 605 p.m.
Chicago White Sox at Baltimore. 605 m
Montreal at N.Y. Mats, 610 p.m.
Boston at Tampa Bay. 6.15 pm
Cincinnati at Houston, 7:05 p.m.
Anaheim at Texas, 735 p.m
Arizona at Colorado, 8:05 p.m.

ROTATION 8 BALANCE SPECIAL

I
Is

NI

s15.00'

..

(*Excludes Light Trucks)

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires)

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606

MID AMERICA GARAGE BUILDERS
Melber, Ky.• Owner - Terry Burnett • 270/674-5779
"Our Goal? Service That Exceeds Your Expectations"
1/2" Plywood
Decking or Blandex

Shingle Roofing
Variety of Colors
.-

Fascia Aluminum or
Wood Covered

—

."111.11.11k1A".%(

Treated Bottom
Plates

Antique Show & Auction

Serle dbo(u

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St • Murray, KY • 753-3415

Steel Overhead
Door

United Way of Murray-Calloway Count

)red By

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

2x6 Rafters

Freedom Fest
runs planned
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
This year's Freedom Fest celebration will pick up the pace
July 4 with a pair of running
events — the Lions Club Journey' for Sight 5K and the Briggs
and Stratton 12th annual Main
Street Mile Fun Run/Walk.
Sponsored by the Murray Lions
Club, the Journey for Sight fivekilometer run will begin at 7:30
a.m. at Murray High School. The
event is a fundraiser to help the
Lions club support the blind.
All entrants will receive a Tshirt for participating in the race.
and trophies will be presented to
the top three finishers in each
male and female age group. A
$20 cash prize will be awarded
to the overall male and female
winners.
The entry fee is $10 per person and applications for pre-registration are available at the Center for Health and Wellness. Hibbett Sporting Goods, the Murray
Tourism Commission and the Murray Family YMCA.
According to event coordinator
Ken Purcell, pre-registration is
encouraged. but registration will
be possible the day of the race
beginning at 6:30 a.m.
For more information, contact
Purcell by phone at 762-6123 or
by
E-mail at kp@coe.murraystate.edu.
Meanwhile, the Main Street Mile
is scheduled to begin at 8:30 a.m.,
beginning at Sparks Hall and ending at Sixth Street.
Medals will be awarded to the
top three finishers in each oft, the r
II age divisions for males anci

said Bonds didn't even- get his
arms fully extended.
"If anyone knows how to pitch
to him, let me know," Davis said.
It seems like he is so locked in
right now, he hits almost anything
you throw him."
Bonds has 532 career homers,
leaving him two short of tying
Jimmie Foxx for 10th in major
league history. He also had an
RBI groundout and has homered
in his last six games against the
Padres.
His 59 homers against the Padres
are his highest total against any
team. It was Bonds' 30th at Qualcomm Stadium, his highest total
as a visitor at any stadium.
Giants starter Mark Gardner (35) allowed three runs and six hits
in 5 1-3 innings for the victory.
Kevin Jarvis (3-7) allowed five
runs and six hits in 5 1-3 innings.
Dodgers 4, Diamondbacks 3
Arizona rookie reliever Erik
Sabel hit Eric Karros with a pitch
with the bases loaded in the ninth
to force home the deciding run
for Los Angeles.
Hiram Bocachica singled off
Sabel (3-'1) with one out, then
went to third when Sabel's wild
pitch eluded catcher Damian Miller.
Sabel then issued intentional walks
to Shawn Green and Gary Sheffield
to load the bases
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4" Reinforced
Concrete Slab

1/2" Blandex
Under Vinyl Siding
PLUS OFF-LEVEL LOT

Masonite or
Siding

z.
,--/

ervice Door

Anchor Bolts In Concrete
4' Curb
(Optional)
FREE ESTIMATES

CARPENTER BUILT — NOT PRE-FABS!
In Business Since 1984
Standard Models with Hardboard &din.
1 1/2 Car (12x20)
2 Car (18x20)
Large 2 Car (22x22)
2 1/2 Car (24x24)
Large 2 1/2 Car (24x30)
Large 3 Car (30x30)

Deluxe Models with Vin I &din.

1 1/2 Car (12x20)
2 Car (18x20)
$5.250 Large 2 Car (22x22)
$5,450 2 1/2 Car (24x24)
$5,950 Large 2 1/2 Car (24x30)
$7,350 Large 3 Car (30x30)

$4,000
$4.800

$4,500
$5,250
$5,450
$5.750
$6,450
$7 750

COMPARE BOTTOM LINE PRICES AND
QUALITY OF WORKMANSHIP!
Bank Financing Available

MIZEIMEMEM
Friday. June 296
Seminars at 5:30 p.m., 6:30 p.m., and 7:30 p.m.
Saturday.June 306
Appraisal Fair 10:00 a.m. - Noon and 1:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
Auction Registration - 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Open Auction at 4:00 p.m.
Sunday. July la
Seminars
Sunday Seminars will be conducted by Lark E. Mason. Jr: vice-President oldie
Chinese Department of _Sotheby's and Appraiser of Antiques Readshow on PBS

General Admission - $3.00 (children 12 & under FREE)

cliou cp eohdiaUy itwited
to attenda hetikement tteeeption

Appraisal tickets fir,- Saturday's Appraisal Fair are $IO and Include yeneral itihn •
for one person and appraisal of one ircm I unit nio appraisal tickets per pr,
•

tOit

Sailn

V=1111111===1111111
Call Murray Tourism at I -800-651 - I 603 or e-mail Lisa Clinton at
Lisa.Clintontd.upbna.com idaytirdel or lischOtapes.net (evenings and weekend,,

C11).QA

All proceedsfrom the Show and Auction will benefit United Way

Oil

DAAAD, BURNT AGAIrrt
FLARE -UP PROOF GRILLING. GUARANTEED.

Lamb's Small Engine
101 Industrial Road • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-2925

Sundag, dune 24, 2001,
thOm
2 to 4 p.m.
at tile
Autotay cnowld ot t'ducation
Cattteh QAdminisbation T-)Aling
202 South MiNteenth ,c'theet
9<evtuC109
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Arts
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Thursday, June 21, 2001

RECITAL...Piano students of Jackie Hill featured in a recital May 20 at Westside Baptist Church,
are pictured. They are Kayla Adams. Ian Holmes, Chandler Purdom, Sarah Wooten, Adam
Blodgett. Taylor Butler. Cydney Clere. Takina Scott, Kailey Stone, Jesse Tabers. Duncan Thurman, Erin Butler. Kelsey Daniel, Haley Haverstock, Claire Pitman, Randee Collins, Janene Johnston, Heather Lowe. Will Pitman, Devon Saxton. Hannah Jaco, Jacinda Lewis, Tai Milgate, Katie
Rogers. Melissa Williams, Kim Ray and Rebecca Suiter. Vocal solos were by Erin Butler and
Kailey Stone.

TROPHY WINNERS...Piano students of Jackie Hill received first place trophies at the recent recital at Westside Baptist Church. Murray, were, from left, Devon Saxton from Mayfield, Ian Holmes. Haley Haverstock and Adam Blodgett from Murray. Hannah Jaco from Benton and Kim Ray
from Mayfield. Mrs. Hill is pictured in back row.

CALL

CRIME 4164
SIOPPERS
OF MURRAY AND
CALLO WAY COUNTY INC.

(270)753-9500
03,d Harney All St.ile

MAX HURT
MEMORIAL
GOLF
TOURNY
entry deadline June 25
tournament June 29
THIS

A

Important
MESSAGE
Talk to your veterinarian about oral
hygiene and what you can do to
keep your pets teeth and body
healthy. Your pets will love you for it!
www MornsAnimalFoundation org

RECITAL...Piano students from the studio of Eleanor Brown presenting a recital on May 12 at
Farrell Recital Hall at Murray State University were. from left, first row, Brittany McClure. Alyssa
Erickson. Kelli Vinson. Bradley Black, second row. Tricia Taylor, Lindsey Capps. Luke Beam,
Nathaniel Beam, David Vinson, Cammie Jo Bolin. third row, Colin Capps, Wesley Bolin, Heather
McClure. Amanda Melton, Alexandria Farris and Megan Black. Not pictured is Zach Buck. Students also receive recognition for their participation in the 20th Century and Kentucky Music
Teachers Association Keyboard Festivals and National Piano Guild Auditions.

RECITAL...Piano students from the studio of Eleanor Brown
presenting a recital on May 17 at Farrell Recital Hall at Murray
State University were, from left, first row. Nicole Schmittou,
Alex Adams. Ali Adams. Sarah Crouch, Carley Cavitt, second
row, Libby Trevathan. LeAnna Paschall, Alexandra Bloodworth,
Hannah Robison, third row, Leah Robison, Katie Thomas, Dustin Thompson, Callie Lowe and McKenna Morgan. Students
also received recognition for their participation in the 20th Century and Kentucky Music Teachers Association Keyboard Festivals and National Piano Guild Auditions.

Disney resurrects old 'Atlantis'theories
LOS ANGELES(AP)
Atlantis has risen!
You can find it at the local multiplex. But where is the real Atlantis, if there is one'?
Some suggest it lies below the
Mediterranen. buried deep beneath
the Earth's crust in a giant air
pocket. or hidden below the polar
ice cups.

Wherever it is, Disney has resurrected theories of the missing continent for its animated adventure
"Atlantis: The Lost Empire."I think' people are often surprised at how much research we do
in these projects.- said producer
Don Hahn, whose credits include
"The Lion King- and "Beauty and
the Beast.- "We have to fill up our

brains and wrap our heads around
the idea of what Atlantis might
have been."
The earliest reference to Atlantis
is found in the work of Plato. who
wrote in about 360 B.C. that he
learned of the utopian civilization
from people he met in his many
travels.
Plato described Atlantis as "a

eatch The excitement!
Charter Communications has a super digital line-up
but soon it's gonna be even better!

great and wonderful empire- that
suffered extreme earthquakes and
floods and vanished thousands of
years before "in a single day and
night of misfortune."
Over lunch one day. Hahn and
directors Kirk Wise and Gary
Trousdale began discussing the legend during a brainstorming session
to come up with an idea.

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES

arik'
TERM
8/°°inberg

4}C411%4
s4 4

iOgraPhY

Toon

Disney

(C1I.)0 0600

Boomerang
tech TV

0/y
STAqz
,

CNN
Sports
Illustrated
dependent
In
Film Channe

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

180-364
Days

3.25% $2500

10 Months

4.16% $2500

20 Months

4.16%

30 Months

4.16% $1000

1000

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These annual percentage
yields are effective June 20, 2001.

Ciassics

StYle

Charter
A WIRED WORLD COMPANY

906 S. 12th St.•Murray•753-5005
CNN'SI

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

EspN

CAllytn

COMMUNICATIONS

Histo/y
internationai

"It occurred to us that everyone
knows this myth, but nobody
knows this myth," Hahn said.
Speculation over Atlantis continued through the ages, but the
myth gained mainstream appeal
when Ignatius Loyola Donnelly
wrote the best-selling 1882 book
"Atlantis: The Antediluvian
World."

Outdoor
Channel

t

REAE3anke
Member FDIC

Main Office: 5th & Main • North Banking Center 12th & Chestnut
South Banking Center: 12th & Story • Kroger Banking Center
Hazel: 405 Main St.. Hazel
Phone:787-BANK

11111NlarailMENIlli.
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Frankel seeks Fla. Gov.seat
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) —
Florida's House Minority leader on
Wednesday became the second
lawmaker to announce plans to
seek the Democratic nomination to
run against Gov. Jeb Bush next
yeat.
State Rep. Lois Frankel said
Wednesday she will make clear her
plans to run at a Miami Beach
fundraiser Saturday. State Sen.
Daryl Jones of Miami said earlier
this week he would enter the race.
"You have a very similar motivating factor driving everybody
into the race," said Frankel, a West
Palm Beach lawmaker."A substantial discontent with where Bush has
beep taking us."
'Democratic Party spokesman
Toby Welch said Frankel was "one

of the candidates we expeLted to
get in."
"I think the race is heating up
now." he said.
Bush, 48, announced earlier this
month his plans to seek a second
term.
Many Democrats remain outraged at President Bush's victory in
the Florida voting that decided last
year's presidential election, and
some have made his brother's
ouster a top priority in next year's
gubernatorial elections.
Others considering entering the
Democratic primary are former
U.S. Attorney General Janet Reno,
U.S. Rep. Jim Davis of Tampa,
Tampa attorney Bill McBride,
Broward County Sheriff Ken Jenne
and former U.S. Rep. Pete Peter-

son, who is leaving his job next
month as ambassador to Vietnam.
Frankel, 53, served in the Florida House from 1986-92 but was
defeated in a bid for the U.S. House
in 1992. She was re-elected to state
House in 1994.
Frankel said she would make a
formal announcement in early July.
Jones, whose nomination to be
Air Force secretary under President
Clinton was rejected in a bitter
fight in the Senate, announced
plans to run Tuesday.
Jones, 46, was nominated in
1998 for the Air Force post but was
rejected after the Senate heard testimony that Jones was grounded as a
reserve fighter pilot and then lied
about it. Jones denied the allegations.

Clinton accepts Dayton Peace Prize

I

DAYTON, Ohio (AP) — Former President Clinton accepted the
Dayton Peace Prize for his efforts
to end the war in Bosnia and said
the United States must finish the
job through financial support.
The award was presented to the
former president Wednesday night
at Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, where the Dayton Peace Accords that ended the conflict in the
Balkan nation were reached nearly
six years ago. Scheduling conflicts
kept Clinton from personally accepting the award last fall.
At the ceremony. Clinton said
Bosnia can emerge as an independent:nation only through privatization-of its economy.
"All too often those of us who
have the resources to help them
succeed in the long run don't do
our part. We cannot let that happen
in the Balkans." Clinton said.

"There is still not enough effort
by the United States and Europe to
open our markets and direct our investments to people who could be
great partners with us in the 21st
century," he said.
More than 400 people, including
the ambassadors of Bosnia and
Croatia, attended the dinner and
ceremony.
"You acted and committed U.S.
troops to protecting the peace,"
Dayton Mayor Mike Turner told
Clinton. "It was a daring move. It
was a brave act undertaken for the
sole purpose of it was the right
thing to do."
Clinton was in Vietnam when
the prize was announced in November;on the fifth anniversary of
the accords. The award was accepted then by U.S. Ambassador
James Pardew.

The U.S. government brought
the leaders of Serbia, Croatia and
Bosnia to Wright-Patterson in late
1995 to negotiate an end to the war
in Bosnia. The Dayton Peace Accords were initialed Nov. 21, 1995,
ending a conflict that had cost more
than 200,000 lives and led to the
displacement of nearly I million
people.
"President Clinton's efforts to
invest in peace in the Balkans after
the war was over was the most significant thing he could have done,"
said Bruce Hitchner, chairman of
the Dayton Peace Accords Project.
"He stayed the course. He invested
in making Bosnia work."
Peacekeeping troops remain in
the region.
The award includes a $25,000
cash prize, which Clinton will donate to a charity in Bosnia, Hitchnet said.

FDA recalls herbal drink
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
New York company has recalled 13
varieties of a herbal drink product
because it contains an acid that can
make people sick and is considered
to be a carcinogen.
Blue Light Inc., of Ithaca, recalled the products Wednesday in
coordination with the Food and

Drug Administration. No illnesses
have been reported because of the
product, the FDA reported.
The drink products, which come
in capsule or powder form, were
sold in bottles with the label
"Treasures of the East." Only products purchased before August 2000
are being recalled.

Products being recalled are labeled as the following: Mu Tong.
Ba Zheng San, Dang Gui Si Ni
Tang, Dao Chi San, Fu Fang Di Hu
Tang, Gan Lu Xiao Du Dan, Kou
Yan Ning, Long Dan Xie Gan
Tang, Pai Shi Tang, Xiao Ji Yin Zi,
Xin Yi San. Yang Yin Xiao Yan
Tang.

TOOTING THEIR OWN HORNS ... Nearly 30 trumpet players from middle and high schools from
across Kentucky and Tennessee performed in a concert last Friday that closed out Murray State
University's 2001 trumpet workshop. Robert Murray. trumpet instructor at MSU. was the workshop director.

Boy dies from industrial accident
KENOSHA, Wis.(AP) — An 8year-old boy whose mother took
him along to her cleaning job at an
industrial plant died after his arm
got caught in a machine, authorities
said.
Garrett L. Sanders' atm Caught
in a machine used to inspect food
on Monday when Kristine Tut-

lewski left him briefly to take out
some garbage.
Garrett usually stayed with his
father while Tutlewski, 28. was
working at Cintex Corp., but the
man had been arrested earlier that
day on charges of pulling Tutlewski's hair, authorities said.
Cintex, which makes inspection

equipment. was running the device
to test it when the boy was there,
police said.
Tutlewski heard the boy scream.
then found him unconscious
authorities said.
Sgt. Jerry Sturino said no criminal charges were expected.

Popular poet named U.S. laureate
WASHINGTON (AP) — Billy
Collins, a popular poet who makes
money at the job, was named
Wednesday as the 11th U.S. poet
laureate.
Collins can collect $2,000 for a
single reading of his poetry and
Random House has reportedly offered him a publishing contract of
at least $100,000 for three books.
He also is a distinguished professor Of English at Lehman College in Somers. N.Y.
His one-year post as laureate
will net him a 535.000 salary, a
Washington office at the Library of
Congress and few duties except to

give more readings.
and rhymes positioned at the end
Collins, born in 1941. succeeds of lines
one for every station of the
95-year-old Stanley Kunitz and
Robert Pinsky, whose project to 'cross."
collect Americans" favorite poems
He wrote one poem about
drew the participation of President
neighbor's barking dog who anClinton and first lady Hillary Rodnoyed him so much that he started
ham Clinton.
playing a Beethoven record to
There's no problem interpreting
drown out the noise.
Collins' poetry. He has written a
"... but I can still hear him mufsonnet in the conventional 14 lines
fled under the music
but with little regard for such matbarking. barking. barking
ters as rhyme or meter. Four of the
... and now I see him sitting in
lines read:
the orchestra
"How easily it goes unless you
his head raised confidently
get Elizabethan
as if Beethoven had included a
and insist the iambic bongos
part for barking dog."
must be played

KAWASAKI PRESENTS...

Ott

GOOD TIMES"EVENT N0,64

FR4-LGY 103.7

Factory-to-dealer
INCENTIVES

and

U.S. Highway 621641 • Eddyville, KY

ON EVERY
invite you to audition for
the chance of a lifetime!

7& z00i
At--

MODEL
JET SKI®
WATERCRAFT1*

60

Try outs are Saturday,June 23rd
West Ky Factory Outlet Mall Gazebo
2:00 to 5:00 p.m.
Call l -888-FROGGY-1 for information.

Every
BUT ONLY
FORA
LIMITED
TIME.

ULTRA 150.
AND MORE!

AT YOUR KAIWASAKI DEALER
I. Auditions will be conducted during a Live Action Broadcast at the Mall on June 23, 2001 from 3:00
to 5:00 p.m. Registration is from 2 to 3 p.m.
2. All auditions will be ikapella. There will be no tapes or instrumentation bark-up.
,
3. Contest is limited to individuals, duets,trios, or quartets. No letter groups will be allowed to enter.
4. Froggy 103 will provide a PA system and a single micreeBo
5. Judges may choose to have a sing-off to determine the winner.
6. In case the winner is unable to perform the night of the concert, an alternate will be selected.
7.All decisions of the judges and Froggy 103 are final

MURRAY
HOME & AUTO
OUTDOOR
DIVISION
Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 75:3-2571
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Sat. 7:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

Kawasaki
Let the good times roll.

DON'T
WAIT!

2001 Kawasaki Motors Corp •U S A
'Factory-to-dealef incentives available
On all new 2001 and prior year
Kawasaki JET SKI* watercraft
Specifications and prices sub?ect to
"ange All above offers good on dealer
'ock at participating dealers for a limited
time and are subect to dealer participation
See dealer for details
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Calloway County High announces honor roll
Calloway County High School
has released the honor for the second semester as follows:
NINTH GRADE
All As
Amanda L. Adams. Tyler S.
Boggess, Mandy L. Brandsasse,
Sara G. Burkeen, Josh L. Bybee,
Brittany N. Chapman, Whittany N.
Chapman. Wesley B. Claiborne.
Brook J. Deines, Kimberly J. Dyer,
Amanda M. Ferguson,
Jenny B. Gingles, Justin R. Hendrick, Jonathan J. Holzapfel, Hillary
A. Hulse. Brandy K. Huynh, Lindsay R. Johnson, Lyndsi A. Keel.
Kara L. Kelso, Eddie M. Kobraei.
Marci R. Little, James C. Locke.
Andrea L. Loveless. Leslie M.
Lynn,
Meaghan R. Murdock. Kenny
D. Orr, Jeremy S. Phillips. Meagan M. Rogers. Julie R. Rushing,
Brette Shaeffer, '(athryn M. Stalls.
Brandon N. Steele. Brian C. Tucker, Courtney P. Walker, Brandy L.
Watkins. Jay E. Wyatt and Josh
S. Young.
All As and Bs
Nathan C. Bazzell, Tiffany L.
Cappello, John L. Fisher, Corey
T. Hart, Tiffany G. Jones. Jordyn
D. Randolph. Christopher E. Alton.
Heather K. Borgarding, Sean C.
Covington, Jason L. Craig, Brian
R. Driver. Lydia N. Eaker. Drew
Jonas,
Katrina R. Mathis, Katie Ross.
Megan E. Thweatt. Derreck A. Tinsley, Matthew T. Vance, Kenna C.
Walker, Erica B. Anderson. Joshua
K. Burks. Derrick A. Dalton. Brandon K. Lawrence. Amber D. Nelson, Greg L. Ryan.
Robin L. Thweatt. Corey L.
Underhill. Tyler Collins, Dana NI.
Dambra. Erin E. Dick, Addle Erwin.
John L. Fielders. Kimberly R.
George. Billy J. Hendon. Mason
Lusk. Elizabeth J. Musser, Tyler
C. Sheridan. Michelle E. Young.
Kelly L. Chrisman. Aimee NI.

Dial, Shona M. Edwards, Kerry
L. Hopkins. Larisa L. Hopkins. Lora
L. Hopkins, Lee A. Miller. Jamie
L. Stinnett. Jared L. Vincent, Logan
W. Walker. Alicia A. Woods, Sarah
A. Yeatts.
Kelly L. Arnold, Whitni N. Bast,
Navid A. Djassemi, Richard W.
Futrell, Carl G. Harris, Michelle
D. Jarvis, Heather R. Kohr, Danielle
M. McMillen. Emily P. Perry. Brian
G. Robertson and Andrew B. Todd.
10TH GRADE
All As
Brittiany N. Adams, Robert L.
Brumley, Brent D. Burchett.
Stephanie A. Craig. Rebecca M.
Cripps, Amanda N. D'Angelo,
Stephanie M. Dambra. Daniel D.
Dycus. Bryan T. Furches. Matthew
G. Gingles, Stephanie L. Gorrell.
Meagan N. Hall,
Henry N. Kobraei, Susan E.
Lassiter. Bobby D. Potts. Steven
Shackelford, Daphne E. Smith.
Michael B. Stanger. Kyle A. Starks.
Jon M. Usrey. Heidi an Arneringen. John P. Wall. Angela L. Warren, Eric K. Werner and Carlo,
P. Williams.
All As and Bs
Jessica I). Compton, Jessica R.
Duncan, Lindsey Grogan. Amber
N. Howard. Ernie (3. Innis, Mandy
L. Couch. John D. Gallo w ay, Kera
C. Henson. Kendra Kear, Brittany
J. Lamb, Christopher A. Owen.
Desiree. L. Perkins. Kristin N.
Strode.
Christina L. Barrett, Anna NI
Beard, Chelsie B. Gardner. Ash
lee Y. Gupton. Eric W. Hamilton.
Amy. L. Norsw orthy. Bradley. .1
Thornton. JoAnna E. Anderson.
Danielle L. Bell. Serena NI. Brittain, Jimmy L. Bynum Jr.. Christopher D. Coles,
Tabatha NI. Dube. Sara A. Duncan. Ashley. J. Hannon. Ke‘ in G.
Johnson. Jennifer L. Mattson. Amy
Ni. McKnight. Brandi N. Melvin.
Rachel Ni. Moellenkanip. Justin C.

Owen. Bailey R. Barnett. Ben T.
Keller. Matthew P. Morris.
Lucas Carter, Nicole Erwin,
Kayla D. Henson, Lacy Hocking,
Melissa L. Huscusson, Nathan S.
Jones, Mitchell L. McClure, Kila
D. Phillips, Billie L. Pritchett,
Chad L. Pritchett. Kenneth E. Scott
and April J. Thomason.
11TH GRADE
All As
Angela M. Armstrong. Rebecca L. Boyd. Brandy N. Bradford,
Tara L. Brooks, Mark Chamberlain, Paul R. Colwell, Casey Cornelison, Joe J. Dolchan, Kenneth
W. Duncan, Anne-Marie Dunlap,
Tara Evans, Justin Gibbs.
Aaron C. Godar. Alli L. Hillard,
Ashley A. Iglesias, S. Dustin Ladd,
Stacey L. Lee, Haley Lynn. Heather
R. Macha, Amanda N. McCuiston. Lauren M. McKendree. Brandon L. Morris. Tera R. Murdock,
Brent A. Norsv.ronhy,
Robert E. Nowak Jr., Nathan
C. Oliver, Jacob Payne, Michael
F:. Pritchard, Meagan R. Rogers,
Kacee Stonecipher. Bridget M.
Swattell. Sandra Thompson. Stacey
J. Thorn. David J. Timmons and
Brittany K. Vaughn.
All As and Bs
Sammie N. Beal. Tiffany A.
Beam!, Kyle J. Braddock. Amanda K. Chadwick. Nicki L. Conner. Danielle Gee. Amanda K. Hart.

Heather S. Quinn. Nicole R. Shaw,
Ashley S. Smith, Chase Stone.
Clint Stone, Mitchell R. Tucker,
Brian C. Asher. Amber R. Hill.
Natsuko Kashiwagi, Amberly K.
Paschall. Sanchez Stubblefield,
Ashley D. Byerly, Brian Couctr,
Candice R. Darden, Braden C.
Dong, Kelly R. Gipson, Chelsie
R. McCuiston, Ali J. Musser, Aaron
J. Pitman.
Brittney Bogard, Rebekah F.
Burton, Jennie Crawford, Michael
Curtis, Elizabeth
Dandeneau,
Christopher D. Duncan. Jessica
Elkins, Shanna Kelso, Damien A.
Manier, Shayna R. Millizer, Noelle
Olsen, Steven D. Sanders,
Robert Schindler, Stephanie
Spann. Benjamin S. Williams, Jeffrey R. Boyle, Darek W. Casper.
Jim L. Donelson, Angela K. Duncan, Stephanie R. Elmore, Dean
Futrell, Julia D. McCarty, Megan
L. Raspberry',
Joshua S. Sykes. John T. Todd,
Charles A. Waynick. Jacob Caddas, Louis Ernstberger, Ashley N.
Futrell, l.aura N. Holt, Ashley B.
Hulse. Ashley R. Peters., Sarah
Thompson. Tamara L. Tucker.
Adam M. Yezerski and Dessie M.
Davis.
12TH (;RADE
All As
Lisa M. Arnold, Misty C. Bogard. Jeremy L. Bolls, Stephen J.

Burkeen. Amber S. Cain, Jeremy
J. Carraway, Amanda F. Carter.
Nicole A. Conkright, Ashley E.
Cook, Natalie Cooper, Ben D.
Cossey, Aaron M. Cowan,
Brandi L. Dedmon, Nilofar
Djassemi. Kari G. Downs, Michael
P. Eldridge, Kaci L. Ellison, Daniel
D. Garner. D. Michele Goodman.
Sarah M. Gould, Patrick J. Greer,
Rachael N. Grogan. Brady T. Harris, Erin L. Heltsley.
Brad B. Hendricks, James A.
Henry. Justin R. Holland, Sarah
T. Johnson, Kassa M. Kelso, Elizabeth J. Kilby. Matthew C. Leet,
Jessica D. Lemons, Derek A.
McCallum. Joseph K. McDaniel,
Chadwick I. McLaren,
Chessy L. Mercado, Raegan L.
Morton. Ashley R. Noffsinger,
Stacey K. Orr, Brian Overbey,
Bethany M. Pate, Jennifer M. Perlow, April S. Ramsey,Chase S. Redden, William A. Rider, Marion F.
Rogers,
Ryan K. Rogers, April M. Rooker, Lora E. Sexton, Kacey L. Stark.
Whitni L. Steele, Jimmy D. Stubblefield, Jena G. Thomas, Amanda E. Williams, Kristi M. Williams
and Marlin Williams.
Dustin W. Dillon, Samantha L.
Gibbs, Rachel L. Haugh, Christopher Hudspeth, Clint E. Kear, Matt

R.Thorn, Brad A. Thurmond, Brandon M. Williams, Jamie R. Miller
Seth Bryant, Duane W. Dycus, Abb)
E. Jonas,
Bethany N. Martin, Kimberl)
A. Gay, J.R. Hays, Ashley R. Holsapple, Amy J. Todd, Jameson
Wade, Chelsea J. Stephenson.
Chelsea N. Bullard, Joey R
Burgess, Wesley J. Coursey, Shawi
M. Gould, Jason C. Henderson.
William C. Johnson, Nathan C
McPhail, Dustin Morganti, Crystal A. Page, Josh W. Schecter,
Charles J. Scott, Adriane L.
Southard, Crystal J. Thompson,
Miranda J. Underwood, Chase C.
Wallace, Bobby D. Harrell,
Kelly J. Dick, Mark C. Free,
Kandis K. Garland, Erica L. Hill,
Angela G. Johnson, Kevin A. Malone, Adrianna Rodriquez, Austin
K. Webb, Shannon A. Young, Jacob
J. Abbott, Michele E. Bivins, Jessica R. Bybee,
Timothy J. Coates, Corey A.
Downey, Monica L. Esterlein,
Christopher P. Felts, Jayme L. Gordon, Michelle D. Gregory. Ryan
D. Humphrey, Craig Jacobs, Sabrina L. Johnson,
Annie T. Lynn, Tara E. Royal,
Derek R. Shaffer, Tiffany J.
Shemwell, Caleb E. Smith, Joshua
J. Smith, Rebecca J. Suiter, Terra
L. Vance and VaRhonda J. Wright.

Man assaults Cookie Monster over photo
LANGUOR
Pa. (AP) — A
man's plan to have his young
daughter meet the Cookie Monster
crumbled, when he as arrested for
allegedly assaulting the furry blue
Sesame Street character.
Police say Lee P. McPhatter. upset that the Cookie Monster would
not.pose for a picture at the Sesame
Place theme park. Shoved and
kicked the employee inside the costume. McPhatter, 22. of Waldorf.
Md.. denies the allegations.
"People started yelling at me
that I should he ashamed of myself
tor hitting Cookie Monster. I did
not kick or punch Cookie Monster.
lhe cop did not want to hear my
,ide of the story, and I got arrested." said McPhatter. who described the character as his 3-yearold daughter Mina's fayorite.
Middletown police said that 21 -

BO D WITH TELEVISION?
7 movies ic)r
-stop for
days
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year-old Jennie McNelis suffered
bruised ribs and a cervical sprain
when McPhatter shoved her to the
ground. then kicked her in the head'
and back.
• NIcPhatter said his daughter was
getting pushed around by others
waiting to talk to the Cookie Monsters McPhatter said he asked twice
for the character to pose with his
daughter. but McNelis "aggsessivelv- put a big blue paw on his
daughter's head and pushed her.
McNelis. who is hack at work,
said she is not permitted to discuss
the incident. Sesame Street spokeswoman Audrey Shapiro confirmed
that the incident took place. but
called it a rare event.
''Our characters do not act the
way this Man said.- she continued.
"It is an honor to he Cookie Monster.-

"Why would someone take their
3-year-old daughter to the park and
attack Cookie Monster?" he asked.
"I would never do that in front of
my daughter."

Tornadoes hit Denver
DENVER (AP) — Tornadoes
touched down near Denver International Airport Wednesday night,
briefly grounding flights and damaging ground surveillance radar.
There were no immediate reports of
injuries.
The National Weather Service
reported several tornadoes near the
airport at around 7:30 p.m. in a
storm system that produced heavy
rain and large hail.
All flights leaving the airport

were grounded between 7:19 p.m.
and 7:40 p.m. because of the
weather, spokesman Chuck Cannon
said.
The storm damaged a radar used
to monitor planes on the ground to
avoid runaway collisions, said
Mike Fergus. a spokesman for the
Federal Aviation Administration.
Fergus said the damaged radar
was not critical to airport operations in normal conditions.

Elite Convenience Mart Presents...
Remember
When Cafe
Home Cooked

.„iiie .

5 movies for

NIcPhatter is free on $20,000
unsecured bail following the June 9
incident. He said he would fight the
charges, which include simple assault, harassment and disorderly
conduct.
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EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

\Jo and 3 nest4
releases tor
nights only
2
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YOU HAVE YOUR CHOICE OF:
• Southern Fried Catfish
•Bar-B-Q Ribs

• Thick, Tender & Juicy
Grilled Ribeyes

'Grilled Fish

•Grilled Chicken Breasts

*Deep Fried Shrimp
Super Nintendo Deck and 3 games
your choice or
Sega Genesis Deck and 3 games of your choic tor 2 nights oroy $10.95
Nintendo 64 Deck and 3 games of y
Sony Playstation Deck and 3 games of your cho

r choice or
for 2 nights only $15.95

Get ready to pass around fresh homemade rolls,
home cooked vegetables and all the fixins!

( BREAKFAST & LUNCH SPECIALS DAILY
_}

Owner — Julie West
Open Weekdays - Store 6 a.m.-7 p.m. Mon. thru Sat.
Restaurant 6 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Hwy. 94 West • Lynn Grove, KY • 435-4500
-You,
714 N. 12th St.• JCPenney Shopping Ctr. • 753-7670
Sun.-Thurs. 10 a.m.-11 p.m.• Fri. & Sat. 10 a.m.-Midnight
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MSU announces dean's list
Special to the Ledger
According to records submitted
by the university's data processing
office, a total of 1,321 undergraduate students at Murray State University have earned recognition on the
Dean's List for the spring 2001 semester.
Established in 1922 by the Kentucky General Assembly, Murray
State University has become known
through the years as a student-centered university where the emphasis
is on academic excellence. Located
in west Kentucky with an enrollment of 9,100 students, Murray
State is ranked in the top tier of
southern colleges and -universities
by U.S. News and World Report,
and is also rated as a southern "Best
Value" and one of the South's "Top
Public Universities."
Students must achieve a grade
point average ranging from 3.5 to a
perfect 4.0 to be included during the
spring 2001 term.
The following students from Calloway County, KY, are among
those honored. Those with a perfect
scholastic average (4.0) are noted
with asterick:
Raina Anderson, Kathryn M.
Baird*, Jeanne C. Barnes, Candace
M. Barrow*, William F. Bell*, Elizabeth M. BlacIdord*, Amber L. Blimline, Jillian B. Brittain*, Elizabeth R.

Broughton', Brian J. Buchanan, Michael A. Burkeen*, Eileen M. Cameron', Rebecca M. Cansler, Darcie
A. Carson', Rebecca A. Carson',
Lindsay R. Chamberlain, Spencer
D. Chambers, Sarah E. Chapman,
Charles C. Chatman*, & John L.
Clayton'.
Emily G. Cleaver, Heather K.
Cleaver, Matthew C. Clemson*,
Shannon M. Clendenen, Whitney E.
Coleman', Stacie L. Collins', Angela
L. Colson, Stephen P. Compton',
James B. Cox*, Lee A. Crider, Michelle L. Crouse, Deborah D. Darnall, Warren D. Depriest*, Angela J.
Dodd, Krista K. Doron, Jensen S.
Douglas*, Tracy D. Dunn', Kelly S.
Dunnagan, William D. Edwards', &
Lenora Ehrsam*.
Joshua C. Elliott*, Jon M.
Ernstberger, Jacob W. Falwell',
Hayley M. Farley, Linda H. Farris,
Megan M. Fleetwood, Amber C.
Flood, Denise R. Fooks*, Bradley
Forrester, Jayme C. Gibson, Kathryn M. Godar, James A. Graves',
Patricia K. Greer, Margaret A. Gregory, Christine E. Griffiths, Seth M.
Grogan', Daisy W. Grooms*, Usa D.
Hale', Audrey L. Hamilton, & Leslie
C. Hamilton.
Allison L. Haugh, Carrie E.
Hayes, Roger N. Herbert, Nicholas
T. Helton`, Mandy R. Hicks, Rebecca D. Hicks, Sean J. Higgs',

Stephanie L. Hill, Made C. Hilyer",
Mary B. Himelick, Samantha M
Hogsed*, Jennifer R. Hopkins, Lesley B. Houston', Erika A. Johnson'.
Kristin N. Johnson, Mark A. Johnson, Matthew A. Keel, Jason Kelso.
Laura R. Kelso, & Joanna L. Kind'
Michelle N. King, Jamie L. Klotz.
Katherine M. Konrad, John R. Laffoon, Jennifer A. Lamb, Paul A
Lamb*, Jessica M. Lampe', Brooke
A. Lencki, Rebecca P. Leverett•,
Tera D. Lewis*, Jennifer L. Liddle,
Kristy M. Linn*, Alisha M. McClure,
Steven G. McDaniel, John E.
McKee*, Joshua A. McKeel, Ashley
R. McKendree*, Steve J. McMichael, Lindsay B. McNutt', & Molly
B. Melson.
Nekesha L. Miller, Gregory P.
Milton*, Karen L. Mize', Michelle C.
Moode, Laura P. Nixon*, Heather A.
Nuerenberg*, Kevin W. O'Neal, Patrick S. O'Neal*, Bethany S.
O'Rourke, Elizabeth A. Olds, Mitzi
A. Parrish, Angela R. Peal', Mark E.
Penner, David J. Perlow, Jennifer
L. Pigg, Adam D. Pitman, Jared S.
Plummer, Christopher J. Prescott,
Alexia J. Pritchett*, & Caleb J. Reinhardt.
Dolly B. Rickman, Cheri L. Rieder, Adam M. Sacora, Ellis L.
Schell', Stacy M. Schroeder, Beth
V. Scott, Julie R. Scruggs, Ryan

Seay, Evelyn J. Self, Brandon S.
Sharp', Brandon D. Shufelt, Ken W.
Simmons, David F. Smith, Jeffery A.
Smith'. Wesley S. Spencer. Pamela
A. Stevens', Tina L. Stewart, Christina G. Stubblefield, Jeramie W.
Suiter, & Kevin W. Suiter.
Angela B. Taylor, Anne M. Taylor, Jackie D. Thigpen', Emily K.
Thomas, Stacy A. Thomas. Drew K.
Thompson, Christina J. Thorn,
James C. Todd, Mecinda A Tyler,
Bethany R. VanderMolen. Jessica
N. Vinson, Richard L. Vonnahme.
Bradley C. Walker, Adam D. Ward,
Susan A. Weall, Alison S. Weaver,
Grisel C. Williams, Marcella J. Williams, Michael D. Williams, & Olivia
M. Williams.
Lori J. Wilson, Deneshia D.
Wood`, Mechelle R. Woodall,
Danette G. Woods*, Audry Worstet', Amber M. Wray & Rhea A.
Wright.

CALLOWAY COUNTY FAIR
PROGRAM OF EVENTS

Bunning reintroduces bill
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Citing identity theft as the nation's fast
growing financial crime, U.S. Sen.
Jim Bunning (R-Ky.) reintroduced
The Privacy and Identity Protection
Act, legislation designed to protect
the privacy of all Americans from
identity theft caused by theft or
abuse of an individual's Social Security number(S$N).
Bunning introduced nearly identical legislation last year, but the
Senate never acted on the bill.
"The crime of identity theft has
become far more prevalent in recent years. with nearly 600,000
cases last year alone," said Bunning. "If a criminal can get a hold
of your Social Security number,
they can apply for credit cards, buy
a car, do just about anything in
your name, and you may not know
for months or even years.
"Across the country, there are
thousands of people who can tell
you horror stories about losing their
life savings or having their credit
history permanently damaged, simply because someone obtained their
Social Security number and fraudulently assumed their identity."
Bunning's bill, cosponsored by
Sen. Tom Harkin (D-lowa), places
strict limits on how federal, state
and local governments may use a
citizen's Social Security number. It

Radio club to
take part in field
day exercises
The Murray State University
Amateur Radio Club will take part
in the North American Field Day
exercises by staging a 24-hour radio transmission marathon this
coming weekend, June 23- 24.
The idea is to simulate emergency conditions, such as a natural
disaster. Area hams will gather remote equipment: erect transmission
antennas for VHF,.UHF and high
frequency bands; and then make
contacts with as many other amateur stations as possible within 24
hours. An attempt might also be
made to communicate through
earth-orbiting satellites.
"One of our club members recently talked with a flight engineer
on the International Space Station,"
according to MSU-ARC faculty advisor Bill Call. "This is beyond the
kind Of fun you can have with a cell
phone."
The public is invited to watch,
and area hams are invited to participate.
Set-up is Saturday morning at
the Murray City Park schoolhouse
pavilion, and the event begins at I
p.m., lasting to Sunday at the same
time.
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First Baptist
Church - July 1

prohibits government agencies
from selling SSNs, displaying
SSNs to the public, using SSNs as
personal identification numbers unless specifically allowed by the Social Security Act, displaying SSNs
on government checks and displaying SSNs on state driver's licenses
or motor vehicle registrations.
The bill also prohibits the sale
of Social Security numbers in the
private sector and sets criminal and
civil penalties for government and
private misuse of Social Security
numbers.
"Social Security numbers were
originally designed to track workers and their earnings so that their
benefits could be accurately calculated when the worker retired," said

FEST-WEAR...Freedom Fest assistants Rachel Lowery and
Julie Hallemeier admire the 2001 Freedom Fest T-shirt, designed by Bob McClean of Design et. al. and produced by
Faye's. The T-shirts are on sale now at the Murray Tourism
Commission office and Faye's for $10 each. Youth sizes 10
to Adult size XXXL are available.

Bunning. "Now, SSNs are being
used by many organizations, both
public and private, as a national ID
number.
With SSNs being used so frequently, that number has become
the key for a criminal to assume
someone else's identity. This bill
will allow all Americans to keep
their Social Security number far
more secure.
Identical legislation was introduced on May 25, 2001 in the
House of Representatives by Congressman Clay Shaw (R-Fla.), the
Chairman of the Social Security
Subcommittee. Bunning's bill,
numbered S. 1014, has been referred to the Senate Finance Committee.

Friday,June 15th
6:00 p.m. - Motorcross
6:30 p.m. - Open Youth Goat Show
Saturday,June 16th
9:00 a.m. - Dusty Spurs 4-H Horse Show
3:15 p.m. - Pony Pull
5:00 p.m. - A.F. "Skeet" Myers Open Horse
Show

Thursday, June 21st
6:00 p.m. - Carnival Opens
6:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m. - Pole Barn Events - Petting
Zoo & Sheep Sheering
7:30 p.m. - Bull Bust
Friday, June 22nd
6:00 p.m. - Carnival Opens
6:30 p.m. - Collision of the Calloway Co. 4-1-1 Clubs
7:00 p.m. - Lawn & Garden Tractor Pull
7:30 p.m. - 4-H Youth Pet Show

Monday,June 18th
11:00 a.m. -.Open Dairy Show,4-H and
Saturday, June 23rd
FFA Dairy Show
10:00 a.m. - Open Beef Show. 4-H and
Entered
in
4-H,
Exhibits
noon-6:00
p.m.
12:00
FFA Beef Show
Agronomy, Home Economics
6:00 p.m. - Carnival Opens
5:00 p.m.m-6:30 p.m. - 4-H Exhibits Entered
7:00 p.m. - Demolition Derby
7:00 p.m. - Open Youth Lamb Show
Tuesday, June 19th
8:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m. - Exhibit Pickup by Exhibitors
6:00 p.m. - Carnival Opens
I PTC111111M moue) forte:tett ii pkketi up etark or not rt.t•tct. ,t
6:00 p.m. & 7:00 p.m. - Little Miss & Mister
Pageant & Fair Queen Pageant
7:00 p.m. - 4-H Dog Agility

ADMISSION

Wednesday, June 20th
McDonalds Night At The Fair
6:00 p.m. - Carnival Opens - $2 Off armband
with a McDonalds Coupon
(Limit One Per Person)

General Admission $2 Nightly
Showing Events $3Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Motorcross $6
Horseshow $3

ARMBANDS WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR:
$10 TUESDAY,WEDNESDAY,THURSDAY
$12 FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS

INVENTORY LIQUIDATION
Store Consolidation Reduction Sale
We Are Consolidating Stores For Your Shopping Convenience

$250,000 In Inventory Must Go
0
1
0
7
125

OFF wrozeicwinz

Savings Can Be Found On These Items:
*Housewares
*Plumbing
•Electrical
*Coolers

*Automotive
•Pet Supplies
•Small Appliances
•Pocket Knives

•Nuts & Bolts
•Hardware
•Unvented Gas Logs
•Sporting Goods

*We will still special order merchandise at regular price during sale.

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO HARDWARE DIVISION
753-2571 • Chestnut St. • Murray • Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 - 5:00, Sat. 7:30 - 3:00
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT. Two years ago,
after returning from a rather sedentary vacation, I bent my knee to put on
a sock and immediately felt excruciating pain that prevented me from walking or even fully straightening my
knee. X-rays showed no fracture. I
was given ibuprofen and told to live
with it.
With time, the pain improved, but I
still walk with a limp. Recently, the
ankle (on the same leg) became
swollen. The doctor diagnosed osteoarthritis. I'm miserable. Should I seek
a second opinion?
DEAR READER: Without question.
I'd be willing to bet that your original pain resulted from a cartilage
injury, until proven otherwise. For
some reason, your knee flexion crinkled the joint cartilage, causing damage. Then, because your gait was
affected, you put unusual stress on
the ankle joint, which responded by
swelling. A second opinion — which,
in my opinion, must include an MRI of
the knee — is appropriate.
Of course, I may be wrong in my
assessment. You could have arthritis,
Lyme disease or some other disorder.
However, an orthopedic surgeon
should be able to clarify the issue.
Request a referral. At the very least,
you need some out-patient physical
therapy to regain your independence.
But, I suspect, you will probably end
up requiring arthroscopic knee
surgery to repair the cartilage — an
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DEAR ABBY

DEAR ABBY: In 1941, when the
Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor, I
PETER
was a 17-year-old seaman on a
destroyer in the North Atlantic.
GOTT, M.D.
There were several other teen-agers
on board. We all smoked, as did the
rest of the crew. Cigarettes were 6
cents a pack At that price, the saying
was, we couldn't afford not to smoke.
We happily discussed the merits
option that, in my view, ought to have of Lucky Strikes, Camels and
been considered two years ago. Let Chesterfields. Old Golds and Pall
me know how this problem is Malls were not as popular; Kools
were for sissies. None of us realized
resolved.
To give you related information, I that all the brands we smoked conam sending you a copy of my Health tained the same poisonous, addictive
Report "Understanding Osteo- substances. People who didn't smoke
arthritis." Other readers who would were considered odd. If they didn't
like a copy should send $2 plus a long, like to be around smokers, they were
self-addressed, stamped envelope to the ones with the problem.
It wasn't until years later that I
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to men- realized the purpose of selling cigarettes so cheaply to servicemen was
tion the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have a dear to get our generation hooked for the
friend who has been "diagnosed" with profit of tobacco companies. My
amyotrophie lateral sclerosis. I use addiction lasted until after I was
quote marks because none of his doc- married and had small children.
tors have tested him to prove this Fortunately, I realized in time that
impression. True, he has weakness if I was going to live to see them
and atrophy of the right hand and arm grow up, I was going to have to kick
that has progressed, but an MRI was the habit — and by the grace of God
negative. He even had an operation on I was able to.
Why am I writing this? Because
his neck to make sure a disc wasn't
pressing on the nerves. That was a two of my grandsons have sucyear ago. Isn't there treatment for his cumbed to the slick advertising and
condition? At the very least, can't it be lies of the tobacco companies in spite
of warnings from those who love
diagnosed?
DEAR READER: This is a very dif- them most. I pray they'll realize the
ficult situation — for you, your friend, self-destructiveness of the habit
and his doctors. ALS (Lou Gehrig's before they're as old as I was when I
disease) is a progressive neurological knew I had to quit in order to live.
Keep up the good work, Abby,
disorder marked by weakness,
cramps, twitching muscles and trou- and God bless.
LEON J. SIMS,
ble swallowing and speaking. The
DORAVILLE,GA.
cause is unknown. Fifty percent of
patients die within three years of
DEAR LEON: If your grandonset.
sons refuse to listen to you, perYou don't indicate what diagnostic haps they can
learn from the
procedures — other than an MRI — letter that follows. Read on:
were performed. Therefore, I advise
your friend to request a referral to the
DEAR ABBY: I have asked my
neurolog service at a teaching hospi- wife, Martha, to send this
to you
tal, where special techniques — such immediately upon
my
death.
I want
as PET scans — are available. I agree teen-agers to know I
died
from
with you that the impression of ALS self-inflicted disease — smoking. a
needs verification. And I'm not even
Back in the 1940s, a majority of
sure that super-specialists can come Americans smoked. It was the adult
up with the answers that you seek. thing to
do. I "knew" I wouldn't get
But certainly, this is the next option.
hooked. We knew smoking wasn't
My position is not simply academic. good for us, but we were willing to
If he does indeed suffer from ALS, take our chances. We called cigatreatment with a drug called
Gabapentin may slow the progression rettes "coffin nails" and laughed as
of the disease and permit him addi- we lit up.
Years later, I was diagnosed with
tional years of independence. Please
keep me informed of your friend's emphysema. My heart was weakened because it had enlarged, trying
progress.

LOOKING BACK

to pump blood into lungs that could
no longer expand. I had to stop
smoking or die an early death from a
heart attack, stroke, cancer or slow
suffocation. "No sweat," I thought. "I
can quit anytime." How wrong I was.
I spent more than $1,000 on
smoking-cessation programs. I tried
acupuncture, hypnosis, gum,
patches, pills and cold turkey. Nothing worked. I was addicted, dying
and couldn't quit.
You say you want "freedom'"? How
free are you when you want to go
dancing or hiking but can't because
your nose is hooked to plastic tubing
attached to an oxygen tank 24 hours
a day,just so you can breathe?
I could have had 20 more years
of active, healthy, productive life. I
could have bought a new car with
the thousands I spent on cigarettes,
doctors and oxygen equipment. I
could have had more happy years
with my loving wife. I chose to
smoke instead.
Abby, I wish I had listened to my
dad. He once told me, "Graveyards
are filled with people who said, 'It
won't happen to me.'"
BERT HUDSON,
SAND COULEE,MONT.
DEAR READERS: Bert
Hudson died on March 11. My
deepest sympathy goes out to
his widow, Martha, as well as
my thanks for forwarding her
husband's letter. Fm honored to
print it. I pray it has an impact.
The American Cancer Society
estimates that in 2001, 172,000
cancer deaths will be attributable to tobacco use.
***

Dear Abby is written by

Pauline

Phillips and daughter Jeanne Phillips.
***

Ten years ago
A number of community organizations and city officials met June
18 to coordinate improvement efforts within Murray. Special areas
of the city in need of improvements
were listed.
Crystal Suzanne Stallons has received Girl Scouting's highest
award, the Gold Award. A Girl
Scout for 12 years, she is a 1991
graduate of Calloway County High
School and a member of Senior
Troop 1201. She is the daughter of
Junior and Patsy Stallons of Dexter.
Twenty years ago
Two Murray men, Kent Eversmeyer and Bill Leslie, appeared in
the first sanctioned show of the season for Drum Corps International at
Crump Stadium, Memphis, Tenn.,
June 20. They are members of
Madison Scouts Drum and Bugle
Corps, Madison, Wis.
A check for $3,000, proceeds
from the 1981 Charity Ball, has
been presented to Murray-Calloway
County Mental Health-Mental Retardation Association.
Published is a picture of Gary
Emerson, Larry Camp and Pee Wee
Delk, winners of Kentucky Lake
Bass Club Fishing Tournament out
of Devil's Elbow, Barkley Lake.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Mary Barrow.
Thirty years ago
The Murray Board of Education,
after reviewing enrollment projections, future building needs and
residential patterns within this
school district, has voted to sell land
owned by the board in Bagwell
Subdivision in the south part of

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Murray.
The frame home of Mrs. Louise
Owen of Rt. 3, Murray, was destroyed by fire June 19 about II
p.m. She was not at home at the
time of the fire that occurred in the
height of an electrical and rain
storm that hit Murray and Calloway
County about that time.
Forty years ago
Murray State College has enrolled 1,586 students for the eightweek summer session, according to
Dr. Donald B. Hunter, registrar.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. L.W. Burkeen, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie James Lofton, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James Carl Mahan,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Edward Sledd and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne Parker.
Explorer Post 45- attended the
Navy Relief Carnival at Naval Air
Technical Training Station at
Millington, Tenn., June 17.
Fifty years ago
State Sen. George E. Overbey of
Murray has announced a United
States highway has been designated
for Calloway County. The highway,
running from Evansville, Ind., to
Memphis, Tenn., will be known as
US 641. The highway will come
over Kentucky and enter Calloway
County going through Dexter, Murray and Hazel on to Memphis. It
will follow the route of Kentucky
Highway 95.
Ann Rhodes, Jane Geurin and
June Barnett attended the annual
session of Rainbow Girls at Scottish
Rite Temple, Louisville. They were
accompanied by Mrs. A.O. Woods.

TODAY IN HISTORY

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, June 21, the
172nd day of 2001. There are 193
South dealer.
16th in the world.He was partnered days left in the year. Summer begins at 3:38 a.m. EDT.
Neither side vulnerable.
by Dr. George Dysart.
NORTH
On the deal shown, Head
Today's Highlight in History:
4A6
achieved a top score by making
On June 21, 1788, the U.S. ConA9 73
five clubs doubled following a highly stitution went into effect as New
•Q 4
animated auction.
Hampshire became the ninth state to
46J 10 7 6 4
West led the king of spades, ratify it.
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EAST
taken by dummy's ace. At first
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In 1973, the Supreme Court
Opening lead — king ofspades.
I
discarded a diamond from dummy
ruled
that states may ban materials
In 1948,S. Garton Churchill and while ruffing in his hand.
fs
found
to be obscene according to
Cecil Head won the Life Masters
Declarer cashed the ace of
Pairs with the highest score ever diamonds and led the jack for a local standards.
In 1982, a jury in Washington
recorded in that event, averaging ruffing finesse. West covered with
65.2 percent for four sessions.
the king(it would not have helped D.C. found John Hinckley Jr. innoMore than four decades later, him to play low), dummy ruffed, cent by reason of insanity in the
both were still active in the game and a heart was ruffed with shootings of President Reagan and
and still scoring successes. Indeed, declarer's last trump. Dummy's ----three other men.
CATHY
in the 1989 Epson Pairs contest,in last heart was discarded on the ten --- In 1985, scientists announced
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I)ISVUAY ADS
$7.00 Column Inch, 60": Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Da.* Period
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

150
155
160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
130 Appliance Parts
140 Want To Buy

Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent

010

010
Legals

Legals
LEGAL NOTICE

Scott Adams, Lawrence Blakemore, William
Antwine, 3 Lbs. Inc., 110 South Fifth Street,
Murray, KY 42071 hereby declares intention(s) to apply for a Limited Restaurant
Alcoholic Beverage By The Drink License(s)
no later than June 28, 2001. The business to
be licensed will be located at 110 South Fifth
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071, doing business as The Bull Pen. The (owner(s);
Principal Officers and Directors; Limited
Partners; or Members) are as follows:
President, Lawrence Blakemore of 18 River
Oaks Drive, Jackson, TN 38305; Secretary,
Scott Adams of 121 E. King St., Jackson, TN
38301; Pres. of Development, William
Antwine of 18 River Oaks Drive, Jackson, TN
38305. Any person, association, corporation,
or body politic may protest the granting of
the license(s) by writing the Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control, 1003 Twilight
Trail, Suite A-2, Frankfort, Ky. 40601, within
30 days of the date of this legal publication.
050
Notice

Lost and Found

HOLY Land and
Egypt Tour.
November 5-21, 2001.
For Information and Registration Forms Contact or
Write: Rev, Michael Blake
Office of Martin's Chapel/
Good Shepherd UMCs
1101 Fairlane Dr.
Murray, Ky 42071
(270)753-5809
micbl@charter.net

LOST: male yellow Lab
about a month ago. Goes
by the name of Henry. Call
759-9215.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Telemarketing (no selling)
Well established company
HOME Grown Vegetables in Murray is seeking hard
Squash, Zucchini, Cucum- working career minded inbers, Green Beans, and dividuals to work full time
in their busy Communicaothers. 489-2853
tions Department ComPEACHES &
pensation includes paid
VEGETABLES,ETC
benefits, base salary plus
Copeland Orchards
excellent bonus opportuniMayfield Ky 42066
ty. Training provided. To
623-8312
apply call 1-888-304-4545
9am-5pm (CST) MondayFriday A.S.A.P. Limited
number of positions available. Drug testing required

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759.5177

Q-

I

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of
their ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be

responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error
smhaodueld. be reported immediately so corrections can be
AD DEADLINES
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

4111
Hitd-Ciaj

Semah.

14- 72.aroac./a-ar-dL

-7-

11111060

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

A JOB FOR YOU.
DRIVERS NEEDED
NOW!!!
Exp'd Call
1-800-958-2353
No Experience?
No Problem l 14 day CDL

ATTENTION
WORK FROM HOME
up to
$25.00-$75 00/hr PT/FT
MAIL ORDER/INTERNET
(888)248-7125
YourDestinyls Now com

SO Down Financing
LIFETIME JOB
PLACEMENT
CALL TODAY
1-888-645-8505.

Ranked 6th -Best Golf Course in Tennessee" and
7th "Best New Affordable Public Course in
America" by Golf Digest. The Tennessean Golf
Club is CHALLENGING BY DESIGN - EXTRAORDINARY BY NATURE, A tremendous driving
range with chipping and putting greens
Unbelievable Bentgrass greens you won't forget

Tee time or information call
731-642-7271 or toll free
866-710-GOLF (4653)

Part-time LPN
or RN needed.
Competitive
wages and benefits. Experience
required. Please
mail resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-L,
Murray, KY
42071

ASSISTANT MANAGER
These are great management positions for energetic
individuals. It's fast, it's fun, and it's profitable) Must
be at least 18 years of age. Management experience
helpful but not necessary. Restaurant background
required. Join usl We offer a competitive salary, flexible schedules, a fun work environment, pizza discounts. 401(k), and comprehensive training.
Apply in person at Papa John's Pizza - Dixieland
Center. Murray. KY. No phone calls please

STEVE VIDMER

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

060

060
Help Wanted
RESTAURANT
manager needed
Sonic Of Murray is now
hiring for shift managers
Prior restaurant management experience preferred Must be able to work
days. nights, & weekends
Pay rate will be dependent
on previous management
experience Apply in person or send resume to
Sonic Drive-in 217 S 12th
St Murray, Ky 42071 No
phone calls please

Help Wanted

1.112ai
OFFICE/CLERICAL
Calloway Co. Propane
Gas in Murray has a open
mg in the office for deo
cal work. Excellent pas
and benefits. Please call
(800) 874-4427 cxi II or
44 for details,

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410
425
430
435
440

060

060
Help Wanted

CAN YOU SELL?
CHILD Care Center lookSPORTABLE
SCORE- ing for caring person for
BOARDS is experiencing
Infant & toddler room
rapid growth. We'seek caMust be 18 years of age
reer-minded
individuals
have a high school diplowith superior people skills
ma or GED, and willing to
who are looking for a submit to all state requireGREAT opportunity.
ments Come by 1610
You will be working with
Ryan Ave for application
new and existing custom- CHURCH Custodian Asers. If you are outgoing, sistant Need Part time Asconfident, enjoy working
sistant with General cleanwith people. have excel- ing Experiences 5 hours/ 5
lent phone skills, like limitdays a week. Please apply
ed travel and want a reto:
warding challenge, please
Custodian
apply. Excellent pay and
PO Box 1040-Y
benefits with a bonus inMurray, Ky. 42071
centive plan included. No
CHURCH
previous sales experience
Receptionist/Secretary
required.
Must be proficient in comSend resume to. SPORTputer use and all office
ABLE SCOREBOARDS,
skills. Hours are MondayATTN. Human Resources,
Friday 830-Noon. Hourly
106 Max Hurt Drive, Murwage $7.25. No benefits
ray, KY 42071.
Send resume to
PART-TIME Alteration per"Receptionist"
son needed Drop letter of
P0 Box 1040-Y,
qualification to Dawahares
Murray, Ky 42071.
of Murray

Office Position Needed
for local motel. Part-time and
full-time position available.
Only positive and enthusiastic
people need to apply.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-B
Murray, KY 40271

HIRING IN THE 5120T!!!
18 Wheels In 15 Days
$600-$800 Weekly 1st Year
No Out Of Pocket, if Qualify
No Employment Contracts
260 Immediate Openings

Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

060

060
Help Wanted

445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale

Help Wanted

Hein Wanted
DIRECTOR OF
RADIOLOGY
Henry County Medical
Center is seeking a Director of Radiology to lead a
growing department. Candidate must be ARRT registered and have excellent
customer relation skills.
Prefer candidates with 2-5
years management experience and a BS degree.
Excellent benefits and salary based on experience.
Interested
candidates
should send resume or apply in person.
Henry County
Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris. TN 38242.
731-644-8472.

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Need a great career?
Werner needs entry- level
truck drivers. No experience necessary. Earn
$600 to $900 per week
plus benefits. NO CDL?
NO PROBLEM! CDL training is now available in your
area. 800-242-7364
FT
days, afternoons
weekends Computer and
phone experience a plus
Apply in person at 104 N
Fifth St, Ste 208 (Walnut
Plaza)
OWN a computer?
Put it to work!
$25-$75 / hr. PT/ FT
888-689-7989
ocworkforme.com

Residential
Part-time
positions as
Providers available for community-based
residential program for developmentally
disabled adults. Our company offers various shifts, opportunity for advancement.
excellent benefits including paid training,
401(k), medical/dental insurance, paid holidays, vacations, and sick leave. The starting wage is $7.00 per hour. Please apply at
Community Alternatives of Kentucky, 6145
Symsonia Highway, Symsonia KY 42082.
E0E/M/F/DN

Paris Manor Nursing Center
Dietary Position Available
▪ Full Time Benefit,
•Paid Vacation
-laid Holidass
-Sick Lease Pas
Retirement
▪
.Group Health Insurance

•Nears of Sets ice Monetary Award
*Nearly Perfect Attendance
Monetary Award
•Employee Stock Ownership
Program
.Free Uniform Policy

Apply in Percnn Tuesday thru Friday

Paris Manor Nursing Center
IOW Old Murriii Road. Paris. TN
PeOrit'
(-arm; / Poop!,

Want Big Bucks $$S
Drive Big Trucks!!!
Applicant must possess a strong working knowledge of Microsoft Word, Fxcel, Powerpoint,
Access, Adobe Photoshop 5.5 (or Equivalent
Image Editing Software) and the Internet.
KENTUCKY FAMILY
Duties include: Composing formal business letSERVICE DIRECTOR
ters, upgrading and maintaining existing
Website, maintaining direct mail databases,creatHolston United Methodist Home for
ing promotional materials and powerpoint pre1 Children is seeking a committed professionsentations, processing bid submissions with
▪ al who will use a team approach to provide • intense deadlines and supporting customer relathe highest quality foster care, adoption, an.
tions. Applicant needs to be neat, articulate, self▪ in-home services. Major responsibilitic•
motiva tett. and easily directed

CALL NOW!!! 800-398-9908

Papa John's Pizza, the fastest growing pizza
company in America. has the following opportunities available:

•

Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(270) 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Lay,
including

Fri. 11
Fri. 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 1
Wed 1

BRASS LANTERN
RESTAURANT.
in Aurora, Ky.
Taking applications for
Part-time evening employment for Hostesses, Salad
Person, and Bus Persons
There are our Entry positions that might lead to
Server. Apply in person
Tuesday through Sunday
5pm-6pm or Call Carol at
474-2773
RELEASE of Information
clerk needed to process
requests for medical information in local healthcare
facility. Full-time. Excellent
pay. Experience preferred
Send resume to The BEST
Corporation; PO
Box
21189, Louisville, KY
40221.

l'1( is OIL I
•-•
*stv21111N4•3

GOLF AT
THE TENNESSEAN

1111111011111111111

$7.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
$2.5) extra for Shopper f Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide I $tso extra for bland box ads

Happy Virthday

1

nu

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
http://www.papajohns.com

PHOTOGRAPHER/
REPORTER
needed for 6-day-week newspaper in
Western Kentucky. Candidate should
have degree, basic reporting skills,
experience in digital photography,
Photoshop, QuarkXPress, Illustrator,
ad retrieval. Mac computers and layout/design. Send samples of work and
resume to:

Editor, Murray Ledger &
Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
KY 42071-1040.

I

include oversight of foster care, adoption,

I and in-home services. Requirements: live in I
or relocate to Kentucky, master's degree in •
social service field, 3 years' experience in fo•-ter care or adoptions, 2 years supervisor,:
experience, and familiarity with Kentuck::
social service delivers, system. Licensure prc
ferred (LMFT or LCSW). Competitive salmi,. •
and benefits.
Send resume to:
_
Human Resources Office,
P.O. Box 1 88,
I
Greeneville, Tn 37744
;
or fax to 423-638-71 71 or e-mail to
I..
J
kathyhoard@holstonhome.org.
.
.
Equal Opportunity Employer.
•-.-•-•-• -,• .J
IL •-.

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Full & part-time positions for
Circulation Department.
Must be able to work early hours
Excellent benefits for full time
employees include health and
dental, paid holidays,
paid vacations and sick days.
Apply in person after 10 a.m.

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray,KY

Mail Resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-M
Murray, KY 42071

Purchase District
IN I Health Department
HELP WANTED
REGISTERED NURSES
The Purchase District Health Department is seeking
is seeking qualified applicants for a vacant Senior
Community Health Nurse position in Home Health.
The position is full-time, with daily travel in the
C'alloway County.
Education and experience: Bachelor's degree in
nursing from an accredited college or university
and at least one year of experience in a community
health or acute care setting OR a graduate of an
associate degree of diploma program in nursing
which is state approved with two years of experience in a community health setting or an acute care
setting. Current license to practice in Kentucky is
required.
Salary based on education and experience with the
entry level hourly wage as $14.78. Possible
increase in hourly wage first year. Excellent fringe
benefit package. Applications may be secured at
any area Purchase District Health Center. Preemployment screening required. Transcripts and
copies of RN license MUST accompany applications and must be postmarked by midnight. July 6.
2001.

FQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

STONE Plastics, Inc.
Trigg County Industrial
Park, Cadiz, Ky.
Now hiring Warehouse
Personnel. Full time, benefit package; including,
health insurance. 401-K.
Vacation, and good working conditions Apply in
person. Monday thru Friday. 8:00 til 4:00
EOE
SUPPORT Coordination
Position available for community-based residential
program for developmentally disabled adults. Requirements: Bachelor Degree in human service
field- 1 year service with
MR/DD population-prefer
previous supervisory experience- must have valid KY
driver's license- Must have
reliable
transportationmust
have
computer
knowledge- must have a
positive and professional
attitude. Our company otters opportunity for advancement, excellent benefits including paid training, 401(k), medical/dental
fisurance, paid holidays.
vacation, and sick leave_
Please apply or send resume to Community Alternatives
of
Kentucky,
ATTN: Human Resource.
P.0 Box 39. 6145 Symsonia Highway, Symsonia
KY 42082 E0E/MF/F/DN
T&C Portable Buildings is
looking for carpenters. laborers, roofers, and delivery personnel Retirement
'insurance Apply at 1026
W 5th St , Benton. KY
527-6611

Growing office in
Murray needs a
part-time office
person.
Duties include: A/R.
Payroll, other customized computer
input information for
business. Knocs ledge
of Office 2000 Excel
and Word helpful.
Some telephone •
and faxing.
Office hours:
8:00-5:00.
Monday-Fridas
no weekends.
Paid training seek of
July 09-13. 2001.
Send Resume

P.O. Box 1040-F
Murray. KY 42071
DIRECTOR OF REHAB &
WELLNESS SERVICES
Henry County Medical
Center is seeking a director of Rehab & Wellness to
lead a growing department Candidate must be
licensed registered and
have excellent customer
relations skills Prefer candidates with 2-5 years
management experience
and a BS degree Excellent benefits and salary
based on experience Interested candidates should
send resume or apply in
person
Henry County
Medical Center
P0 Box 1030
Pans. TN 38242
731-644-8472
SONIC Drive-In of Murray
is now taking applications
fro crew members for all
shifts. No phone calls
please Apply in person at
Sonic Drive-in 217 S. 12th
St Murray
PAINTERS Needed
Local painting contractor is
recruiting painters Must
have at least 2yrs painting
experience Please call
753-6895 and leave message
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GERERAL and Spring
Cleaning 753-3802
HELP
For Senior Citizens
•Run errands and
Personal shopper
•Around the house and
yard
•Doctor appointments
•Meals and light house
keeping
If interested please call
753-5456 or 559-6229
Experienced and references available
LOOKING for long term
cleaning
or
rentals
REF/EXP 436-6183 4365342
WILL DO GENERAL
HOUSE CLEANING
Call Linda 759-9553
WILL sit with the elderly
and sick part-time 7537281
WILL do house cleaning
References available
767-0813
100
Business
Opponunity
HOMEWORKERS
Needed
S635 weekly processing
mail Easy' No experience
needed
Call 1-888-517-2362
Ext 4605 24hrs
MUST sell immediately.
Great opportunity, Excellent income. Landscape
Maintence, Lawn Care
business Send inquiries
to: P.O. Box 1087 Murray
Ky. 42071

1

11121 Computers
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New computers... $399.
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service.
On 121S.
436-5933.
9a.m.-7p.m.
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard
Want to Buy

• We pay cash
Old toys antiques
collectibles 270-759-3456
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all'
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry
BUYING standing timber
Large and small tracts
Office 436-5700
Donald 753-2533
Billy 436-5727
FROST free refrigerator,
stove, gas heater, electric
heaters, good used carpet
mg. storm windows 7534109
WANT to by hay elevators.
Call 753-0649.
150
Articles
For Sale
40°r. OFF
All accessories
Murray Sport & Marine
718 S 4th Murray, KY
BABY bed, dressers, baby
swing, play pen, highchair, couch w /matching
chair.. '87 Celebrity. 7530158 after 5pm
MINOLTA Dynax 300 SI
35mm camera, zoom, auto
focus flash exposure
$300 new. S150 OBO
492-8446.
SAWMILL Oak lumber,
$2 00 per ft. Planeing
available. Also, mobile
sawmill services
(731)232-8698
STORAGE Buildings built
on site Lowest price in
area Call 437-4877
STRAW for sale $2 bale
Call 489-2436 if no answer, leave message
15S
Appliances
MOVING must sell' Ken
more washer and dryer
White 2yrs old, like new
S150
Kenmore refrigerator, only
used 6mo white $150
759-2119
160
Home Furnishings
•ADJUSTA Magic electric
adjustable full size bed
head and foot raises and
lowers, headboard, warranty, hospital tray table
$250 *Dark pine bedroom
suite bed, dresser, chest
of drawers, night stand
mattress, box springs, and
lamp $325
Call 753-1490
ARMOIRE, solid walnut
Amish style estate piece
Can be seen at A Good
Thing Consignment" Also
oak dresser. 7532733
BEDDING and all furniture
on sale' Carraway Furniture 105 N 3rd
753-1502
JEN-AIR stove and oven
dishwasher, strip wall
heater, couch and love
Seat, upright deep freezer,
and gas grill will accept
best offer 489-2057

410

410

180
Lawn & Gartfen

Apartments For Rent

DAYLILIES
Hundreds to select from
Potted $5 00
Stella D ore 2/$5
Select group $1 00 each
The Daylily Garden
Puryear, TN
(West of Mind Mart)
Monday- Saturday 10-5
Sunday 1-5
731-247-5635

Apts
Has
BRADLEY
openings 3br, 1 bath Approx 1 000sq ft Located
on campus behind Bradley
Book Company New carpet C/H/A $400/ month
Also available 1 br with
new carpet $250/ month
759-4696 or 435-4632

CLASSIFIED

Fulled
2BR furnished 1606 1/2
Miller $375 p/mo Lease
deposit references
753-0932 or 519-2699
1BR brick storage new
carpet carport No pets
$325/mo 753-6931
1BR like new, appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
1BR. Very nice, clean. quiet. Full kitchen & bath,
C/H/A. References & deposit required Hwy 641S.
492-8634

Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753 291',

CLEAN Hybrid Bermuda
hay square or round
bales,
753-5719 559-1761

Public Sale

Public Sale

BETHEL GARDENS

AUCTION
Sat., June 23, 2001 •10:00 a.m.
Location: 4083 %1urra Hs., Hardin, KY.
At 4-way stop in Hardin, take Hwy. 1824
North. Sale site is third house on right.
Watch for signs.
PERSONAL PROPERTY OF Mk. JOE YOUM.
Wrought Iron Settee - Camelback Trunk Washer/Dryer - Poulan Chain Saw - Collectible
Glassware - Small Appliances - Duncan Phyle
Table/Chairs - Hutch - Wall Mirror - Occasional
Chairs - Recliner - Coffee/End Tables - Couch/Chair
- Lamps - Elgin Mantle Clock - Cedar Chest Sewing Machine - Linens - Wall Hangings - 3 Pc.
Maple Postal Bedroom Suite- Area Rugs - TV Desk - 4-Pc. Maple Bedroom Suite - Vacuum
Double Globe Lamp - Churn - Horse-Drawn
Equipment - Hand-Yard Tools - Garden Tiller Mower - Ladders - Old Harness - Wheelbarrow Beam Scales - Tool Boxes - lots of unlisted merchandise!
Auctioneers Note: Nice furniture, household items, And Antiques
Terms: Complete settlement da) ol Auction
Cash or check with proper D.

DOUBLE D AUCTION CO.

We cater to
E-bay shippers
E-bay Elite Program.

MR.POSTMAN

PUBLIC AUCTION

Saturday, June 23rd, 2001 • 10:00 a.m.

FOR RENT

5000 sq. ft. building. Air
conditioned offices &
warehouse space. Located
in the Spruce Street
Industrial Park

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers

753-5976
after 5 436-5862

A

Office Space

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT

Thursday, June 28, 2001 • 5:30 p.m.
1260 Todd Road

C

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
753-3853

41

ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION

Real Estate
2BR furnished 1604 Miller Lease, deposit referHALEY Professional
900 Varieties
ences Water paid $400
Appraising
p/mo
270-759-4218
Closing For Season June 30th
753-0932 or 519-2699
-For What It's Worth
Open After July 10th By Appointment
2BR, 2 bath duplex, garage Central, no pets
440
Coleman RE 759-4118
Lots For Sale
rizat L ri.cs rrorr downtown, and lotto* Yqns.
4br, Diuguid Drive ColeJune hours: Tues-Sat. 9-5 or rry appt. 753-2570
man RE 759-4118
(2) 3/4 acre lots. 7 miles
Per,helgardens0juno.com
4br, Diuguid Drive Cole- North, Murray. 753-1967
man RE 759-4118
a. 4,
3 acre lot,
APARTMENTS. for rent.
Southwest of Murray
Close to campus. 753270
Mature trees Ready to
320
5980 or 753-1203 after
build- unrestricted
Mobile Komes For Sate
Apartments For Rent
5pm.
Donald (Deb) Rickman, Auctioneer
Price $18,000
AVAILABLE July 1st. Extra
Phone (270)492-8893
14X74 1992 Spiral Mobile 2BR • townhouse Brick,
337 New Hope Road
large 2br duplex apartPlease leave message
Home. 3br., 2 bath, al C/H/A, all appliances
Calvert City, KY 42029
ment, corner of Wiswell
electric. Nice 1 owne Clean, nice Northwood
3 acres in Almo Garage
Phone (270)527-8909
and Oakhill Dr. All applian- 30x30,
$11,500. 753-6635
Dr. 1yr lease No pets
well, & septic
ces furnished with washer $27.500 Call
Dave Dunning, Auctioneer
753-3153
759-4189
16X80, 3br, 2 bath. 1995
& dryer hookup. Central
Apprentice/Auctioneer
Boatright,
Ryan
7537900
3
lots
.
mobile home. Excellent
H/A, large storage No
condition. (270)753-7655
EXTRA nice 2br., 1.5 bath pets. Deposit required 12x50 bld. water, septic. I
block from boat ramp.
1988 Clayton, 14x70. 3br, townhouse appliances furCall 753-7185
$13,000 OBO 759-5945
2 bath, central air/ heat nished, W/D. central gas
436-6320.
$13,300. Call 759-5658.
heat/ air. 1yr. lease, 1
Rooms For Rent
BEAUTIFUL wooded half1993 16x80
Covered month deposit. No pets.
acre building lots at Kenporch well and septic, 2 753-2905.
car carport with storage FORREST View Apart- LARGE BEDROOM in tucky Lake. Deeded maripleasant home. Share na access City water and
building on 2 acres
ments 1213 N. 16th St.,
$36,000 Located in Kirk- now accepting applications large living room, kitchen, county roads. Additional
to Hospi- acreage available $9500
sey 489-2945
for 2br townhouses, basic & bath, w/c1. walk
Open Sat. 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
1996 Dutch 28x48 double- rent $315/ month. Office tal or down town industry. 270-354-6422.
wide. 3br., 2 bath, large Hours, 10- 2, M-F. Call $190. plus deposit of LOTS for sale. Starting at
kitchen Must be moved, 753-1970. Equal Housing $125./ 70 Channel Cable $11,000. Price includes
& Utilities included except
270-492-8755.
Opportunity.
water. septic & driveway.
Bel-Air Center • :\!array. KY • 753-8400
NEW floors, carpet and NICE 2br. duplex w/car- for phone. References Also land home packages.
www.mr.postman-plus.com
753-9211.
paneling. $2,500. OBO, Al- port. 1821 Ridgewood Dr.
270-437-4838.
so Rat Terrier- registered 753-7457,
$100. Call (270)759-8434
For Rent
NICE 2BR. duplex. Stove
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS AUCTION
& refrigerator. W&D hook280
AT LBL JULY 14
up. 5 minutes N. of Mur- 2-3BR house Appliances
Mobile Homes For Rent
ray.
urnished, washer, dryer,
More than 200 government surplus items will
300 acres MI cattle farm
$250/deposit $275/rent. and dishwasher 1 year
12X65 2br , 1 bath
auctioned on Saturday, July 14 at Land
be
& home Serious inquired.
489-2918.
lease, references required,
w/ porches on large lot
Between The Lake's maintenance complex,
Call 753-4276 after 5pm
NICE 2br., 2 bath duplex. deposit
$250/ mo + deposit
including: radios, farm machinery, lawn
3800sqft. 2 story log
With stove, refrigerator.
753-4181 or 489-2181
No inside pets
equipment,
air conditioners, cameras and
home-13
acres
fenced
microwave. W/D. Lawn 2BR in quite neighborCall 270-623-6314
w/pond-- 60x30 shop
video equipment, computers and a large varimaintenance
included.
No
hood. Lots of storage. Ref2BR Clean Mobile Homes
120x50 barn winding
ety of other items. Viewing begins at 7 a.m.
in small quiet park Call pets. $475/mo. Plus serci- erences & deposit rearena-- 3 other outbuildty
deposit.
753-9240
Live auction at 10 a.m. For complete listing of
quired. Not pets. 753-8755
492-8488
NICE 2br. duplex with 3BR., 1 ba brick house. ings-- 6 miles east of Muritems, visit www.southernregion.fsfed.us/lbl
KIRKSEY area.
ray_ Phone (day) 753-1844
or call 270-924-2000.
2br.. 2ba., mobile home on stove, refrigerator, W/D C/H/A, W/D, stove, refrig(night) 753-7687.
Lawn
maintenance
includ2 acre lot. Lovely setting
erator furnished. $450/mo,
C/H/A, deck w/handicap ed $450,/mo +security de- security deposit and lease
410
posit. 753-9240
ramp. 489-2087
required. Call 767-9345 afRED
OAKS
APTS.
Public Sale
Public Sale
Public Sale
NICE 2br, Mobile home
ter 5:30pm
Special
No pets. 753-9866
AVAILABLE immediately.
$100 Deposit
2br, 2 bath. LR, DR, den,
NICE wide mobile home
1BR From $280
patio, 2 car garage, brick.
for rent No pets
2BR From $325
$600 per month 1911
Call 492-8348
Call Today!
Westwood Dr, 759-1688.
753-8668.
EXECUTIVE home
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Southside Manor Apts
2210 Gatesborough Circle.
1 2 & 3br. apts.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn, Lynn Grove, KY. From
3br., 2 bath, tile kitchen
12 acre S100/mo 753
Section 8 housing
dishwasher, stove, disposMayfield, KY take Hwy. 121 South through Coldwater, turn
6012
753-8221
al, den w!fireplace, living
south onto Hwy. 1836, follow to auction. From Murray, KY
LOT for rent 492-8488
EHO
room, Florida room, cream
take Hwy.94 West to Lynn Grove. Watch for auction signs.
VERY roomy 2br., 2 bath carpet, garage. Deposit,
LOT For Rent 753-9866
duplex w/garage Applian- lease 615-338-0097.
Last Saturday we liked about two hours getting finished with Mr. & Mrs.
300
ces
furnished
w/ HAZEL
3br,,
C/H/A
Halsell Auction. Will get it finished early in the day.
Business Rentals
washer/dryer. 1yr. lease. 1 $400/mo +deposit + lease
Also selling for other people. Will be some good old glass & china - 6
month deposit No pets
492-8526
place setting of watermelon dishes - stone pieces - wood butter molds COMMERCIAL building 753-2905
NICE 2br in Hazel
cast
iron pieces - old fireplace mantel - old wood rocking horse - old wrist
406 South 12th Street Se- 3BR, 1 bath Walking dis492-8526
watches - pocket knives - super nice 36" wood front door - metal cabinets
rious inquires only Call tance to MSU Available NICELY kept 2br, brick
now' 759-5885
- nice pictures & frames - ladies old hats - table lamps & tables - stereo 270-753-3966
house. 1,000 sq. ft. Hard3BR duplex, 2 bath, gacolor t.v.'s - frost free refrigerator - electric & gas cook stoves - washer &
wood & tile floors, gas
HIGHWAY 641 Northrage all appliances except
dryer - 3 piece bedroom suite - sofa - recliner - nice wood locker - nice
heat, W/D, $450 + deposit.
University Square. heavy
washer & dryer Extra nice
No pets Availableimmediparlor chair - other odd chairs - odd chest & vanity - nice oak round table
traffic, ample parking, up
Days 559-7378
ately 416 N. 8th St. 489w/6 beautiful chairs - computer - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances
to 4,000 sq ft Available in
Nights 753-8242
2741.
30 days
- Coke machine - electric barrel gas pump - beautician work station with
4BR Townhouse
753-1492 Century 21
ON Kentucky Lake.
hyd. chair and 3 nice chair hair dryers - nice 3 pt. hitch seed sower or ferColeman RE
Loretta.
2br. furnished. $3501
tilizer
spreader - large railroad jack - Dale Earnhardt memorabilia - some
7594118
month + deposit & utilities.
horse drawn tools and much more. This will be an all day auction. Not
Prefer single or couple.
responsible for accidents. Lunch available. Auction held rain or shine.
Call 436-5459 after 5PM. If
For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.
no answer leave message
THREE 2br homes for
rent $350. to 5400 a
month. Call Olive Branch
Realty 767-9900 for details.
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
3BR W/D stove, refrigera"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"
tor, 1310 Sycamore
Lease, deposit and references required $450 p/mo
753-0932 or 519-2699
4BR, 106 S 13th St
Lease, deposit, referen
ces. Central Heat $550
p/mo
753-0932 or 519-2699
Apartments For Rent
360
Various size units
From Murray proceed East on KY Hwy. 94 for approximately 5 miles
StOrige Rented*
1 & 2br Apartments, cross
Walnut Plaza
to Todd Road. Turn left onto Todd Road lacross from Coastal
street from MSU Business
Convenience Store - formerly Duncans Mkt. at Irvin Cobb Road.)
104 N. 5th
Building $295-$395. Call CREEK VIEW STORAGEContinue on Todd Road approximately 1.3 miles to auction.
753-9621
$20-$40 On Center Drive
753-7397.
Behind Tom's Grille
The Jacksons have sold their home and will down size in their move
1 OR 2br apts near down759-4081
to town. Kenny will offer at auction his quality tools and equipment
town Murray starting at
including: Ford Tractor 1800 series, diesel) a sharp little tractor •
NORTHWOOD
storage
$200/mo 753-4109
Apartments For Rent
rotary mower • 2 btm plow • boom pole • pond scoop • box blade •
presently has units availa1&2 bedroom Apts
single axle utility trailer • energy saving wood burning furnace ready
ble 753-2905 or 753Apply
at
Mur-Cal
Apts.
2BR, brick, redecorated
to hook to existing duct work • commercial air compressor • port a
7536
902 Northwood Dr
shade No pets $335/mo
power • 12" planer/joiner • drill press • table saw • portable blower
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
Monday.
753-6931
• commercial battery charger • fold up bicycle • weeder • wooden
Wednesday, Friday
*Inside climate control
and aluminum ladders • Kirby vacuum cleaner • 350 Chevy engine
2BR Near MSU New carPhone 759-4984
storage
• 455 Buick engine •jack stands • creepers • transmissions • elecpet, paint & wallpaper
Equal Housing
*Security alarmed
tric. motors • sport wheels and tires for Ford truck • several gallons
C/H/A $300 Also 2br.
Opportunity
•Safe & clean
of new gear oil, etc. All this and much more.
$250 Coleman RE
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
•We sell boxes'
759-4118
Terms: Cash Day of Auction.
near MSU 753-1252 or
.We rent U-Hauls
2BR, new townhouse, cen- 753-0606
• DON'T FORGET •
753-9600
tral, garage 3 story
1811 Ridgewood Dr
THE UNITED WAY FUND RAISER
Coleman RE 759-4118
Extra nice 2br duplex
2BR, triplex, central heat/ Large bath, C/H/A, lease
air, washer/dryer. dish- deposit No pets $425
RSEC JUNE 30, 4 P.M.
washer $400 rent plus de- 753-0814
All Size Units
posit 270-753-6022
Available
1BR apt available all ap
2BR apt w/central air, pliances furnished Mu r
Washer & dryer furnished
Cal Realty 753-4444
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer
304-B S 6th St $360/mo
1BR Apt $225
Joe Thomason - Apprentice Auctioneer
Call 615-907-4955
Small pets okay
Max R. Dodd - Broker
&sty 440,4400"g
'
2BR duplex Appliances
Coleman RE
"The Sound of Selling"
no pets $375 rent + de759-4118
with the Classifieds.
P.O.
Box
149
Hazel, KY (270) 492-8796
posit 753-2967
1BR Apt stove, refrigera
0
L1011110
www.farrisauction.com
for,
D/VV.
W/D,
Clean,
no
2BR , very nice furnished
EDGERal
Not re•pon.lble few accident. Announcements day of sale take prerelien,
all printed mmo.rtal
pets 270-753-9841 or
apt C/H/A, available now
Luneh will be evadable by True I
127017534916
270-436-5496
759-4118
Coleman RE

DAYLILIES ARE
BLOOMING EVERYWHERE!

V4MIG:=GCUNG=6-60NE

ANTIQUE SHOW & AUCTION
msu.
FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY

A

NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
Tuesday, June 28th Al 6:00 P.M.
The Dan & Lin Falder Farm
NEAR LYNNVILLE, KENTUCKY
2 Miles South Of Lynnville On Hwy 381
Southeast Graves County
13 Miles South Of Mayfield
15 Miles Southwest Of Murray
4Sll

ALCIFI1ES

Seglirs f lint asie Tract

Himsi

,
H

g. ,. _

Farmers - Investors - Land Buyers!!
Don't Miss This Great Opportunity
A Good South Graves Upland Farm
Old Farm Home - Barns - Buildings
Grain Bins - Silo - Facilities
Grazing Land - Hunting & Much More!!
Selling Regardless Of Price!
The Auction Will Be Held On The Farm
Tuesday, June 26th At 6:00 P.M.
15% Down, Balance In 30 Days!

JAMES R. CASH
.4 AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466

THE SELLING MACHINE"

jC

Call For Brochure • www.jamesrcash.com

re[dMiriSreirdllArreEfirdilla
ABSOLUTE AUCTION
NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
Saturday, July 7th, At 10:00 A. M.
fike oid Page Homeplace"
NI ie)mi or MI ILA.- N. If, KY
The Elm Grove Community
From Murray, Take Hwy 94 East 5 Miles To Old Newburg Rd,
Proceed East 8/10 Mile To Property Location.. Signs Posted!!

51.604 ACRES
In 9 Tracts & Combinations
A Calloway Comity loararlisefll
Tracts From 1 Acre To 11 Acres
ALL WITH BEAUTIFUL BUILDING SITES!!
41 ••
.*

IL.
liablik.„

,
Tract 1-.990 Acres With Grandmother's Home
2 To 4 Bedrooms - Family Room - Cozy Upstairs
Country Kitchen - Wonderful Front Porch!!
Beautiful Yard - Lovely Trees & Shade!!
ID rye re WI nip aresia S.howlnog
Wed. June 27th From 5:00 -7:00 P.M.

_
I
ALL TRACTS HAVE PAVED ROAD FRONTAGE!!
Fronting Old Newburg Rd & Turner Rd
Trees - Meadows - Charming Settings
Pasture - Fences - Stable — Tobacco Barn
15% Down With A Minimum Deposit Of
53,000.00 Per Tract, Balance In 30 Days!
569 LBS OF BURLEY POUNDAGE
1.03 ACRES OF FIRE CURED BASE
.01 ACRE OF AIR CURED TOBACCO BASE
WILL BE AUCTIONED SEPARATE FROM THE LAND!!
EFFECTIVE 2001 SEASON
FSA FARM #11359
AMOUNTS INDICATED ARE THE 2000 QUOTA
TOBACCO BASE MUST BE PAID FOR IN FULL SALE DAY!!
BUYER MUST MEET CALLOWAY CO FSA REQUIREMENTS & STIPULATIONS
F1140~ 7-1-1E PI45111/1E .15C. E746 Pir/V.S"
Antiques Jenny Lind Style Full Bed • Chitorobe • Chest • Dresser •
Chest wWishbone Mirror • Kitchen Cabinet w/Granite Top • Glass Door
Cupboard • Metal Bed • Several Nice Tables • Rockers • Side Chairs •
Lamps • Linens, Crochet & Applique • Quilts • Large Quilt Box • Baby
Bed • Blue Ridge Dishes • Depression Era Glassware • Milk Glass •
Pnnts • Crockery • Graniteware • Iron Kettles & Ironware • Costume
Jewelry • Old Toys • Quilt Frame •Marbles • Straight Razors • Fountain
Pens • Advertising Memorabilia • Primitive What Knot Shelves, Tables •
Flower Pots • Lots of Miscellaneous Collectibles From Many
Years. . Metal Yard Chairs•And Much More ...Modem Items.. Bookcase
Bedroom Suite • Couch & Matching Chair • Maple Bed *Refrigerator •
Washer • Dryer • Chest Freezer • Pots.Pans, Dishes From The
Barnyard... Horse Drawn Items • Gates•Old Farm Collectibles • Wire •
Nice Large Old Chicken Coop•Shed Miscellaneous
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!

JAMES R. CASH
NE AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466 JC
R
-THE SELLING MACHINECall For Brochure - eviver.lamesroesh.corn

-GUIN-601NG-GONEc‘i‘iii ',-i co111 Di a307,w-q---cq,ii1
A GREAT LOCATION WITH POTENTIAL
-00 AM..
Friday, June 22nd, Al 1a
Commercial Property & A-Frame Home
7459 US Hwy 641 North
IMMO kaaBour it sEs‘rlIl MOOED„ K lr
8 Mile S Of KY Dam Village • 4 Miles N Of Draffenville
"Former 641 Balt & Tackle"
-------m-aums
mi.
a
........• . —.II
.: '..a.....
IV ,.., ,
P. gg III ,
gill
.
04 '
Tract 1 — 1 ..631113 21.creess
Improved With 3400 Sq Ft Building
Excellent Commercial Property
Retail Display Area - Dual Restrooms
Minnow Tanks - Bait Shop Area
Self Serve Gas Facilities
Deli -Kitchen -Convenient Store Area
US 6 Door Glass Front Display Walk In Cooler
Range Guard 9'x48" Hood Vent System
Office - Personal Quarters w/Bath
Paved Front Parkin & Morel!
Tract 2 - .755 Acre
w/IVIce Rustic 211'x36'
A -Frame Home
Vow& Lower Bedrooms a Baths
Gas Central Neat 8, Al
Fenced Race - a Cozy Setting
Cute & Comfortable!!
ElesIno afferent In Traots
And In Combination
To Obtain The H • hest Seal • Price!!
Real Estate Terms:15% Down in
Guaranteed Funds, Balance in 30 Days!
Judicial Sale Court Case *CI-00014
Robert D. Matti I Jr. Master Commissi.

JAMES R. CASH
':'•,5AUCTIONEER i REAL ES'rE E::,
J
FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
RC THE SELLING MACH/NI

IC
n

Call For Brochure - www.larnesroash.com
4
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Homes For Sale

Homes For Sale
NEWLY remodel 3br, 1
bath Brick / vinyl home
Stove, refrigerator, new
dishwasher carport with
large storage area, large
deck $60.500 Negotiable
Call
1713 Ridgewood
759-4665 753-9862
514 Whitnell
3br Over 1600sqtt
Priced to sell!
759-8918
CHARMING 3 bedroom &
guest house on country
lane 5 minutes from

CANCELLED

2BR 1 bath Den, kitchen
NICE 3br, 2 bath modula
tying room, double carhome on nice corner lo
port, outside storage
w/2 car detached garage
Large lot fence Call 759$45,000
8200 or 753-5114
547 Cherry Corner Rd
Call 270-831-0496 or
3BR house and land Call
270-767-9964
436-5064
EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2 5 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath,
plus extra Apartment
bath red brick, double lot
town edge Consider leas- Brick home for free You
ing with option to buy/ lim- do need good credit and a
ited owner financing Call good lob 753-9211
753-4109
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE!
Priced like a fixer upper,
but everything new and
ready to move into 2br. 1 1982 Honda Silver Wing
bath, carport, utility room $1295 or will trade for
ATV 435-4083
$39,900
435-4632 or 559-8510
Used Cars

YOU SHOW l.s
*Average credit (not perfect • Steady triconie histor
WE SHOW YOU:
•I00% loan, no money down • Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

Global Mortgage Link
Gerrs Puckett • Pat Butler • Jaequelset Watson
753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

97 Honda Accord SE Sliver, 4dr , 68,xxxx miles,
sunroof, spoiler. CD, tinted
windows,
aluminum
wheels $12,000
Call 759-4405 day
753-8820 night
1988 Red Ford Mustang
cyl. PW. PL, CC, AT, runs
good Good gas mileage
1 owner $850.00 489-2534
994-0776.

Used Cats

Used Cara

1993 Dodge Dynasty
Sharp car
New tires $3,000
759-5151 Days
759-9905 Nights
1993 Toyota Camry XLE
leather interior, moon roof,
AM/FM cassette $5,500
753-8497
1994 Pontiac Sunbird LE,
PS /PB /AC, 84,xxx mi.
Manual trans Excellent
condition $3,500
759-0183
1995 Toyota Camry LE,
white. 4 dr. 68,000 miles,
P/S. PAN, P/D/L, cruise,
tilt, sunroof, spoilers, new
tire, new battery Mint condition,
garage
kept
$8,900 753-6176
1997 Chrysler LHS P/S,
P/B, A/C, PAN, cassette,
78,000 miles $8495
753-8355
759-9854
1997 Grand Prix GTP. 2
door, garage kept. 28,000
miles. sunroof, loaded.
Call 753-0043.
'96 Ford Taurus LX. Red,
tan leather, all power, tilt,
cruise. Mich. tires, chrome
wheels. Like new. 7530114.
Red
Corvette.
1988
w/black interior. 98,xxx
miles, auto. 270-534-9368.

1991 Mitsubtsnt Montero
RS V6, 3 liter, loaded,
new Michelin tires, struts &
CD player. 119 K miles
(270)759-2075
$6,800
OBO

Credit
ProblemsNo Problem

GARAGE
SALE
New Concord
next to Post Office
Fri. & Sat.
June 22 & 23
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Girl's clothes &
shoes, jeans,
clowns, books,
beginners, drum set,
Barbies, misc. items.

HUGE GARAGE SALE
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
94E to 280 - 4-1/2 miles Wright Rd.
turn right, 1 mile on left.
Air conditioner, electric stove, dryer,
baby bed, play pen, high chair, end &
coffee tables, couch & chairs, lamps,
antique table, chairs, rocker, chest,
dresser, fans, dishes, pots & pans,
mixer blender, sheets, queen comforter,
lots more.

Courtesy Auto
Plex has auto
loans available for
slow pay, medical
bills, divorce,
repossessions and
bankruptcy call
Kenny B at
800-505-5091 or
our credit hot line
24 hours
877-937-2886

YARD SALE
(3 Party)
178 Wrather Rd.
Hwy. 641 N. to Flint
Rd., left on
Wrather Rd.
Watch for signs.
Fri. & Sat.
6 a.m.-1 p.m.
Household, children's items, fishing
gear and much
more

YARD SALE
220 S. 13th St.
Fri. 22nd &
Sat. 23rd
7 a.m.-?
Building full of
everything!
Clothes, linens
cookwares,
decorations.

YARD
SALE

705 Chestnut St.
across from
Cemetary

1 719 Melrose
Friday 7 a.m.

Fri., June 23 -

Sat. if anything

Mon., June 25

left

7 a.m.-3 p.m.

Toys, clothes,
washer/dryer and
other household
items.

Everything must
go! Clothes, toys,
appliances,
furniture. etc.

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

887 Robertson
Rd. S.
off of 94 West

94 West in
Lynn Grove
Friday
7 a.m.-?
Saturday
7 a.m.-?
Numerous items

June 22
7 a.m.-Noon

Children's toys,
furniture and
household items.

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE

YARD
SALE

1316 Hopkins Rd.

414 N. 4th
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?
Misc. articles,
clothing,
housewares.

MOVING SALE

Sat., June 23
7 a.m.-?

Weide see surreed by the
klees eeot from a real eetete um

ledger & Times
Classifieds

270-753-1916

Great clothes,
household items,
books, music,
videos, exercise
equipment, baby
items
Must check out!

4**

r-

CAR • ml
• FOR SALE •
1996 Silver
PLYMOUTH
BREEZE
reasonably priced
•
runs great
•
I call 759-9215
•
•••

Services Offered

010wed

WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

Ward-Elkins

Oftered

Swims Offered

FENCING
Midway Fence All types
Complete services
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured
Dickie Farley 759-1519.

DECKS, Rooting, Vinyl
Siding Quality Work Free
Estimates Over 25 Years
Experience Gerald Walters 753-2592

PROFESSIONAL
landFUTRELL'S Tree Service scaping by Red MainteTrimming, removal, stump nance Planting & custom
are of your grinding, firewood Insur- yard work Free estimates
A time to tat.
home AftcJiJable work ed 489-2839
767-9735
done to perfection buildHOT!
ROOF LEAKING?
ing. remodeling, additions
Need your car air
Call a professional
porches, decks. roofing,
conditioner repaired"
Residential, Commercial
siding concrete, fences.
Call J&D Motors
or Industrial
furniture design, and resto753-6988
270-435-4645
ration Free Estimates
203 S Cherry
SUREWAY
753-4380
Mon-Fri 8.00-5 00
TREE SERVICE
Sat 10 00-2 00
Stump Removal
A-1 Tree Service
LAMB'S
Insured with full line of
Stump Removal
REPAIR SERVICE
492-8737,
equipment
mower repair Go carts.
437-3044
Free estimates
Tillers, 4-Wheeler, ect
Free Estimates
753-5484
Pick-up and delivery
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
ALL Carpentry Service
Reasonable price, work
Decks, Home Additions,
From Foundation to
guarantee Also buying
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Finish
mower
that
need
work
Pole
Garages, Carports,
18Yrs experience
436-2867
Barns. Metal Buildings,
New Construction.
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
LEE'S
Remodeling* Repairs.
Installed & Finished. QualiConcrete Work
CARPET
ty Workmanship. AffordaAGC Certified
CLEANING
ble Rates. Licensed.
435-4272
.Carpets
.Furniture
753-7860. 753-9308.
ALL Carpentry,
*Emergency
water
AFFORDABLE tree work,
Electrical.
removal
out
hauling, cleaning
Home building, additions.
•Free
Estimates
sheds gutters cleaning,
remodeling. Rotten floors,
.Wrinkle Repair
etc
sagging roofs. Home &
-Quick Drying
436-2867
Mobile repair, vinyl siding.
AHART & Culver
753-5827.
References. Call Larry
Septic Installation
Nimmo.
MOVING
soil
and
gravel
Also top
753-9372, 753-0353
Lamb
Brothers
437-4838 or (270)559ALL types home repair.
Cross Country Or Local
4986
759-4599
Licensed & Insured Call
CERAMIC and man-made
Luke Lamb At
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
stone installation
1-800-611-6854
OF MURRAY
731-642-9741
270-753-2555
We offer a complete line
of service including!
*Lawn mowing,
*Landscaping,
*Bed mulching.
Residental-Commerical
Free Estimates -Insured.
270-753-6772
270-759-4762.
The Square• Mar
1270) 753-1713

495
Vans
90 Plymouth
Voyage
163,xxx miles
$1,000
OBO Call 759-1600 Days
759-3255 Evens

989 Dodge D150 V8 318
90,000 xxx Very good
truck $3,800 OBO
753-6684
1989 Ford Ranger Pickup
4x4 auto. air, $3,650 7598820
1997 Ford F-150 XLT
P/W, P/L, ext. cab 3rd
door
57,xxx
Asking
$15,900 753-3869 call after 4PM
1999 Chev s-10 Ext. 6 cyl.,
Auto.
29,xxx
miles,
$13,900. 435-4432.
'88 Ford Ranger XLT Ext.
cab, 2 9 V6, 160,000
miles. Very good truck
$2,200 OBO 753-1625 after 6pm.
93 GMC Sierra black extended cab. 4x4, P/L. PAN,
cruiSe. $8,000.
Call 759-3360.
Campeta
1979 Jayco 35', fifth whee
camper. Good condition.
$4.500 OBO. Can be seen
at Blood River Campground. 10 miles east of
Murray on Highway 280.
Call 217-523-3019.
1985 Coachman 29ft. Full
size bed in rear. Sleeps 6,
very nice, clean. $4100
080. 753-3993.
30 ft Jayco camper, good
condition, at Shamrock
Resort $3,500 Call 270376-2680 cell 559-0509
83 29ft Coachman, sleeps
6. excellent condition.
(270)328-8862 after 6pm
or leave message.

Boats & Motors
14FT.
Smokercraft
w/7.5hp motor. $950 or
trade for ATV. 435-4083.
LOW usage '96 Cobia 18'
runabout/ trailer. Johnson
outboard. White/ red trim.
$8,900. See at 753-6116.
TIGERSHARK 3-person
let ski $3500 Call 7591434

ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors.
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
270-759-0901.
ASPHALT contractor
Mitchell Brother Paving
Specializing in
.Driveways, *Parking lots
•Subdivision paving,.Seal
coating *Stripping,
•Chip & seal
Fully insured,
Locally owned & operated
Over 30yrs experience
759-0501
753-1537
Asphalt Seal Coating'
Travis Asphalt Sealing
*Driveways
•Parking lots
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
BRYON S Lawn Service
Free estimates 759-0276
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed. Roy Hill
(270)436-2113

M & T Painting

Now scheduling summer
work. Immediate openings
for interior/exterior painting.

Please call Paul for
• free estimate at

270-7594979

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $182 with this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every

CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging.
Free Estimates.
Gerald L. Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Celt Phone 853-4188

FREE
PALLETS

day for a month - including
Shopper for only $250.

U-haul off
Murray Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916 For Details

753-1916
SERVICE
DIRECTORY

„441414026
'WAIN Yfol. nee*IIIAliG
LAKE LAND PAINTING
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
Special,zwrgWi emstQ67 L,Vortorans;qii)
*CUSTOM HOMES
*SPRAY PAINTING
*PRESSURE CLEANING
*WATER PROOFING

*DECK & FENCE RESTORATION
*FAUX FINISHES
*SPECIAL COATINGS
*MULTISPEC COATINGS

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim

Spring Iix-up time is almost here! Get
your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.

)
{1
David's Cleaning
Services

& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

"We Specialize in Cleaning
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
•Brick •All External Cleaning

270-753-6895

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
FULLY INSURED - OWNER: JIM OSBURN

1-800-909-9064

.Acid Cleaning ,Available
•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

Phone (270) 759-4734

••••••••

YARD SALE
(3 Family)
2754 St. At. 94E
across from First
Assembly of God
Church
Sat. & Sun.
7:00 a.m. -?
beds.
Tanning
clothes - infant to
adult, toys, lawn
equipment, furniture,
misc.

YARD
SALE
(3 Family)
1305 Story Ave.
Fri., June 22
7:00 a.m.
Sat., June 23
7:00 a.m.-Noon
Antiques, clothes
toys, furniture, mtsc

YARD SALE
1602 Oak Hill Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
June 22 & 23
6:00 a.m. - ?
Hot tub, pool table
A accessories, fooseball table,
refrigerator/freezer,
dishes, pots & pans,
pictures, knick knacks,
seasonal decorations

Classifieds

270-753-1916

Street
Corner of 17th &

Points

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured

No Sales Till
7:30-2:00

CARPORT SALE
(3 Family)
Linzy Beane Dr.
Hwy. 280. first road
to
right
past

Office supplies, 12
phone system,
portable dividers,
typewriters, clothes,
table saw, tools
home items
& accessories
All priced to sell!

mb f3r-c)therts
=Moving=

Dobson
One block from 5

YARD SALE

400 N. 7th
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?

ledger &limes

811 North 17th

307 North Tenth St.
Murray. KY
Fri., June 22
Sat., June 23
8 a.m. - ?
1988 Ford Crown
Victoria, console
record player/radio,
children's clothes,
quilt tops, plus much
morel

YARD SALE

Lenore love/ the convenience of
advertisine her ',reef sale in the

Huge
Yard Sale

Wildcat One Stop
Sat., June 23
7:30 - ?
Kids clothes size 0-6,
adult clothes, household items, furniture

MOVING
SALE
3 Robins Court
(Johnny
Robertson Rd.
across from
Westside Baptist
Church)
Thurs. & Fri.
June 21 & 22
7 a.m.-?

David's Home Improvement
•Replace rotten or water damaged floors
*Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
•Replace or repair water and drain lines.
•Install moisture barriers

1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-2555

Pius...all other home improvements

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy!

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

(270)436-2222

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Wooden Sculptures

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Residential/Commercial

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Frer-Bstimates

Tree Trimming

24 Hr Sert ice

Cleanup Serum,

Hedge Trimming Full Line o(
Equipmeri
Tree et Stump
Remain!
122/21/1111

WOODWORKING AND DESIGN STUDIO

Custom Furniture & Cabinetry
Antique Repair & Restoration

-Lamb Brothers
Tree Service

LICENSED & INSURED

qHRIS KROUP'S

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa. Mastercard, also 12-24-36 month financing

c---

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT WAY
TO ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS?
For more
information call
Kathy or Tammy
at 753-1916

_

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement Guide
Call Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

VISA

PAGE 6B
Statewicit•
Classifsods

ANNOUNCEMENTS
•THE BEST SHOPPING
MALL on the World Wide
Web' Huge savings everyday of the year FREE' Gill
with
order'
to:
Go

WWW DISCOUNTMARKETPLACE C0M/253 asp.
Check us out,

AUCTIONS
•AUCTION Hunting plan1312+/tation
acres
offered in parcels near
Waverly, TN, July 26 J P
King Auction Co 800-5585464 Tommy Todd, CAI
Firm #123, Auc Leo. #702.
2012 Beech Avenue. Suite
100. Nashville TN 37204,
615-292-0003
BUILDINGS
•STEEL BUILDINGS
SALE 5.000+ sizes.
40x60x14, $10,534,
50x75x14, $13,359.
50x100x16. $16.916:
60x100x16, $19,730 Ministorage buildings. 40x160.
32 units. $16,914 Free
brochures www sentinelbuildings corn Sentinel
Buildings, 800-327-0790,
Extension 79.
•5 PREMIUM GRADE ALL
STEEL BUILDINGS for
Newly
ASAP delivery
bank
manufactured
reclaim buildings. 30x40
50x90 70x150 100x225
Call 800-511-2560
•TWO STEEL QUONSET
ARCH STYLE BUILDINGS' New, still crated'
One is (40x60) Ideal for
workshop & equipment
storage. Selling for balance 800-825-5059
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Statewide
Classifieds

•DRIVERS

LOOK' Get
Your Class A CDL IN JUST
15 DAYS' Great Job
Opportunities
Available
With Tuition REIMBURSEMENT, If Qualify Get On
The Road To A New Career
& Earn Big Bucks' IN
STATE TRAINING' Call
800-301-6759

•DRIVERS-Walk In& Drive
Out' LEASE PURCHASE
99 & newer trucks, NO
MONEY
DOWN, Low
Weekly Payments. 800231-5209 Call Kyra ext
2941 7 days a week'
www mscarners corn
•WANT A RAISE? 1 YEAR
experience PAYS 37c/mile
for company drivers' More
experience pays more $$$
Excellent hometime' Great
benefits
Heartland
Express 800-441-4953
www heartlandexpress corn
•DRIVERS
GUARANTEED HOME TIME Great
pay' Call SMX' 800-2478040 Veterans start 32
cpm. Flatbed 31 cpm,
Van www.smxc corn
*DRIVERS, Been There.
Done That, Now try this,-2
week CDL training-Earn
$700/Week 1st year. No
money down -housing &
lifetime job placement. Call
Mindy 800-995-5832-Exp
Drivers- Call 800-9582353
•OTR DRIVERS-Marten
Transport. Ltd., Can pay
you with 1 year plus experience. 33c per mile Call
800 - 395 - 333 1
www marten corn Call now
for double orientation pay
(limited time only)
*DRIVERS ALLIED Van
Lines has openings in electronics and trade shows
Class A CDL with 1 year
o/t/r experience Tractor
purchase available Call
800-634-2200,
Dept
AKYS

*LADIES' Your town is in
need of a HI-ENERGY
WEIGHT CONTROL CENTER We offer: Complete
ongoing training. Site location. A proven business
system since 1987. You
Need A desire to succeed
DRIVERS-Mainly
S20.000-$30,000 Call 1- •OTR
Midwest/Southeast/South
800-367- 6391 OR (850)
No unloading No NYC
324-0807
Late model conventional
FRANCHISES
•NEW
condo s 2 years OTR with
AVAILABLE. Investment
hazmat Pay all miles 800required. Dollar Stores,
896-8118 8 am -5 pm CDT
MollyMaids,
Fantastic
Omaha, NE
Sams. Computer Doctor,
TRAINEES
Exotic Tan. Great Frame *DRIVER
Up. Fast Food 100 s More NEEDED AT PRIME' Earn
Available in all Markets. $34,0004-Benefits+Sign on
CALL TOLL FREE 877- bonus' No CDL or H S
Diploma
needed'
No
792-2801
money down or Carrier
FOR SALE
paid' Call today 800-455•WOLFF TANNING BEDS 4682
TAN AT HOME' Buy direct
•DRIVER -COVENANT
and save' Commercial
TRANSPORT -Owner
home units from $199.00.
Operators/Solos
83c
Low monthly payments
Teams 83c plus fuel surFree color catalog Call
charge. Coast to coast
today 800-842-1310
runs, Teams start up to
www np etstan corn
46c Experienced drivers
*WANT A COMPUTER? 800-441-4394,
Owner
But no Cash? With MMX Operators 877-848-6615.
Technology Will finance Graduate students 800with 0 down Past credit 338-6428
problems no problem Call
*DRIVERS More freight
toll free 888-827-9086
than
Sign-on
drivers'
*Complete
Satellite Bonus and 34 cpm to start
System with 2 receivers loaded and empty' Tarp
installed for less than pay
Conventionals
550 00 Call 502-254-0768 Satellite
dispatched
or 1-866-398-3474
Students welcome with
FOR
*POOLS
SALE' Class A CDL 800-441THINKING POOLS? A 4271 ext. WET 135
huge 19 x31 family-sized
pool is just $888 complete'
Includes sundeck fence
filter' 10000 financing'
Installation
arranged'
Hurry homeowners call
now' 24 firs' 800-8527946 Limited area

THURSDAY, JUNE 21, 200'

Kids find
sex easily
on Internet

Statewide
Classifieds

•HICUBE
EXPRESS
NEEDS Owner Operators'
Home weekly' No east
coast no touch freight
75°c drop/hook no upfront
costs accepting any year
tractor' Call 800-200-2823
HELP WANTED
•SEARCHING FOR
A
MANAGING EDITOR-The
Richmond Register. 7-day
daily
in
Richmond.
Kentucky. is searching for
a Managing Editor We re
looking for an energetic
leader with superb coaching skills and a proven
track record of managing
seasoned veterans and
young
journalists
Exceptional organizational
Hospital photo
and inspirational abilities
(motivating beat reporters,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital employees are regularly honored at an "Above and
editors, and photographer
recognition luncheon as part of MCCH'S Journey to Excellence (JTE) program. Each award reon enterprise projects) are
cipient is recognized as going above and beyond his/her normal job duties and living out the
a must He or she needs tr
have a commitment 1u
hospital's values: "Moving forward with compassion, confidentiality and honesty built upon rebeing our readers irrespect and teamwork." Recipients at a recent luncheon (seated from left) were Tina Griggs, colplaceable news source, ri
lections; Regina Davison, information systems; Denise Winchester, hospital HomeCare; and
soon to be head-turning redesign and supportive
Doug Cole, rehabilitation services. In addition to receiving JTE prizes from the hospital, each
management have us wellrecipient gets a chance at a JTE grand prize drawing for a travel certificate.
equipped for continued
success in the highest
traditions of community
newspaper Richmond is
located in Madison County,
20
South
miles
of
Lexington. KY and is the
fastest growing county in
Kentucky
want, and remain direct in your dealings.
obviously you are doing something right.
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

Beyond"

HOROSCOPE

•TRAIN
AND
WORK
CLOSE
TO
HOME,
Choose from one of 7 Job
centers across the state
and receive tree training
right here in Kentucky Job
Corps staff will help you
plan your career, find a
great job close to home
and earn more money
when you graduate Get
you GED or high school
diploma while hyrng on a
Kentucky Job Corps center Residential and nonresidential programs available Ages 16 .r,-1 Call 1
866-JOBCORPS t -ir more
information about .3 center
near you

ilAPPY 13IRTIIDAN tor Friday.. June 22.
2001
Yfill can he unusually tenacious and stubborn, but this year, you sec the merit in
giving more and not getting stuck in a
certain point of view. Your flexibility
gains you friends and brings you success
If you understand what it, is you see. in
the short term as well as in the long term.
you will gam Network and allow your
circle .of friends and associates to grow.
Greet new horizons positively. If you are
single. a friendship might develop into a
lot more. Be open to this possibility.
August romance blooms, drawing in an
unusual person Could this be Miss or
Mister Right? If attached, the two of you
begin a new luck cycle.

•S8.000 SIGNING BONUS
COLLEGE
TUITION
ASSISTANCE
AVAll
ABLE Initially par1-titne
work, possible full-time Up
to $19 an hour Limited
openings Call 1 800-GO
KY
GUARD
National
Guard

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
5-Dsamic:
4-Positive:
n
2.erage.
2-So-so. I -Difficult
1-Ass(:
d

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Finally, you have the time and
desire to kick back and relax. Not everything is as you would like, but you aren't
•FRIENDLY
TOYS
& going to make a big deal of it. Enjoy
GIFTS has openings for family: and your personal life. Buy a speparty plan advisor, and cial item for your home or partner.
managers Horn decor Tonight. Let the good times happen.
gifts, toy, CtIrn.frtiii', Earn TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
cash 1r1pi-, rec,min,tion
** * *,* Use .your Taurean qualities.
Free catalog
rm,itic;ri
and others will be only too happy to
800-488-487;
respond. Establish limits about how
•Avor4-t.
much you will take on. Knowing when
income '
enough
is enough allows others to hear
hours,
'
your limits and respect them. Initiate an
AVON
important talk Tonight: At a favorite
look ng
'.'942 401s

spot

REAL ESTATE/REAL
ESTATE FOR SALE
AKI 1 kO1 1.0 I TC:1,1E
5- a, S89
lakelr .r11
w new
2000 so ft Ho ‘-yr,in
pristine, 50 000
t
curnLer0d r-,1 0,10
'si 1
access Ex,:In/
•
mg Cal ri
770-9311 eil -,1;

•DRIVERS-Horne every
weekend, No New York
RESORTS RENTAL
City' Company Top pay.
6GE '
360. paid insurances and
SMOKsi,'•
more Owner operatorareas New 86c a mile includes
chapr
3c surcharge). paid base
Ministe
plate/permits/fuel taxes,
Arrangement ,
tolls/scales
*WINDOW
&
SIDING reimburse
Lease
purchase
program
SALE $69 per mo All credCar
it accepted. no money available, 800-948-6766_
Views
down Lifetime warranty wwwepestransport corn
Arranger'.
Cali toll free today for free •$BIG MONEYS N T S
7274 Vacat,•.•
estimate 888-670-3050 Placement
Company
800-63-1
Weathermaster Products needs
drivers.
smokywea:
•Some Restrictions Apply
Inexperienced
up
to
$600/Experienced up to .PANAMA CI T
BEACH
TRUCK DRIVERS
$1000 Pay up to 42 cpm
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach.
HELP WANTED
Paid training, if you qualify
Resort Fronn S
r 1-,•DRIVERS-CDL TRAIN- 888-781-8556
p m Restrictions 6 2 01
ING get paid while training
81 2'01,
restrictions ,
for placement with major •DRIVER -It pays to start
Pools, lazy river ride, para
with
us
Call
SRI
today
trucking company Earn big
sailing, Jacuzzi suites, tiki
money' Commonwealth 877-244-7293 or 877-BIGbar
800-488-8828
Truck Driving School Call PAYDAY, great pay. paid
www sandpiperbeacon corr
weekly, excellent benefits
toll free 877-970-4043
new equipment. S1.250
.DRIVERS-TRACTOR Sign-on
Bonus, student
TRAILER-New starting pay
graduates
welcome
scale
paid orientation. Southern
Refrigerated
earning potential up to
Transport
$50 000 per year, full benefits, new model conven- •DRIVER-New pay plan'
tional tractors, quality 31c-35C a mile-Earn 42khome time regional & OTR 55k a year and enjoy
drivers needed No stu- assigned equipment. 99%
drop
dents please Call Arctic no-touch. 50-60°
Express 800-927-0431. and hook. great benefits
www arcticexpress corn, and home time' 800-8792486 Buske Lines EOE
PO Box 129, Hilliard
OH 43026
•A
DRIVER
GAINEY
•DRIVER -COMPANY - makes more $$$ Weekly
CONTRACTORS
No bonus Tuition reimburseNYC-Super Regional 10- ment We train students
needed.
14 days out Pay for expe- Trainers
rience up to 36c a mile Complete benefits packCompany 83c a mile age Call Dewayne 800Contractor 800-846-4321- 326-8889
Arnold Transportation
•A JOB FOR YOU' Drivers
*DRIVER
-Company needed now' Exp d call
Drivers/Owner 800-958-2353 No experiOperators/Lease Purchase ence? No problem' 14 day
Plans' 0/0's -Bring your CDL-$0 Down Financing
truck We service your Lifetime lob placement
truck and sell parts at Call today 888-645-8505
Boyd's
discountlBoyd •DRIVERS Solos up to
BrOs 800-543-8923 EOE
450 per mile. Teams up to
*DRIVERS
NORTH 480 per mile, Contractors
American Van Lines has 810 all miles Lease
openings in Relocation, options avail (No money
Specialized Truckload and down ) Fuel incentives,
Flatbed fleets Minimum of increased holiday orienta6 months o/t/r experience tion pay & more'(No CDL.
required Tractor purchase No Exp . Need Training)&
Burlington
Motor
available 800-348-2147, Call
Carriers 800-583-9504
Dept KYS

A

GEMINI iNIay 21-June 201
* * * * You want to indulge yourself
and others. Review an important acquisition, and make sure it is the best deal you
can get You could he a bit touchy or sensitise Trust a loved one's intentions
Tonight Your treat
CANCER (June 2I -July 221
* * * * Aim for more of what you

Others respond in a very positive way.
Think in terms of success. Don't wait.
There is no better time to express your
feelings than now. Tonight: Where your
friends are.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221
**** You might want to do something special-for a loved one, but finding
the privacy you'll need might be another
issue. You might opt for a card or e-mail
that you know would knock this person's
socks off. Keep special matters private.
Tonight: Schedule some private time.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Emphasize friendship. even
if you are starry-eyed. Bring your friends
together, involving some work pals as
well. Detach a little from an intense connection with a loved one or a new: person.
Learn to understand others better.
Tonight: Cheer in the weekend!
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Others seek you out for advice.
hoping you will shoulder their responsibilities. Though you might be flattered,
you might want to say no How much
responsibility can you handle? Don't forget to check in on that older relative.
Tonight: Make-nice time.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 211
***** Listen to someone's chitchat,
but be realistic about what is gong on
here. Reach out for someone at a distance. Good feelings mark your relationships. Don't always feel like you need to
be dominant, let someone else run with
the ball. Feelings intensify. Tonight: Split
out of work ASAP.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Someone wants to make up tor
errors, and you seem inclined to allow it.
If your relationship with this person is in
a business setting. you might think twice
about any financial agreements Explore
options before putting your John
Hancock on anything. Tonight: Time to
be a duo.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19)
***** Wonder all you want. but

Others simply beam at you. Express your
creativity. Whether at work or elsewhere,
others find you dynamic and full of
ideas. Tonight: Play the night away.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Dig right in and get the job done.
Your sense of humor takes you past a
tendency to feel as if all the work drops
on you. Be efficient, yet make time for
more of what you want. Do something
special for a family member. Tonight:
Ask for a back rub.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
***** Your smile and your words
move others. Clear your desk, return
calls and perhaps indulge in an extended
coffee break. You might not be sure of
what is best with a child or budding relationship. Why: not ask for feedback from
the person? Tonight: Love life and those
around you. Be happy!
BORN TODAY
Former U S. senator Bob Dole (1923),
actress Meryl Streep (1949). actor Kns
Knstofferson (1936)

CHICAGO (AP) -- Nearly 20
percent of children who regularly
use the Internet reported receiving
unwanted sexual solicitations online. a study found.
Some Internet safety experts
suspect the percentage is even
higher.
The prevalence of sexual comeons was not surprising. said David
Finkelhor, who led the study as director of the University of New
Hampshire's Crimes Against Children Research Center.
"More surprising was how few
youth and parents disclosed these
things to anybody." he said.
Only 10 percent of the unwanted
solicitations were reported to police, an Internet service provider or
another authority.
The telephone survey of 1,501
Internet users - children ages 10
to 17 who went online at least once
a month in the preceding six
months - was conducted from
August 1999 to February 20(X). It
was published in Wednesday's
Journal of the American Medical
Association.
Nineteen percent of children reported receiving at least one unwanted sexual solicitation within
the previous year, with one-quarter
of them saying they were distressed
by. the incidents.
Three percent of those surveyed
reported aggressive overtures, in
which someone Made or attempted
contact by telephone, mail or in
person.
Solicitations were defined as requests to engage in sexual activities
or sexual talk or to give personal
sexual information. Most of the solicitations - 89 percent •- occurred in chat rooms or via instant
messaging. Only 2 percent came
via e-mail.
Parry Allah. a New York lawyer
who wrote a book on online safety
for children and runs an Internet
safety help group, said the percentage of children who receive Sexual
solicitations is probably much
higher.

***

TOBACCO INSURANCE
Call 753-5842 For A Quote.

Western Kentucky
Insurance Agency
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302 N. 12th • Murray, KY
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Your Pet Supply Headquarters
•ProPe4, •s49ie •neuottued
•Saeoze Dee,t • E,deetimea 70441.1

Auto Loans

Auto dealer will arrange financing even if you have been turned
down before.

0"l D09.42 & eat4

1304-H Chestnut St.
Dixieland Shopping Center

Loans available for bad credit, divorced and bankruptcy buyers.

762-0054

No Co-Signers Needed
Call Ruthie or Dennis

753-2222 or 1-800-992-7334 24 hrs.

SAME-AS-CASH*

Auto CreditMax (across from Toyota of Murray)
CELLTOUCH,inc.
verizanwireless

FOR ONE YEAR

1000

FINAL
DAYS

Nights & Weekends
Minutes

FiER

ENDS

•

/11.0.1

Dixieland Shopping Center
,Rohorld Hardow, Gheratnot St I

FREE

76 7 - 9 1 1 1

Hook up your home phone service!

Call us to compare!

EA

30 Q

r.cc.
,:r.rc1:-...
N.
1012=TION

•-.1• 4-1

Som., restrictions may app y Cellular service suoiect to credit check and approval
charged for early termination of contract Other ,estrictors may apply Expires 6/30/01

Now you can mow your

•

•

tal)
l

lawn for very little. How
so? As with all tractors
built by John Deere, you

get a whole lot of quality

6-1-1INTRY
C- METALS'

for a whole lot less than you
probably expected to pay
Plus, Same-As-Cash'

Price A New Steel Building Today!

financing for one full year

U133 Laws Tractor
ONLY s1,999
•13 hp overhead valve engine
.
•5-speed shift on-the-go transmission
•38-inch mower deck
• More than 9 attachments available

dealer today Better hurry.

SPIN-STEER ft MIN New SS114(Awn ?rector
•Zero turn radius with power steertng
•16 hp, V Twin engine
•Two pedal automatic

Offer ends July 4, 2001

•42 inch mower

Don't settle for a lesser
brand See your John Deere

transmission

deck

MURRAY HOME 6 AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
Painted 29 ga. #2 Painted
$56.00 square $35.00 square

26 ga. #1

Painted
$46.00 square

29 ga. #1

13800 St. Rt. 564, Farmington, KY
IS miles South of Farmington on 564)

2743-328-E3F5

Chestnut St.• Murray, KY • 753-2571
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.• Sat. 7:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

swarm

•01ter ends July 1 2001 Same As Cash peed starts at date or sale Sublet t lv approved rredoo
on John Deere Credot Reeoleong Pian tor non comenerciel use Nr, down paylnent requ.,PA
It the balance is not pawl on full by the end of the Sans As Cash promotional period .nterec
will be assessed iron Me ongonal dare or purchase it 198 percent APP oort, a S050
month minimum Otne, soot oal rates and terms may be ayarlebln including .nstallmen.
hoencmg and finonr.n9 for comrno.rial LAP TAROS frPight WOO end &okra,/ not .nclurlerri
n,yrt,
and may rocreaSe price
'
modes may vary by doe'
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What's new for the Murray bride?
. OK. He popped the question.
You said "yes."
Now what'?
Chances are in the middle of
choosing a gown, reserving a church
and just generally enjoying the excitement of being engaged, someone mentions the idea of a bridal shower and
"when can we schedule it?"
Brides of all ages should not forget
that part of the fun for family and
friends is the chance to celebrate with
the bride and groom by having a
shower or party.
"Sometimes a bride or groom may,
worry that it is somehow selfish to
choose items that they want to receive
for gifts," said. Sarah Curd, new owner
of Vintage Rose Emporium in Murray.
"Actually, it is terribly helpful of
them to select those items they truly
want for their new home, as people
are going to buy them gifts and are
much happier to purchase with the
confidence that the couple would really
like to receive the particular item."
Registering is a process which
allows the couple to select items such
as fine china. crystal, silver or silver-

plate, casual dinnerware and glassware.
The registry allows their family and
friends to choose an item or two from
the list and prevents the bride and
groom from getting several of the
same item.
"Our store keeps a careful record of
the items received and who purchased
them," said Curd. "This list is also
helpful to the bride and groom when
the time comes to write 'thank you'
notes."
Bridal registries have changed in
recent years.
•
"Couples most often come in
together to choose their -tableware and
gifts. Years ago, the bride was usually
accompanied only by her mother, and
perhaps the groom's mother, but it was
a 'no-boys allowed' process." Curd
added.
"The modern groom likes to have
some input on the choices of dinnerware and often selects barware or
other items for the home. Also, couples are registering for various home
-decorating items, even furniture at
times, as they may be older and
already have dishes and cookware.

Allison Photography

JUST A KISS ... A blessed future awaits this bride and groom.
Vintage Rose Emporium is in the
process of addressing another need of
the modern bride.
- "We are working on our Web site,
wwwvintagerose.com, to allow online

purchases so that there is no longer a
need for a bride to register in several
•
different locations.
This will also help prevent repeat .

•See Page 8,

He finally popped the question.
0/ida(

And you said,'yes:
Congratulations! The best moments of your life together have just begun and
Vintage Rose Emporium wants.te help make them special.
You have been planning your wedding since you were a flower girl. But have
you seriously thought about your bridal registry? Our bridal department
includes the latest and best designs in fine china, crystal, silver and contemporary pottery from Lenox, Gorham, Wedgwood, Present Tense, Gail
Pittman and others. Our new ordering system will assure the prompt arrival
of any special orders. Come by and see how we are making tradition simple.
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Bridal Registry & Gifts
111 S. 4th St.• Murray, KY • 759-2100
Monday - Friday 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p .m.• Saturday 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

New Owner - Sarah Coursey Curd

Special thanks
to Allison
Photography
for providing
the wedding
photographs
in this bridal
section
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Bride is inspiration for husband-penned song
Amy Hutson was shocked
to tears when her soon-to-be
husband interrupted their wedding ceremony and walked to
the piano.
"I always said before that I
would write a song for my
wife at our wedding," said
Roger Hutson.
After the couple lit the
Unity Candle the preacher
announced that the groom
would like to play a song for
the bride. Hutson walked to
the piano and played "God
and a Way, (Amy's Song)."
"There wasn't a dry eye in
the house," Hutson's mother.
Jeannie. said. "She didn't
know he was going to do it.- Songwriter Roger Huston
said Amy was the inspiration
of the first track from his
first self-titled
CD. Hutson
said he was
sitting around
the house
working on
melodies and
there was one
that stuck out
for her. She
told him she
wanted that
for her song.
"Sometimes
when he is
Hutson
working on
stuff, I'll either tell him 'yea'
or 'nea' to whether I liked it
or not," Amy Hutson said.
"He was playing this song
one day and I told him,
'That's it. That's what I want
for my song.—
Hutson said it didn't take
him long to finish the song
for his wife, although he pretended to be completely uninspired so she wouldn't know
he was going to have it done
by their wedding day.
"Some songs I've written
that people like, it has taken
me two hours to write," Hutson said. "While others will
take months because I am
waiting on the right inspiration. I wrote most of Amy's
song between here and
Huntsville, Ala."
Hutson said he didn't want
Amy to know he was going
to sing her song at the wedding. He told her he couldn't
finish it.
"I had to write it when she
wasn't around." Hutson said.
"She was just hoping I'd sing
— period."
Hutson said he was not
expecting it to be as memorable as it was.
"It was just really special,
she cried all the way through
it," Hutson said.
The couple was married on
May I. 1999, but they had
only known each other a year
from their engagement on
New Year's Eve,I999.
Hutson, who lives in
Galatin, Tenn., has been writing music since he was 18 years-old.
"My music is kind of a
hybrid of country and gospel,"
Hutson said. "It comes out a

God, And A Way
(Amy's Song)
The first time our eyes met my heart skipped a beat
Who'd have thought after all these years
It was time for us to meet
We grew up so close together
It's funny some may say
But in my heart I believe
That God has made the way
For two hearts to find a love
That will grow stronger year by year
For two souls to join as one
To share the laughter and tears
And I believe in miracles
For we're standing here today
It was meant to be you and me
And God has made the way
The first night I told you my heart was all yours
I knew that you would become my wifi
My love forever more
We are so good together I've heard some people say
And I know without a single doubt
that God has made the way
For two lives to live as one
To have someone to hold
For two _flames to burn as one
To keep away the cold
And I know that if we trust in Him
Everything will be o.k.
For with your hand in mine 'til the end of time
God will make the way
This is our destiny a part of His plan
He ordained this union between a woman and a man

BRANDI WILLIAMS/Ledger & Times Photo

YOU'RE MY INSPIRATION ... Roger Hutson (right)
wrote the song "God, And A Way" for his wife, Amy,
and performed it as a surprise on their wedding day.

in love

As I stand here with you my wife
My heart is now complete
And as the years go by I promise you
I'll make them oh so sweet
You are my dream come true
And I just wanted to say
You're my angel from above
You're my one and only love
And God has made the way
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lot more country on the
album."
Although he is known for
singing at his family's church,
Hazel Baptist, he has no
intention of being a vocalist.
"I have no illusion of trying to be a singer." Hutson
said.
All the tracks on his CD

were vocalized by his friend
and church family member
Kevin Crawford.
Most of Hutson's music
comes from personal and family experience. The song "A
Father's Love" was written for
his dad for Father's Day one
year.
—Brandi Williams

BETTY'S BRIDAL COTTAGE
Puryear, TN • 731-247-3959
Thurs.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sat. 9 a.m.-2 p.m.

handmade
Illandpainted Pottery
ported From
Pola _•••,..
1 4'
C?) qP

,0(90..
000

\ lb 0 ct ce.P

res itioe)
_ .larjsupiEl the w
•CrOF.S FRONI FREEZER To
*BRIDAL REGISTRV
OVEN OR MICROWAVE
*GIFT CERTIFICATES
*DISHWASHER SAFE
*PRIVATE SHOWINGS
"Beautiful to display butfunctional to use."
Every bride that registers gets a free gift.

Bridal Gowns
Sizes 2-30
•Bridemaids Dresses
*Flower Girl Dresses &
Baskets
*Shoes, Jewelry &
Accessories
*Headpieces & Veils
*Carlson Craft Products
*Tux Rentals
Other Hours
Available By
Appointment

NOW DOING HOME PARTIES

West Fork Pottery Co.
For \lore Into Call 759-4072

1-731-247-6150

1-731-247-542.2
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The Perfect Lod< F-tr
Your Special Day.

Let us help you and your
wedding party get read9for
your special day.

cosmEl
Bel-Air Center • Murray • 753-6926

Bridal Registr
Our Bridal Registry is a very important part of
our business at Pier 1. We strive to do our best to
make it specialfor each of our bridal couples. Pier
1 offers more than 50 patterns of stoneware and a
large selection of tabletop linens and accessories.
CURRENT BRIDAL REGISTRY
Tonya Bogard & Justin Morton
Erin Brown &Kevin Tucker
Rebecca Brown & Tim Clark
Kelly Connor &Chris Thomas
Darla Culver & Patrick Parrish
Amy Curtsinger SE John Gulick
Dee Dee Davenport & Rich Vonnahme
Deanna Devor & Keith Roach
Amy Fulton & Greg Martin
Jessica Griggs & Greg Jaco
Dusti Groves & Paul Lamb
Chris Harrison & Gary Gassam
Hilde Heiss & Jay Dryden
Stephanie Hill & Robert Pierce
Christy Holland & Chad Briscoe
Jennifer Howe & Wade Wakefield
"stoplter Durfee
Vanessa J
IT t Thick! G resham
Tammy r
Mary Liz Lafferty & Grant Pruitt
Mariah Lewis & Willis Chaney
Renee Maccalupo & Jonathan Williams
Tonya Morgan & Kris Huffaker
Alyson McCuan SE Jess Adams
Vanessa Norwood & Josh McGregor
Elizabeth Olds & Scott Hilton
Beth Oliver & John Jetton
& Robert Hill
Meii
Jenr • lParker
e
& Matthew Aydt
*on
rry & Kevin Brown
kcli
Jenni Pigg & Matt'Wyatt
Lee Porter & Nathan Boone
Summer Rhodes &Ashley Dunn
Kendra Richards & Nathan Higdon
Amy Smith & Chad DelLancey
Sarah Spears & Daniel Mattingly
Denae Strader & Scott Shelton
Mikki Taylor & Corey England
Kelly D. Tucker & Patrick Campbell
Jamie Uthe & Dan Koch
Shannon Witfield IR Bo Bailey
Jennifer Widmer & Richie aendenert
Nancy Yount & Si ott Pitt

Stoneware, Stainless and Glassware by:
Pfaltzgrati, Nancy(

, in.

1,)(^k I i
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and I

c‘clio•i‘e pattern,

Don't witlk down the aisle without us.
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University Plaia • Murray? 753-44 M
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The rocks
Diamonds
that get weddings rolling
Before the wedding is even
thought of, there is one little
rock that starts the ball rolling.
—
The engagement ring.
But despite traditional fares
of a gold-banded diamond solitaire. Beth Tabers, manager at
Michelson Jewelers, said she has
seen a rise in sales of platinum
rings.
Platinum fines were popular
in Europe long before people
started buying them in the states.
"It's really starting to catch on
over here:" she said.
A platinum ring, which looks
like silver, will cost quite 4 bit
more than gold. Tabers said that
white gold is a cheaper alternative
for those who like the look of
platinum without the cost.
Platinum is a pure metal, and
most platinum rings are 95 percent pure because the metal is
so hard. Tabers said because
gold is such a soft metal, it is
often alloyed with others to make
it harder. A 24-carat gold band
may contain only 10 or 14
karats of gold because of the
metal's softness.
Faye Finley, who co-owns
Finley's Jewelry Service with
her husband, Frank, said she has
also seen a rise in the sale of
platinum engagement rings.
She said this could be a cycle
in trends, as platinum was a big
seller 30 years ago.
But it is the diamond, not
the ring, that holds the key to
value and price, Tabers said.
The four C's: clarity, cut,color,
and carat, have much to do with
the price of a diamond.
Tabers said one of the most
important qualities in a diamond
is the cut.
"Most people don't think much
about cut," she said.
Tabers said a half-carat ideal
cut diamond can retail for $5,000
to $6,000. Ideal cut diamonds
are special because they are cut
for quality rather than quantity.

Allison Photography

A KISS ON THE HAND ... Can be quite sentimental,
but diamonds are a girl's best friend.
Other diamonds are still pret- ing engagement rings in the area.
ty but are often cut for size
"The way technology is today,
rather than getting the best part you can cut a diamond in many
of the diamond.
ways," Tabers said.
The cut is also important
Color is another factor that
because it determines how a dia- determines value of a diamond.
mond handles light. When a diaMost diamonds have tints of
mond is cut to good propor- white, yellow, brown or gray,
tions, light is reflected from one Finley said. Diamonds are gradfacet to another. When a dia- ed on a scale from D (colormond is cut too deep, some light less) to Z (fancy color.) Colorescapes through the bottom of less diamonds are rare, Tabers
the diamond. When it is cut too said.
shallow, light escapes through
Clarity also determines the diathe bottom before it can be mond's worth. Diamonds are
reflected.
rated from flawless to imperDiamonds are also cut into fect. Diamonds are graded by
specific shapes, such as princess, the number and size of imperround, marquise, and pear. Both fections, including carbon spots,
Tabers and Finley said princess scratches and nicks. However,
cut diamonds are the best sell- Tabers said most of these imperfections cannot be seen with the
naked eye.
Finally, carat weight, which
GAO
determines the size of the diamond, is an important factor in
Let
the diamond selection process.
But even thought the size of
the diamond is the most obvious characteristic, it is not always
the most important.
For instance, a colorless,
almost perfect diamond cut to
be a part of your special day
maximum brilliance is more valuable than a blemished diamond
of the same size cut to maxiMANN:VIM,PErmanms,Acavuc & Gs.NAILS
mum carat weight.
506 N. 12th St.• Olympic Shopping Center • Murray, KY 42071
With the four C's in mind,
270-759-0071 • Hours: Mon.-Sat.9 a.m.-6 p.m.
any diamond hunter can find

Nina's
Nail Salon

their treasure.
—Melissa Sioneberger
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Courthouse
works same as
church house

Allison Photography
DAZZLING ... Planning can make your wedding sparkle.

Knowing tasks helps
wedding preparation
As a bride and groom. you
want your wedding to be perfect.
From the ceremony to the
reception, you'll need to consider all the details. Whether a
garden reception. an ultra-formal ceremony or a wedding/honeymoon combination, each wedding shares common characteristics upon which a couple must
agree.
Once you've agreed to tie
the knot, the days up until your
wedding will be a whirlwind of
activity. By knowing what tasks
you should tackle now and which
are better reserved for later, you'll
have plenty of time to plan the
wedding of your dreams.
This basic checklist can get
you started on your way to a
beautiful wedding day.
• Set the date — As soon as
possible after getting engaged.
you should select a wedding
date and decide on the type of
wedding you would 'like to have.
From a traditional ceremony in a church to a surprise
wedding, where guests are invited to a "party" that turns out
to be a wedding. you can personalize the event and plan a wedding that reflects your lifestyles
and interests.
• Location, location, location
Reserve a location for the

ceremony - be it a church or
• soon after setting
wherever
the date to ensure you. can get
married on the day you've chosen.
Then you need • to reserve a
reception location. Most party
houses, reception halls, and some
country clubs have party planners and catering directors who
can assist you in planning your
dream wedding.
• Select a photographer —
Every photographer has a different style. You should chose
one who will accommodate your
wishes, like taking the types and
numbers of shots you want.

attending both the wedding and
reception. and offering an album
design you would like.
•Book reception entertainment
— Select a band or disc jockey who will cater to everyone
at the reception — both the
younger and older generations.
The musical selections should
he diverse and requests from
the guests should he taken.
• Arrange wedding transportation — Whether it is a
Rolls-Royce, stretch limo. horse
and buggy. or double-decker hus,
you should plan for transport&

▪ See Page 9
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1 -or the price ol a marruuN
license and a less minutes time.
couples can he simndly wed
Without the t uss and muss of a
big church wedding.
Callow aN Count,. Judge E‘ecutive Larry Elkins said there are
two simple steps to wedded bliss.
"The first thing you has e to
do is a get a marriage license'
he said. "Then set up an appointment to make sure I'm here.Getting a marriage licensee
isn't much of a problem for
most people, said Rita Kelso,
Deputy Clerk for the County
Clerk's office.. As long as your
true love is not a relative more
than a third cousin and you are
over 18. a license is easy to
get. However, those under 18
must have a parent or legal

guardian sign along 's ith them.
I-3\ lass. those W ho are 16 or
under cannot gel married unless
the wile-to-he is pregnant and
has ,t court order from a judge.
as v, ell as parental permission,
\larriage licenses cost S34.50
and couples hake 311 da‘s to
get married once the license has
been issued.
This is v. here Elkins comes
Just downstairs from the
County Clerk's courthouse office
is where he performs more than
100 weddings per year.
"The majority of them are in
my office,- Elkins said.
He said some couples request
that he join them .somewhere

• See Page 6

Come let our professionals lu lp make
,your special day beautifUl!
Rebecca Wilson • Terri Walston • Valarie Gallimore

Dixieland Center •(270) 753-6745

4a11111111ftswWith us, you can have
your cake and eat it too!
Cakes, Caterings, Dinners
& Reception Planning
(Weddings • Birthdays • Anniversaries
Special Occasions

4,21

fawn& -1

evin aph
:for all your

framing needs.

Geurin Cakes
kl Things
Jimmy & Vicky Geurin

The frame Village
W6 S. 5th St.(Next to Rudy's)759-9853

436-2199
229 Geurin Rd.• Murray
Permit #442
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•Courthouse
From Page 5

Allison Photography

PRETTY MAIDS ALL IN A ROW ... Flowers splash added color into a wedding party.

Flowers add beau
With all the fuss about weddings. there
is one item a bride rarely lets go unnoticed: the flowers.
But tradition may he the only thing keeping flora and fauna alive during wedding
ceremonies.
However, Sharilyn Ayers, owner of Murray Florist, said flowers add beauty and

tradition to wedding

freshness to any wedding ceremony, hut
they really have no importance in the ceremony.
"They're more for tradition than anything else," she said.
Ayers said roses, lilies, stephanotis and
gardenias are some of the best selling flowers for weddings.

Ayers said she is seeing a trends of more
hand tied bouquets with stems showing, which
creates a more causal look for brides and
bridesmaids. Brides are beginning to pick
bouquets of one or two long-stemmed flowers or are adding less greenery to the bou-

• See Page 7

Check The
Murray
Ledger &
Times for
wedding
dates and
engagements!

else, such as a home or a church.
He has also performed a ceremony on a pontoon boat about
50 feet from the dock.
"(After the ceremony,) I came
hack into town and they left
for a cottage not far away for
their honeymoon," he said.
Elkins also married a barefoot couple in his office after
they got their shoes muddy and
decided not to wear them.
Elkins said he can sometimes
run into a problems when couples don't speak English. He
said there will usually be a
translator there to help the wedding go off without a hitch.
Elkins said he has also
received phone calls the next
day from a few couples asking
about an annulment.
"We can't undo a wedding ceremony." he said.
Elkins said his office will
usually direct the distressed couple in the right direction. But,
most people seem very happy
with their decision.
"Most of the weddings are
the way they should be," he
said. " Everybody seems happy
and nervous at the same time
... like they should be."
Elkins said he has married
couples from as far away as
Michigan. He said many people come to get married here
because the laws are stricter in
other states, with restrictions such
as blood tests and waiting periods.
Elkins has also married couples who met in the area and
came back to exchange vows.
"One couple came here to
get married because they met here
years ago.- he said.
Elkins said the ceremony is
not very time consuming. It
takes about five minutes to complete some in-office paperwork,
and about two minutes complete
the ceremony.
Elkins said he would try to
accommodate most couples' special requests.
Said Elkin: "If a couple has
something special they want to
do, we accommodate them."
—Melissa Stoneberger
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Marriage scholars worry ,soulmate search unrealistic
TRENTON. N.J. (API -American 2Wsomethings have a
largely romantic view of marriage. a new study shows.
And researchers say that like
those literary romantics Romeo
and Juliet, they may he blind
to the consequences of their
quests for an idealized mate who
serves their every physical and
emotional need.
Nearly 19 in 20 never-married respondents to a national
survey agree that "when you
marry you want your spouse to
be your soul mate. first and
foremost." according, to the State
of Our Unions: 2001 study
released by Rutgers University.
David Popenoe, a Rutgers
sociologist and one of the study's
authors, said that view might spell

doom for marriages.
"It really provides a very
unrealistic view • of what marriage really is," Popenoe said.
"The standard becomes so high.
it's easy to bail out if you didn't find a soul mate."
The survey points to a fundamental dilemma in which
younger people want more from
the institution of marriage while
they Seemingly are unwilling to
make the necessary commitments.
The survey also suggests that
some respondents expect too
much from a spouse, including
the kind of emotional support rendered by same-sex friends.
The authors of the study also
suggest that the generation that
was polled may more quickly
leave a marriage because of infi-

del ity than past generation,
.
Popenoe said the poll. conducted by the Gallup Organization, is the first of its kind to
concentrille on people in their 20s.
A total of 1.003 married and
single young adults nationwide
were interviewed by telephone
between January and March. The
margin of error was plus or
minus four percentage points.
Respondents said they evenwally want to get married, realize it's a lot of work, and think
there are too many divorces.
They believe there is one right
person for them out there, somewhere, and think their own marriages won't end in divorce.
Since the poll is the first of
its kind, researchers say it is
impossible to say if expectations

abcflit in
are changinr
static,
But scholars saV the search
for soul Mates has increased
over the last generation — and
the last century — as marriage
has become an institution centering on romance rather than utility.
"One hundred years ago. people married for financial reasons. for tying families together. they married for pOlitical reasons.- said John Del.amaier. a
sociologist at. the ('ni‘ersii‘ of
Wisconsin. "And most people
had. children"
.
- Those conditions are no longer
the case for young adults like

r•40,,)
4
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From Page 6

West said while she deals
mainly in fresh flowers, some
brides prefer the silk, or artificial, flowers for a long-lasting
bouquet. She said the bride's
bouquet is usually more elaborate than the others in the wedding party.
"Most times the bride's bouquet is big and showy because

• See Page 8
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• Flowers ...
quet.
Marge West,employee at Murray Florist, said the types of
flowers a bride chooses also
depends on the season of her wedding. She said roses and lilies
are good choices for June weddings, but roses will fit well
anytime.
"You can't hardly beat them."
she said.

Da\ id Asher. a 24-year waiter
in a Trenton cafe who has been
in a relationship for about two
years. lie wants to wait to make
sure he's ready to exchange
VOWS.
"I know a lot of it has to
do with financial reasons. ...
Max he if you're going to have
children. marriage is the best bet."
he said.
Hut the main reason for matrinion‘ : "If you're in love with
soineoue. its sort of like promism g to them you are in love."
That's all well and good. said
[leather Ilelms-Erikson. an assis-

she's the main attraction." she
said.
Ayers and West both said
popular color choices for this
year's flowers are in pastels,
with lavender being one of the
most popular colors. Pinks, blues,
yellows, and peaches are also
donning bride and bridesmaid's
bouquets this year.
But colors and flower types
are just the icing on the wedding cake.
www.wedAccording
to
dingchannel.com. picking the
flowers for the wedding can be
more complicated.
It is recommended that the
bride take a disposable camera
with her so she can take pictures to remind herself of flow-

ers and flower arrangements she
likes. This can make selection
for center pieces and church
decoration easier.
Brides can also tear out pictures from magazine of arrangements and flowers they like.
Note the special features, so
when you meet with your florist.
there- is a better chance of communicating what you want.
Also, couples need to plan
and stick to their budget. A general rule of thumb is that flowers make up 15 percent of the
wedding budget.
Florists usually require a 25
to 50 percent down payment for
the order. Also beware of sales
tax and delivery fees that can
add extra cost to the flower fees.
—Melissa Sloheberger

Steele & Allbritten
rr Plumbing & Electrical
Panasolvc•

Large Inventory
of Residential and
Commercial Vacuums Featuring
Panasonic & Simplicity
• NEW UNIT SALES
• SERVICE FOR MOST BRANDS
• BAGS FOR MOST BRANDS

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m. - 5 p.m.
3rd St. • Murray • 753-5341
S.
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40 The Most Important 'Wedding This Tear Is Tours.•
Make Your Memories
Last With...

Where Memories Are Forever
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• "From This Moment.- Shama
am and Bryan \\lute
• Its Your I.4)‘ e. Tim
Nletiray. and Faith 1 1111
• "I Swear," John Nlichael
\bungoniery
•
Foie
and
Ludic' andross
• llaye I TO d You Laic]
Rod Stewart
• "The Way You Look
Tonight." Frank Sinatra/Tony
Bennett
• "Wonderful Tonight." Eric
Clapton

All!son Photography

THIS KISS ... Music can set the mood for a wedding.
Popular songs inClude "It's Your Love" by Tim
McGraw and wife Faith Hill.

MEMORABLE
c1•t
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Register with us for gifts
you'll cherish always.
We will gladly assist you in
choosing the perfect frame
• and matting for your
wedding photos.

Fnie ehina is still the backbone of a bridal registry.. butcompanies are recogniiing the
wI shes of the modern couple.
•( )I
the bride and groom
want a ery traditional china.
SO that it will. tics el go out
of style. The.i.zreat new thing
is that companies like Lenox
are creating beautiful accent
plates that coordinate with the
traditional gold, silver or platinum band china and allow
the bride and groom to really
jai" up their tabletop without
spending a fortune on a
'trendy' china that might look
really dated in five or six
years." Curd said.
"Accent plates don't require
a huge investment and allow
the bride and---groom to have
their more conservative china
pattern, hut still add a real
touch of style to their entertaining," she said. "l strongly
encourage couples to use their
china and crystal. It doesn't

III

lIe

111.11,\C‘-:
ti beautiful

L'

\ 411
ft:its' on

plate.
Curd said that she and the
other y‘ omen at Vintage Rose
i-,1111,01 unIt. v,ork bard to m ake
sure that brides are happy
with their registry, and they
get superior serY ice from the
"We are able to w ork
i.s•Ill'irsLe'.1y with our brides and
offer them special serx ices
and perks that a large department store just can't offer."
she said. "For example.
recently a bride called to
check on a china pattern she
had seen in Jackson, and
although we didn't carry the
pattern, we ordered it just so
that she could register for
what she wanted. It's that
kind of care that helps make
registering in a local store a
real benefit for the bride and
groom...
—Submitted by
Vintage Rose
Emporium

•`Soulmate'
From Page 7
tant professor or human development and tamily studies at the University of North Carolina at
Greensboro. But passion
partly an endorphincaused physiological phenomenon
has been
known to diminish in time.
"Ten years into a marriage, you don't have
that anymore," she said. You notice someone
else And think. 'Maybe this person is my soul
mate.'"
According to the report. the (ear of disorce
is one reason couples often cohabit before marriag
\lore than tour in 10 respondents to the
poll said they would rink marry someone will

the Net: http://marriage.rutgers.edu
mg to live with them first.
hut l'openoe noted that couples who live
together first are more likely to divorce than
those who don't.
"The erotic-romantic part of marriage
while
it can be there
should he superseded by other
things such as shared values and congruent role
espeoations- said James Piers. a professor of
sociolop and social work at Hope . College in
Holland. Mich. The passion portion. he said, "in
addition is wonderful. wonderful
frosting."

Mirrors
Silk Plants
Trees
Sculptures
Photo Frames
Limited
Edition Poster
Art & Originals

The

GALLERY
"Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing"
liatA 301 North 12th • University Square • Murray
Mon.-Fri. 9-5; Sat. 9-4 • 759-1019
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Over 20,000 Song Titles Available
For Your Wedding Reception.
CALL TODAY!

759-4770
"QUALITY SOUND & LIGHTING SINCE

1980"

How sweet it is!

• Knowing.

Cakes add
something
extra for
bride, groom
Perhaps the sweetest moment
of the wedding comes after the
ceremony.
At least for the guests, the
highlight of any reception can
be the wedding cake. And for
a bride, the cake of her dreams
is usually shared with her guests.
But much like many others.
the tradition of the white wedding cake is being left behind.
"A lot of (brides) are going
with strawberry and Italian cream
cakes." said Vicky Young owner
of A Piece of Cake.
Young said many couples are
also expanding on the popular
groom's cake, which isn't just
the traditional chocolate anymore.
For instance, in the movie
"Steel Magnolias," the groom's
cake was a red velvet cake in
the shape of an armadillo. After
the movie's premiere. Young said
she noticed a rise in red velvet
groom's cakes.
"I think a lot of that started
with the movie," she said.
Young said there is nothing
socially wrong with having different flavors in the bride's cake.
But brides might want to plan
for a little extra.
"A lot of people want to try
different flavors for different layers," she said.
Young said often guests might
like to try more than one piece
of cake if there are other flavors offered.
"The only thing about different
flavors is that you might have
to get more cake," she said.
Once the cake flavor is settled, a bride must decide on
toppings.
"I try to help them out as
much as I can," said Young.
"They don't know where to start
or where to begin."
Young said many brides forego
. the traditional "bride and groom"
cake topping pieces for icing
roses or silk flowers. Many couples also choose to have a fountain or small staircase added to
their cake for effect.
Leigh Ann Grady, who owns
Cakes and More, said she has
seen an increase in flowers on
wedding cakes in the past five
or six years. However, Grady
said a bride- rarely can .find a
picture that matches the cake of
her dreams, so she has learned
to improvise.
"I customize them," she said.
'V 'y i there. ,a,pjfwv,
'4
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From Page 5
tion to and from the ceremony. iiid to the reception for yourself
and . your • attendants'.
Make reservations earl. especially if you want a white 'car.
.Chose a xxedding dress that reflects your
• Order dresses
and makes ‘ou look beautiful.
•tyle and personal
Flowers can add an elegant touch to the
• Choose a florist
wedding day. and evely florist has a unique style. Select one
whose arrangements oil like and who can offer helpful, creative
ideas about bouquets. corsages and centerpieces.
4
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Cakes and More
illWecasion Cakcs and.Catering
Birthdays + Weddings•Anniversaries
Corporate Events

Now Booking Weddings
& Rehearsal Dinners

4*-0.•

License #61656
237 Tobacco Road
bl Leigh Ann Steely Grady
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-1159

It

Photo provided by Leigh Ann Grady

DELICIOUS ... Wedding cakes give a sweet send-off
for the bride and groom.
someone shows me that is exactly what they want."
Grady said she often puts a
strawberry of lemon filling
between layers of cake to satisfy the bride's craving for a
different flavor.

Also, Grady said she is noticing the trend of "satellite" cakes,
rather than tiered or stacked
cakes.

• See Page 10
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We make it easier.
"This area's complete bridal service."

•

Bridal Apparel • Invitations • China & Stoneware
• Crystal • Flatware • Gift Items
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
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Murray Home & Auto
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Fabrics, detail add to gowns
a touch of rich chantilly lace and mitered cummerbund sugBy The Associated Press
Though the silhouettes have appliquéd above the waistline. gesting the Edwardian era
simplified, today's wedding over a deep pleated skirt with ($3.100).
gowns are still lavish in terms asymmetric front box pleat
Elegance from the 1930s is
($3,300).
of fabrics and details.
recalled in a column dress feaThe lace appears again at the turing a silk jacquard skirt with
And these cuts are showing
off more of the bride herself. scalloped hem and is repeated buttons down the side, with a
with sleeveless, hare-armed, as an appliqué on a sheer veil. soft draped'empire double chifstrapless and occasionally even Even with more coverage, the fon bodice ($800).
designer preserves the bare look:
bare-backed styles.
An all-silk gown with an 18th
One of the most popular choic- A translucent dress has a floral century-style scalloped overskirt
es is a dress with a camisole crystal beaded stretch tulle bodice and bodice with lace inserted at
bodice and tiny spaghetti straps, with sleeves, just skimming the center has jeweled trim on straps
most often are part of a slim shoulders over a strapless top, and bodice ($3,200).
columnar silhouette or with an with a full skirt of silk gazar
From David's Bridal comes
with tulle overlay ($3,900).
only moderately flared skirt.
a satin A-line dress with bib
Carmela Sutera is a strapless top covered in corded lace ($499),
An example is Anisale's silk
organza faille gown with fitted gown with flared silk duchess designed by Michaelangelo: the
dropped waist bodice, which has skirt, beaded organza overlay top corded lace is repeated in the
train, which appears as an inset
pleat.
And for absolute simplicity.
there's a Lady Eleanor design
of satin strapless sheath with
train, with a single-.jeweled•band
at the empire waist ($349i.

THE
TROPHY CASE

For all your awards & engraving needs.
We Also
Carry
Letter Jackets
Engravable & Sterling
Silver Wedding Gifts
& Accessories

YOUR SOCCER HEADQUARTERS"
966 Chestnut Street, Murray (Next to Pagliai's)
Store Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.• 753-8844
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For Your
SpecialDay
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Bridal Announcement & Invitations
Napkins • Matches • Cake Cutters
Photo Albums • Guest Registers
Wedding Guides • Ring Pillows
Shower Accessories & Portyware
Attendant Gifts
and More!

Ginger's Hallmark

Allison Photography

ELEGANT ... Wedding
gowns can range in all
sorts of fashion, from
simplistic to this flowing
masterpiece.

• Cakes...
From Page 9
Grady said it is helpful for
brides to come to her with a
cake in mind, but if they just
have no ideas, she doesn't mind
taking time to work with them

distance. Special fees such as
this one should be asked about
when discussing cake ideas.
But before brides and grooms
adorned the tops of cakes and
brides fussed over cake flavors,
"I'm always willing to sit citizens of ancient Rome used
down with them and take as wheat bread as a symbolize the
much item as we need." she groom's dominance over the
said.
bride. The groom would break
Most cakes will cost more_ the bread over the bride's head,
than $150, and brides should be and as crumbs fell through her
aware of delivery costs, especially hair, guests would retrieve the
if the cake has to travel a long pieces and keep them as good

.For The I\ edding
ot c./111 1'ays breat1tcd Of

Custom `Floral Designs
Tor Your Special Day.
• Fresh & Silk Flowers• Wedding Equipment
Rentals•Free Wedding Consultation

640 N. 12th St.
c'lloppmo Autorty
Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
0
Sun. 1-5 p.m.

609 1/2 S. 4th St., Murray

753-9514

luck charms. Some believed the
crumbs would bring a woman
visions of the man she would
marry if placed under her pillow.
In England during the 17th
century, couple used sticky buns
to celebrate their union. Then,
two centuries later, the buns
became pies, and were finally
replaced by a wedding cake,
now known as the "bride's cake."
—Melissa Stoneberger
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9 to 12 months before
_ Select a wedding date
Formally announce your
engagement to both sides of the
Lintity
Decide who you would like in
your wedding party and ask them
to participate
Purchase bridal magazines
and start a wedding file Collect
tear sheets of dresses, flowers. ect
Purchase a notebook to store
your wedding information
Research. if applicable. premarital counseling -I3nd sign up for
the appropriate classes
_ Research wedding locations
for the ceremony and reception
_ Create a guest list Alphabetize your guest list and include each
guest's street address, city, state,
and zip code
8 month before
Schedule an appointment at
bridal salons and being shopping for
a dress
Reserve wedding locations for
the ceremony and the reception and
send a deposit
Set a preliminary budget
Update your guest list
_ Select three hotels in varying
pnce and notify your out-of-town
guests
Determine wedding theme.
styte, and color scheme
Interview and select a wedding coordinator if applicable
Interview and select a band
Interview and select a videog•
rapher
Interview and select a photographer
Begin registering for wedding
gifts
7 Months Before
Place your final order for your
wedding gown_ shoes, veil and other
accessories
Begin shopping for bridesmaid
dresses
Review invitation options
Interview and select a florist
Interview and select a caterer,
if necessary
Interview and select and oHiciant (minister, priest, pastor, rabbi
or Judge )
_ Interview cake designers, sample cake flavors, and select a
cake
Review ideas for the honey_
moon and contact your travel agent

PACIL, 11
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for information and reservations
6 months before
Begin shopping for invitations
Review invitations options
Create a "B" invitation guest
list
Place your final order for
bndesmaids' gowns and any accessories
_ _ Have the mothers coordinate
and select their dresses
Reserve rental equipment,
including chairs, tables, tents.
linens. ect
Select and reserve and specialty rental items you might want
to use and gel samples of each.
including table linens, glassware. and
charger plates
5 months before
_ Finalize the overall budget
Select floral arrangements for
the ceremony. reception and
bridal party
_ Finalize your decor ideas and
design schematic
_ Mail any outstanding deposits
to vendors
Begin shopping for party
favors for the wedding, if applicable
Shop for your wedding rings
Begin shopping for the
groom's wedding attire
Select the groom's attendants
attire Send out tuxedo measurement forms to all groomsmen
Finalize dates for showers
and bachelor or bachelorette parties
4 months before
Finalize all the information for
the wedding invitations and order
them
Notify any family or friends
that you would like to participate
in your wedding as a escort, card
table attendant, gift attendant or
photo liaison
Submit menu and beverage
selections to the hotel or caterer
Begin the music selections for
the ceremony You will need a processional song for the groom, parents and attendants, a bridal song
and a recessional song
Select a responsible person to
handle the guest book and determine its location.
Scout and reserve rehearsal
dinner locations
Complete your registry
Place your final order on
party favors.
Schedule tests for make-up

and hair
3 months before
_ Complete your wedding invitation list and submit ii to a calligrapher
_ Finalize the date, time and
place of the wedding rehearsal
and rehearsal dinner
Make a guest list for the
rehearsal dinner
Attend your first appointment
with the wedding offictant to review
details for the- ceremony
Select the traditions your
would like to include in your reception, for example, the bride and
groom's first dance the formal cake
cutting. the first toasts, or the fatherdaughter or mother-son dance
Select special readings and
begin writing personalized vows. if
applicable
Make all your appointments
for make-up, hair, ect
Schedule an appointment for
a food tasting and a meeting with
the caterer or hotel catering staff
Set up an appointment to see
a sample of your flower centerpieces
and if possible. your linens, china
and glassware with your florist and
reception. venue Bring your wedding
coordinator, if you have one
If you have special music
requests for the ceremony to reception, buy sheet music
Purchase plenty of stamps

and several pens that match your
stationary for thank you notes
Begin writing thank you notes
as wedding gifts arrive.
Purchase hostess gifts and
cards for your showers Have them
gift-wrapped and write thank you
notes
Purchase a guest book, sign.
in pen, cake knife and lifter and
champagne flutes
Book and reserve your bridal
preparation and honeymoon suite
Check your slate's requirements for a marriage license
2 months
Schedule first fittings for weddings gown and luxes Remember to
bring stockings. shoes hair acces
sones. jewelry and a camera
Begin composing the wedding
weekend schedule information
1 month before
Apply for a marriage license
Finalize the details with your
caterer, florist and musicians
Submit the wedding program
information to a stationer
Finalize your schedule for the
wedding day with your wedding
venue
Pick up the wedding rings
Gel forms to change names
on your social security card. driver's
Ilicense, insurance and medical plans
and bank accounts
Schedule your second bridal

gown fitting
Mail your rehearse dinner
invitations
3 weeks before the wedding
Reconfirm your hotel room tor
the wedding night
Send final confirmation for all
your honeymoon reservations
Prepare and pack for your
honeymoon and wedding weekend
2 weeks before
Send final payments to all
vendors
1 week before
Conlirm the .whereabouts of
wedding
your marriage license and
rings
P.ck up your bridal gown and
veil and make sure all your accessories are together
Pick up he bridal party and
bring them to the bridal dressing
room the day before the wedding, if
possible
Pick up the grooms tux and
make sure all of his accessories
are together
Grooms should Qe a hair cut
Source
www.weddingchannel.com
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The beginning of your
perfect love story.
Come in and choose your engagement ring, wedding or
anniversary bawl from our large store selections or ask our
jewelry design department to create the perfect ring that
reflects your personal style adding to the special romance
you both share through the years. Our prices and seruice
u)ill 'flake us your perfect jewelry store!
• We have an excellent selection of wedding
gifts & gifts for the wedding party.
• In-house expert jewelry repair, design and
engraving for less.

NIP

FREE Engraving with purchase of bridal set!
_
•
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A Groom's Checklist
Vows and toast
Tuxedo or suit
Shirt
Vest/cumberbund
Undergarments
Studs/cufflinks
Tie
Wedding rings
Shoes and socks
Handkerchief
Hair gel
Comb and brush
Breath mints
Razor/shaving cream
Deodorant
Cologne
Money/credit cards/driver's license/blank checks
Extra contact lenses and solution (if needed)
Clothing for post reception

With the busy day ahead, a bride has a lot on her mind. Here is a
list of items to help her keep her focus:
Gown
Shoes
Veil/Headpiece
Jewelry
Wrap (for cold
weather)
Stockings/ Panty(two
pairs)
hose
Undergarments
Button-front shirt
(for make-up and hair)
Cosmetics
Compact/Mirror
Foundation
Waterproof Mascara
Perfume
Lip Balm
Toothpaste/Toothbrush
Breath mints
Deodorant

Extra contact
lenses and solution
Prescription medication (if needed)
Hair Products
Brush/comb/round
brush/hairspray
Blow Dryer/curling
iron
Barettes/combs/headband
- Money/credit
cards/driver's
license/checks
Purse
Champagne flutes
Cake knife and
lifter
Vows and toast
Something old
Something new

Something borrowed
Something blue
Handkerchief
Garter
Marriage License
Wedding rings
"Getting Ready"
tape/cd's for bridal
dressing area and
boom
box
Outfit for postreception
Thank you gifts
for wedding party and
parents
Throw bouquet
Guest book and
pen

Source: www.weddingchannel.com
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Source:
www.weddingchannel.com
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CHEERS TO
THE YEARS ...
A government
study showed
recently that
brides over age
25 have longerlasting marriages. The
study was conducted by the
National Center
for Health Statistics.

Check The
Murray
Ledger
Times for
wedding
dates and
engagements!

Wedding Gowns 1/2 Price.
Prom Gowns 1/2 Price!
•Tuxedos (5 paid grooms free i - All Styles Available
•Wedding Gowns - May Purchase or Rent
•Bridesmaids & Flower Girl Dresses
Discounts w/tuxedos, purchase or rent )

•Complete Wedding Chapel Package Available

Ar 2001
gisowarzeir4zy

ertrauhafFeanzal
.2

* 7 Day,6 Night Honey Moon Lodging
* Wedding Tuxedos - Free Rental
* Free Wedding Gown Rental
* Wedding Planner * Cake Topper
* Free Limousine

MAKE YOUR DRESS LAST As LONG
As THE MEMORIES.
Trust Our Sanitone Drycleaning.

CLIP & MAIL TO REGISTER
Brides Name:

As a Certified Master Drycleaner, we can help preserve
your wedding dress. Using the gentle Sanitone drycleaning process, our experts can clean the most intricate and
delicate of dresses. And to assure you that your dress will
hold its beauty, well carefully package it in a special storage box. So put your trust in the professionals. And your
dress will last as long as the memories.

Address:
Phone #'
Grooms NameAddress-

LAIJNIMY

Phone #•

JIMMIE

Wedding Date.
BRING- IN FOR A FREI!: C;IF17
30,1 Main St.
Nationwide
Murray, KY 42071
1-888-367-6757
1-270-753-1300
1-888-958-9879

CIALINEILS

605 Main St., Murray, KY
(270) 753-2552
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